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I
Thank you for attending the Fourteenth (almost) Annual National Convention Caller’s
School. This is a joint venture between Grand Square, Inc. and the 70thNational Convention.
The goal of GSI and the 70th NSDC is to help preserve our great heritage – square dancing.
On behalf of GSI, and all of our supporters worldwide, I would like to personally thank and
congratulate Dan and Glinda Torvik and the entire 70th Committee for their unending resolve
in making this convention a reality.
Your participation this week is an indicator of your desire to improve. Square dancing needs
good callers – Worldwide.
We have attempted to provide you with a superior coaching staff. It is our hope that you will
leave the school with not only some new calling “tricks”, but with a renewed desire to help
improve our activity.
We hope that your week will be educational and fun.
It has been a very difficult year and a half – But SQUARE DANCING IS BACK!!!
Kim Curlee
President, Grand Square Inc.

II

We would like to welcome you to the 70th National Square Dance Convention®.
Thank you so much for supporting our convention. Thank you even more for
becoming a caller to keep our hobby going. We know you will have a great time
this week with the GSI Staff learning more great ways to call. If you are calling
at the convention, we are sure you will have lots of fun refreshing dancers’
brains so they can remember how to dance after this crazy last year we have
had. We totally do not understand how you all learn to be callers. We have
tried and it is so hard. Wish we had brains as good as yours.
See ya on the dance floor.
Dan and Glinda Torvik
General Chairman

III

Scott Bennett is from Oklahoma and began calling in 1984. He calls for beginners thru
A-2. He has called festivals and specials throughout the United States. He takes pride in his
enthusiastic presentation, choreographic creativity, musical variety, high-energy/up-beat dance
delivery, sense of humor, and vocal style.
Scott believes in caller education and enjoys teaching the many aspects of calling to newer
callers. Scott is a CALLERLAB Accredited Caller, member of the CALLERLAB Quarter Century
Club, and is involved with many local area caller associations as well.
Scott has recorded Square Dance Music on Dance Ranch Records, and for Hi-Hat Records. In
2013 Scott started two of his own Square Dance music labels Crest and Acme Recordings. He
was a finalist in the first ever international Square Dance Callers Awards "The Ozzie's". He is
honored to have been nominated and proud to make the finals in four categories in a worldwide
caller competition. Whether it is a club dance or the National Square Dance Convention, you
can find Scott doing what he loves best……Entertaining!

Jeremy Butler lives in Virginia Beach, VA.

He started calling in 1996. Calling SSD

through the C1 program on a regular basis.
He is the club caller for the Capitol Squares (A2/C1) in Richmond, VA and The Square Edges
(Plus) in Newport News, VA. and he travels nationally calling for many other clubs and festivals.
Jeremy is the Vice Chairman of the CALLERLAB Advanced Program Committee and is also the
Membership Chairman of the Virginia State Caller’s Association.
Jeremy has recorded vocals for both Crown Records and Royal Records. In 2020, Jeremy also
organized a team of highly qualified callers and caller coaches to create the Corona Learning
Assistance Seminar Series (CLASS) for Caller education during the COVID-19 pandemic to
keep everyone engaged in the activity and improving their skillsets.

Dee Dee Dougherty started Square Dancing at the age of 3 and was clogging in an
exhibition square dance team by the age of 6. She’s been Calling and Teaching for over 30
years full time travelling nationally and internationally.
She lives in Minneapolis, MN from May through November, traveling and calling through the
summer on the road. For the winter months she works a full program, November through May
in AZ, and continues to fly out for weekend festivals and conventions.
Dee Dee has called in all 50 states, Denmark, Japan, England, Sweden and Germany, and at
over 30 National Conventions. She is featured at many state conventions, festivals, weekends,
and Square Dance Resorts.
Dee Dee received an Ozzie Award for Most Entertaining Caller, Best Female Patter Caller, and
Best Female Vocal on a Recorded Singing Call. She also assisted on the CALLERLAB
Foundation's Project Recording of God Bless the USA. She is a member of CALLERLAB
having served on the Board of Governors for six years, the Minnesota Square Dance Callers
Association, and National Teacher Association for Country Western Dance. She is BMI/ASCAP
licensed and presently a Recording Artist with Rhythm Records.
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Jay Henderson is known for his Texas country roots and motorcycle heritage (horses,
Harleys and hotrods). He lived most of his life in San Joaquin Valley of California and now living
in Emmett, Idaho. He has been calling and teaching since 1959, received a certificate of
achievement from American Callers Association for 51 years of teaching, calling and
promoting square dancing on June 15, 2011.
Jay was a plumber for 38 years while calling and is now calling full time throughout the United
States, neighboring countries, and cruises. In addition to calling, Jay has performed in many
country western nightclubs and venues.
Jay calls Beginners thru Advance. Served as Valley Callers Association President. He is now
recording with the top record company for square dance music, Royal Records. In the past he
has recorded over 100 records for the following recording companies - Royal Canadian,
Cowtown, Scope, Blue Star Records, Big Mac and established Fine Tune Records 1982 with
co-owner Rick Hampton. Jay is a member of the half century club in CALLERLAB and
American Callers Association (ACA), BMI and ASCAP licensed.

Vernon Jones started dancing in Jr High School in 1972 and began calling in 1978.

He
currently calls for the T Squares Square Dance club in Fort Worth, Texas. He calls for numerous
clubs, groups, and weekend events throughout the year. He belongs to the North Texas Callers
Association where he has served as Training Coordinator as well as being elected to all officer
spots including President on three separate occasions. He belongs to the Texas State Callers
Association in all officer positions and has served as President. In 2011, Vernon was honored to
be inducted into the Texas Callers Hall of Fame. He belongs to CALLERLAB and serves on
many committees and has been chairman of several of those committees. He currently is the
Chairman of the newly formed New Callers Committee. He has served several terms on the
CALLERLAB Board of Governors. He has been chosen to serve on the CALLERLAB Executive
Committee and was honored to be selected to serve as Chairman of The Board for two years.
Vernon has been married to Kayla for 41 years. Together they have two daughters and are
blessed to have two granddaughters and one grandson.

Shauna Kaaria learned to clog in 1977 and taught her first clogging classes in 1980.
Although she learned to square dance in high school (1979) she did not fully participate in the
activity until nearly 20 years later when her clogging path crossed with square dancing at local
and state festivals. In 1999 Shauna began teaching and cueing round dancing in addition to
clogging classes.
Shauna attended her first Caller’s School in 2007 (taught by her husband, Vic) and was
surprised to discover how much she enjoyed calling. Since then, she has settled in nicely
teaching and calling for local clubs.
In August of 2015, Shauna launched Chic Recordings (a square dance music recording
company.) Chic has broken new ground in the square dance music business, recording songs
in two keys to meet the needs of both male and female callers. Shauna is currently the only
female producer in the square dance music business.
Shauna is currently the chair of the Music Producers committee for CALLERLAB, and a
member of the CALLERLAB Board of Governors. In the “real world,” Shauna is a Marketing
Analyst for The Toro Company’s Irrigation Division in Riverside, CA.
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Ted Lizotte and his wife Shelly make their home in Manchester, New Hampshire. Ted

learned how to square dance in 1988 and began calling that same year. His first decade calling
was mostly spent performing with Paul Cote as “The DUO!” and they traveled extensively
through the Northeast region.
Ted currently calls for beginners through C1 and for the past 25 years has been the club caller
for Tech Squares of MIT. In 2012, Ted began his journey as a recording artist on EGO
recordings, and in 2017, branched out to his own label, becoming the owner/producer of Throw
Back Tunes.
In early 2020, Ted earned his Accredited Caller Coach designation from CALLERLAB, and as of
2021, serves on the Board of Governors and Executive Committee as its Vice Chairman. Ted is
a recurring staff member of the GSI School and the Northeast Regional Callers School. By day,
Ted works as WFM professional for a major insurance company and travels as much as his job
allows. He has been featured at numerous festivals and weekends both nationally and
internationally and is well known for his smooth flowing choreography and music usage.

Tony Oxendine One of the most popular callers in the world, Tony began calling in
1974 and fresh out of college became a full-time caller in 1980. He has called in all 50 states
and over a dozen foreign countries. He has been the featured caller at festivals and
conventions worldwide.
In 1976, Tony recorded his first square dance record on Ranch House Records. In 1986, he
and Jerry Story founded Royal Records. Royal Records quickly became one of the largest
record companies in the square dance field. Royal Records continues to be a pioneer in the
field of square dance music. Tony has received two Gold Records for outstanding sales –
“Pretty Woman” on Ranch House Records and “The Square Dance Is On” on Lou Mac Records.
Tony has been an accredited member of CALLERLAB since 1978. He has served on and
chaired numerous committees. He has served on the Board of Governors and on the Executive
Board of Governors of CALLERLAB. He was Chairman of the Board of CALLERLAB from 1994
- 1996. In 2000, Tony was presented with the Milestone Award – CALLERLAB’S highest honor.
Tony became an accredited Caller Coach in 1996. Since that time he has conducted or taught
in several schools each year and presents at weekend and one day seminars in his travels. He
has developed skills in the presentation of singing calls and showmanship that are unmatched.
Your personal presentations can surely benefit from Tony’s experience.

Jack Pladdys began calling in 1982 while serving as a member of the US Air Force. Now
he and his wife, Sherry, spend the week managing a very busy home program calling and
teaching for two Plus clubs, an A2, and a C1 group. Jack has taught beginner lesson classes
every year since he started calling. He believes the existence of Square Dancing is dependent
upon all callers staying passionate about the activity and dedicated to always teaching new
dancers every year. He is extremely involved with CALLERLAB as a member of the Board of
Governors, Chairman of the Marketing Committee, and is an Accredited Caller Coach. He also
serves as the Central US Leader for Grand Square International, Inc., runs the Midwest Caller
College, and is a staff coach of the NSDC GSI Caller schools.
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Jack is the Purchasing & Logistics Manager for Pioneer Automotive Technologies of
Springboro, Ohio. Blended, he & Sherry have six children and twelve grandchildren.
Jack has been on staff of many festivals throughout the US, Canada, and Europe over the
years. He currently records on Royal Records, is a member of the Miami Valley Callers
Association (MVCA) and an Accredited Member of CALLERLAB. He has presented on
education panels at the annual CALLERLAB convention, many NSDC’s, state conventions, and
has conducted Caller and Club Leadership training seminars in his travels.

Bob Riggs and his wife Allynn started dancing together during the summer of 1974 and
through the years since have enjoyed the fellowship and joy found in our American Folk dance.
Bob started calling in the summer of 1975 and continues to teach, call, cue and prompt for a
variety of events throughout the world. Allynn formally started cuing in the summer of 2013 to
expand the entertainment that we can provide clubs and organizations.
Currently, Bob calls regularly for the Sunflower Squares, Heather Twirlers, and Fly’n B Squares
and other square dance and community dance groups too numerous to list throughout the
Rocky Mountain Region. Bob teaches throughout the year at a Dance Studio in Castle Rock,
the Grandview Grange in Centennial, and Harvey Park Christian Church in Denver. In addition,
a long list of groups count on Bob to lead the entertainment for their events whether it be a
church social, a wedding reception, a neighborhood party or a father/daughter night. Our
greatest joy is to see the participants of events have a great time with music, dance and each
other.

Mike Sikorsky is a CALLERLAB Accredited Caller Coach and a CALLERLAB Board of
Governors elected member. Mike is also vice chair of the Music Producers Committee. He was
the recipient of the 2017 Best of Mesa award in the entertainer category.
Mike called his first full square dance for the Roaring 20's young adult club in July 1972 in Van
Nuys, California. They expected 6 couples and 11 squares attended! Credit 3 surprise
visitations, with all night markets and convenience stores being invented 10 years later. Have
you ever seen doughnuts cut into eighths and a thimble of punch dribbled into a Dixie Cup?
Mike later discovered his maternal Grandfather, Oscar, was an old-time square dance caller,
calling "Wagon Wheel" and "Red Wing" every summer Saturday night on his farm to the music
being played by whatever banjo or guitar player showed up. They had put all the furniture out in
the yard and put one square in the kitchen, one in the living room, and one in the bedroom. He
would shout the calls to the kitchen square, they'd shout the calls to the living room square, and
they'd should the calls to the bedroom square.
Mike graduated from Calif. State University Northridge (CSUN) in 1978 with a bachelor’s
degree, paying his own way with the money he made square dance calling. Of Mike's square
dance calling, his college friends said, "Well, it beats flipping hamburgers!"
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HISTORY AND HERITAGE
BACKGROUND
Dancing probably began as an imitative act, i.e., early man initiating some of the ritualistic
dances of the animals. Historically, dance seems to have reached its low point during the days
of the classical Greece. Then it was looked upon as an ignoble activity. Aristotle was
supposed to have said, "No citizen should pursue these arts (music and dance) so far that he
approaches professional status," and relegated such activities to slaves, freedmen and
foreigners. The great Roman, Cicero, said, "Nobody dances unless he is drunk or unbalanced
mentally." Italy saw the return of dancing during the 15th century, but France may be said to be
the mother of the modern art. Many of our dance terms show this French connection, including
the call dos-a-dos, which means back-to-back.

EVOLUTION
ENGLISH HERITAGE
Unquestionably, the English ancestor of our modern square dance was the great Morris dance. It
was an exhibition dance done by trained teams of Morris dancers - six men (women did not
participate) in two rows of three. Later on, in the 17th century, country dances became all the rage
in England. Many were long ways or line dances, and some believe that the contra got its name
either from a mispronunciation of "country" or from the fact that the dances were done in two,
opposing lines. At the same time, people did "rounds for as many as will", some of which
resembled the choral dances often danced in the naves of English churches.
FRENCH DEVELOPMENT
The French adopted and modified the English country dance and called it the Contredanse
Anglais. They also produced the form of dance known as the Quadrille (a term which originally
referred to a card game). It is the Quadrille that most people point to as the granddaddy of our
modern square dance. However, history shows that "Dull Sir John" and "Faine I Would” were
square dance routines popular in England over 300 years ago. The French also developed the
Contredanse Francais or Cotillion, a dance done in a square formation with eight dancers.
EARLY DANCE MASTERS
The vital link to this past was the dancing masters that came to the new land called America with
the first settlers and brought with them the dances of their homeland. One of the earliest records
(and there are not many) of these dances is contained in the works of Hohn Playford, a musician
and dancing master. His book, "The English Dancing Master - Plaine and Easy Rules for the
Dancing of Country Dances, with Tunes to Each Dance" was published in seventeen editions
between 1650 and 1728 and contained 918 dances. Meanwhile, couple dancing was keeping
pace. The French had a round dance called the Branle, and there was the Gavotte and the Minuet.
It was that most daring of all dances, waltz, that created quite a stir when it was introduced, for it
permitted the gentleman to hold his partner in close embrace as they moved about the floor. That
position, which we now call closed dance position, was known for many years as the waltz
position.
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EARLY AMERICAN FORMS
As the pioneers moved westward, the dances went with them. Many of the dances were lost or
forgotten, but many were preserved, particularly in the southern Appalachians. There the running
set established itself as one of the deep taproots of our western square dance. The running set
even had a caller -- America’s only unique contribution to the square dance. In the first part of the
20th century, American dancing suffered a great decline. Quadrilles and contras died. People twostepped the waltz and forgot the polka and the schottische. A rowdy form of dancing called the
"barn dance" set precedent square dancers long have fought to overcome. It took a great
industrialist and superintendent from a small school in Colorado to lift the great American folk
activity out of the doldrums.
HENRY FORD
Mr. Henry Ford used to vacation at the Wayside Inn in Sudbury, Massachusetts. There he became
interested in the dance program conducted by a dancing master named Benjamin Lovett. The
program included the gavotte, mazurkas, the schottische, the minuet, the Virginia Reel, and other
squares and rounds. Mr. Ford tried to hire Mr. Lovett, who declined, pointing out that he had a firm
contract with the Inn. This posed no problem for multi-millionaire Ford, who simply bought the Inn
and Mr. Lovett´s contract and took Mr. Lovett back to Detroit with him. In the Detroit area, Mr. Ford
established a broad program for teaching squares and rounds, including radio broadcasts and
programs for schools. He built a beautiful dance hall in Greenfield Village and named it Lovett Hall.
It is still in use. In 1926 Mr. Ford and Mr. Lovett published a book which provided inspiration and
material for many people who had wanted such a reference. That book was entitled "Good
Morning". One of the people who pounced on and devoured the book was a young school
superintendent in Colorado Springs, Colorado, named Lloyd Shaw.
LLOYD "PAPPY" SHAW
Lloyd "Pappy" Shaw realized that Ford’s book supplied only a part of the information on the
American dance, and that the rest of it was under his nose in the small towns and farming and
mining communities of his own West. He went to work painstakingly interviewing old-timers,
collecting dances and music, researching. In 1939 he published the first definitive work on western
square dancing - "Cowboy Dances". Later he published a round dance book. He trained teams of
dancers in his Cheyenne Mountain School and took them around the country exhibiting and
teaching. In the summer, he conducted classes for new leaders, and western square dancing
began to grow like wildfire. Of course, in those days, one did not ask if there would be rounds. It
was taken for granted that one would do the Varsouvianna, a schottische, the Black Hawk Waltz,
and perhaps, Blue Pacific Waltz. There might be a cue word here and there for the new people, but
no cuer. Dancers knew the dances, just as they knew the figures of many of the square dance calls
such as Birdie in the Cage, Lady ´Round the Lady and Dive for the Oyster.
A BRIEF LIST 0F HISTORICAL LANDMARKS
•

Early English: Morris Dancing

•

17th Century England: Circle dances (often performed in churches)

•

17th / 18th Century France: Quadrilles, Cotillion etc.

•

18th / 19th Century USA: Running Sets - Appalachian Square Dance. At this stage the true
dance form denigrated to an over simplistic bawdy affair known as the Barn Dance which in
reality bore little resemblance to either Traditional or Modern Square Dancing.
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•

1921: Henry Ford publishes “Good Morning”, based upon research carried out by Benjamin
Lovett. The first modern compendium of traditional dances.

•

1939: Lloyd Shaw publishes “Cowboy Dances”, which is still regarded as one of the very best
collection of Traditional dances.

•

Late 1940s: Ed Gilmore (among others) promote four couple (as opposed to visiting couple)
dances - the foundation of Modern American Square Dancing.

•

1940s/1950s: Electronics and recordings improve thus enabling square dances to be held for
almost limitless numbers.

•

1950s/1960s: Plethora of new calls.

•

1960s: Les Gotcher pioneered patter and call teaching techniques. Sets in Order and the Gold
Ribbon Committee developed 50 basics and 75 Extended Basic Lists.

•

Mid 1970s: CALLERLAB Lists introduced, followed by Standardized Definitions etc.

•

1970s/1980s The Quarterly Selection program provides a regulated measure of new,
experimental, and even traditional calls - resulting in further significant changes to the programs.

•

Early 2000’s: Emphasis on complexity and reduction in class length caused a reduction in quality
of dancing.

MODERN SQUARE DANCING
CHOREOGRAPHY TRANSITION
Square dancing began its transition from the traditional, visiting couple type of dancing into all-fourcouple-working kind of dancing in the late 1940s and early 1950s. One of the first to use this type
of dance pattern was Ed Gilmore who traveled widely and conducted some of the earliest training
programs for callers. Callers discovered they could move everyone at the same time and create
more interest.
ELECTRONICS AND RECORDINGS
Meanwhile, the development of the electronic amplifier aided the transition, since it permitted the
caller to manage large crowds. It was no longer necessary to shout, use a megaphone, or have a
caller in each square. The improved public address equipment allowed the caller to be heard well
enough so that the dance routine could be invented as it was called. No longer was the dancer
expected to know the dance pattern that went with a particular tune as was common in traditional
dancing.
Square dance records, particularly, the small, easy to manage 45 RPM discs, eliminated the
need for live music, with all its attendant problems and allowed much greater musical variety
and flexibility. The modern square dance activity owes much to the record companies who put
out first, the 10" and 12" records that ran a 78 RPM and then an abundant supply of good
music for square dancing on the much more easily handled 45 RPM 7" records. Some of the
pioneering labels have been around since the 1950s. These include Sets In Order, MacGregor
and Blue Star. Dozens of other labels have been added since then and without all of them
modern square dancing could not have spread throughout the world as it has.
NEW CALLS
In the late 1950s what had been a slow trickle of new call ideas and names began to turn in a
flood. Square Thru (which had been danced without a name in contras for a couple of centuries)
was given a name and introduced in 1957. Other new movements were created and named in
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quick succession and the nature of square dancing was changed. Soon we were teaching 16 calls
in classes, then 20, and then 32, and then --you know the rest of the story.
NEW CALLS PROGRAMMING
In the early 1960s another caller who traveled widely, Les Gotcher, began to use a programming
technique that became very widespread. With a seemingly endless flood of new calls being
created, callers found that by teaching new calls in several tips during an evening dance, the effect
of experience differences between dancers could be limited. Since the calls were new to everyone
the less experienced dancers had nearly equal chance to dance them successfully.
THE STANDARD LISTS
Eventually dancers became frustrated because they could never stop trying to learn the new calls.
Attempts were made to develop a standard list. The national magazine, Sets in Order, with the
help of a Gold Ribbon Committee, developed a list of 50 calls that everyone should know. Soon it
became clear that some new calls, not on the 50 Basic list, were gaining wide acceptance and a
supplemental list of 25 more calls was developed. The creators of these lists had hoped to provide
a stable, unchanging body of calls that could serve as an entry point for new dancers, but the
square dance activity would not stand still. Newer calls kept winning favor from dancers and callers
and could not be left off any standard list.
CALLERLAB
In the years immediately following World War II one leader emerged - Dr. Lloyd Shaw of
Colorado Springs. Dr. Shaw attracted hundreds of callers to his summer seminars and set the
future direction of square dancing. In 1971 one of those, Bob Osgood who was the publisher of
Sets In Order magazine, seeing a need for unified caller-leadership brought together eleven
members of his Square Dance Hall of Fame to form CALLERLAB. They were Marshall Flippo, Ed
Gilmore, Lee Helsel, Bruce Johnson, Arnie Kronenberger, Frank Lane, Joe Lewis, Bob Osgood,
Bob Page, Dave Taylor and Bob VanAntwerp. This list of goals was established.
•

Let's put the dance back into square dancing.

•

An accepted form of standardization is vital to the growth and continuation of this
activity. Caller-teacher leadership training is the responsibility of the callers and
teachers.

•

Professional standards for callers and teachers need to be established and maintained.
Today's square dancing is due for a reappraisal.

•

The combination of the various parts of the square dance activity (squares, rounds, circle
mixers, quadrilles, contras, and related forms) should be encouraged.

•

The selfish exploitation of square dancing should be vigorously discouraged.

•

The over-organization of dancer-leader groups can pose a problem to the future progress of
the activity.

It was decided that initial growth of the organization would be on a gradual basis and that each
person selected for membership would be personally invited to attend one of the meetings and,
having attended, would be included as a member. In 1974 the group had grown to 25 and the
first CALLERLAB Convention was held with about 100 invited callers attending.
A description of the formation of CALLERLAB would be incomplete if it did not recognize the
contribution and pivotal role played by Bob Osgood. His unique position as editor of Sets in
Order (Square Dancing) Magazine and his broad contacts with the callers, teachers, and leaders
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in the square dance field, linked with his strong, enthusiastic leadership allowed him to truly
become the moving force behind the birth of CALLERLAB. Bob was an innovator and a superior
leader, and without his tireless drive and skill to organize the effort, there would not be a
CALLERLAB today.
CALLERLAB has accomplished a great deal in the years since its inception. One of its first tasks
was to try to control the large number of new movements being written and forced on the
dancers each month. The result was a Quarterly Selection Program, which limited how many
new moves dancers would be exposed to. Definitions and standardization of calls for the various
programs from Basic through Challenge 2, were also finalized in written form. The styling for all
definitions was undertaken by a Styling Committee and the Timing Committee worked on the
number of steps it takes to dance each movement comfortably in time with the music. For the
first time square dance programs were identified and standardized for use throughout the world.
CALLERLAB continues to monitor the evolution of these standardized square dance programs
by evaluating each one every three years. CALLERLAB continues to hold annual conventions
with emphasis on quality education. The callers who attend strive to improve their technical skills,
teaching abilities, and leadership styles, as well as share ideas and seek solutions. CALLERLAB
has a Curriculum Guidelines for the training of callers and has established accreditation
programs for caller coaches, teachers, and general callers. Mini-Lab conventions are also held to
reach out to members around the world.
One important project which CALLERLAB completed, was the formation of a Foundation for the
Preservation and Promotion of Square Dancing. The Foundation is currently working on a longrange plan to professionally market square dancing for the physical, mental, and social benefits it
brings to those who participate. With the support of other organizations, associations, dancers
and callers, this plan will carry out market research, develop advertising and public relations
campaigns, and align our activity with appropriate corporate sponsors, government agencies,
and non-profit organizations. This plan has incredible potential to preserve and promote the joys
of square dancing to many more people for generations to come.
CALLERLAB has joined with several other national square dance organization in a joint effort to
help improve the activity. These organizations have formed an alliance known as the Alliance for
Round, Traditional, and Square (ARTS) dance. The stated mission of the ARTS is to generate
public awareness and promote growth and acceptance of contemporary Square, Round, and
Traditional Folk Dance by encouraging and assisting a coalition of allied dance groups. The
ARTS will provide leadership and resources necessary to create an achievable marketing
program. The Arts will encourage, promote, and support healthy lifestyles through dance
programs and events that provide fun and effective exercise for both mind and body, all within a
unique system of social interactions.
CALLERLAB is committed to unifying the dancer and caller leadership of the activity to promote
the fun and fellowship that square dancing and all its associated dance forms can bring to its
participants. Through professional leadership, educational materials, conventions, seminars, and
a full-time home office staff, its members support the effort to bring this recreational art form, with
all its wholesome benefits, to as many people as possible. Bob Osgood, the Founding Father of
CALLERLAB, once wrote,” There’s nothing facing the activity that cannot be handled by
dedicated effort. The past has been good – the future can be even better”.
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ETHICS
Ethics. A simple word that gets thrown around often, but what does it mean for you as a
square dance caller and leader?
The definition of “ethics”, according to Merriam Webster’s dictionary:

For our purposes, the best description lies in the second section of the definition:
“the principles of conduct governing an individual or a group.”
When you make the decision to become a square dance caller, that decision puts you in a position
of leadership in the square dance activity. Regardless of whether or not you choose to join an
official caller organization, you are no longer just an individual, but part of a worldwide group. As a
leader in the square dance community, you can (and will) be held to an unwritten standard of
behavior by dancers, colleagues, club leaders, and others in the square dance community. That
broad, unwritten, standard of behavior could be summarized in four words…..

Do the Right Thing!

While the simplicity of “do the right thing” could almost always be applied, many organizations,
including CALLERLAB, have created a Code of Ethics for their members. The CALLERLAB Code
of Ethics is a one-page document that very clearly lays out a standard of behavior that should be
accepted and applied by all square dance callers, regardless of their affiliation or membership in
CALLERLAB.
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You will find a copy of the CALLERLAB Code of Ethics document in the appendix of this syllabus,
but here is a quick summary:

•

A caller has an obligation to dancers. This includes leadership, instruction, dancer
development, and satisfaction and enjoyment of the square dance activity.

•

A caller has an obligation to club organizations. This includes club development, guidance, and
mentoring.

•

A caller has an obligation to the profession and activity as a whole. This includes respecting
the dignity of other leaders in the activity, as well as maintaining their own personal
reputation.

•

A caller has an obligation to continue to work for their own professional growth.

•

A caller has an obligation to all associations dealing with the square dance activity and to
promote cooperation.

•

A caller has an obligation to conduct themselves at dancers in a responsible manner. Arrive
early, call using the advertised program, good taste used while on microphone, no use of
alcohol or controlled substances.

•

A caller has an obligation to honor a signed contract.

•

A caller has an obligation to conduct their financial affairs within the square dance
community in a responsible manner.

•

A caller will only perform music that has been obtained in a manner that completely
compensates the artist(s) and producer(s) responsible for its creation.

SUMMARY
The subject of ethics is often overlooked because it is not a flashy or entertaining topic. But the
truth is, your reputation is the foundation of your calling career.
It is your responsibility to yourself, and act in a professional and ethical manner. It’s easy….
Do the Right Thing!
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METHODS OF CALLING
There are five basic systems of calling:
1. READING
2. MEMORY
3. MENTAL IMAGE
4. MODULE
5. SIGHT RESOLUTION (Extemporaneous)
6. RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT (CRaMS)
1. READING
Reading is defined as a system in which the presentation of the square dance calls is delivered by
reading a prepared “script” of choreography. While not recommended by most caller-coaches, it is a
recognized system of calling that may be necessary for some callers. There are quite a few highly
successful callers who “read” their material that they have written
2. MEMORY
A “Memory Caller” is defined as a caller who memorizes a total dance routine from home to home. He
then constructs a patter tip by combining various complete dance routines to create the dance
experience. While this technique of calling was once common, total memory callers are now quite
rare. It can be quite daunting to memorize complete sequences from 10-40 calls. This technique is not
recommended by most caller-coaches.
3. MENTAL IMAGE
A system where-by the caller follows the dancers in his mind and resolves the square as desired. In
actual practice, the caller basically follows one key dancer in the square. Mental Image techniques
then make it possible for a caller to resolve the square by knowing where (what position) to move the
key dancer at the appropriate time. There is a specific order in learning this system. It would be wise
to secure a book, (Don Beck’s “Out Of Sight” is excellent) or specific instruction in this method.
The following is An Overview of Mental Image Choreography per Don Beck, Chilmark, MA.
“Mental Image choreography refers to a method of choreographic management. The degree of
spontaneity that it affords you as a caller in creating sequences as you go along, is somewhere
between modular calling and sight calling. Unlike sight calling, however, you do not have to memorize
who started with whom, nor do you have to locate and manipulate these moving targets, in a dancing
square, to resolve. Unlike modules, you do not have to memorize groupings of calls, and be restricted
to calling sequences committed to memory. Here is an overview of one mental image technique. First,
let's dispel the myth that you must follow eight dancers in your mind and then sight call them back to
partners and corners (or even the four dancers a sight caller follows). Although being able to do this
would accomplish what we want, it would be terribly difficult, if not impossible for most of us. Just like
a sight caller or a module caller, you must know what formation the square is in at all times, e.g. do
we have lines, waves, etc. and you must know the arrangement of the formation, i.e. are couples
normal, half sashayed, or same sex, etc. In addition, you must follow the location of one and only one
key dancer through the changing formations. The number one man is frequently chosen as the key
dancer, but any of the eight dancers will do. Following the position of this key dancer does not usually
add an additional burden, but actually makes following the formation/arrangement easier.
Unfortunately, as you must realize, just following an active dancer is not enough to allow you to
resolve, but here's where the mental image technique really begins. As long as you do not exchange
partners or flip flop the square, when you move the active dancer to where (s)he would be in a zero
box (i.e. have heads Square Thru [assuming the active dancer is a head]), then all seven of the other
dancers will also be ready to do an Allemande Left. The key term above is “do not exchange
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partners.” About 2/3s of the calls we commonly use do not exchange partners. (These are called Otype calls or Os. Ones that do are called X-type calls or Xs.) The clue is to know which ones do, and
each time you use one, call another one (any other one) to cancel its effect. In addition, you must be
aware that when calling Xs, you must call one and then cancel it in the same location in the square, or
you must cancel it in a different location in the square plus be aware of how that moves the spot to
which you must dance the active dancer before you can call an Allemande Left. This may sound
complicated, but when learning it step by step (as taught in Don Beck’s book, Out of Sight), it is quite
logical, and when you have learned many steps, you can generalize them so that there are really very
few rules to remember. As well as being academically very interesting, being able to use Mental
Image is a powerful tool in a caller’s arsenal. Even a sight caller will appreciate being able to ad-lib his
singing call figures when memorized corners change every sequence. Think of what you can do in a
guest spot when everyone comes in club costume and they all look alike for a tip or two, until you
learn faces. There are many other ways that mental image calling can help also; use technical zeros
with confidence; know instantly if a square is in sequence or out; ad-lib six couple choreography; etc.
Learning mental image calling is well worth the time it takes.”
4. MODULE CALLING
"Modules" are defined as a series of one or more calls that take the dancers from one known FASR
State to some other known FASR State. To use the Modular Method of Choreographic Control, a
caller memorizes a number of such modules and calls them, one after the other in building block
fashion. Since the caller knows the FASR State that exist at both the beginning and the end of each of
the modules that he or she has memorized, the caller is always "in control". When one module is
finished, another is simply selected that begins at the same FASR State that the dancers have after
the preceding module. When it is time to resolve the square, the caller simply selects a module that
will bring the dancers back to home. Modules are broken down into the following category:
1. GET-IN: This is a series of one or more calls that take the dancers from their Home positions to a
particular FASR State. "Heads Square Thru" is therefore a "Get-In" module because the caller knows
that it takes the dancers from Home to a Corner-Box (in sequence).
2. GET-OUT: This is a series of one or more calls that takes the dancers from a particular FASR State
back to Home.
From a Partner-Line (in sequence), "Slide Thru, Square Thru 3/4, Allemande Left, Promenade Home"
is a "Get-Out" module because it takes the dancers from a Partner-Line to Home positions.
3. CONVERSION: This a series of one or more calls that take the dancers from one known FASR
State to some other FASR State also known by the caller. The two most useful conversion modules
are known as the "Magic Modules" They are as follows:
*To convert a Partner Line (in sequence) to a Corner Box (in sequence)
Touch ¼ - All Eight Circulate – Boys Run
*To Convert a Corner Box (in sequence) to a Partner Line (in sequence)
Swing Thru – Girls Circulate – Boys Trade – Boys Run – Bend the Line
4. EQUIVALENT: This is a series of one or more calls that achieves the choreographic equivalent of
some other call (or series of calls). The series "Heads Star Thru, California Twirl" is equivalent to
"Heads Square Thru" or Heads Flutterwheel, Sweep !/4, Pass Thru" since each of these brings the
dancers from their Home position (known FASR State) to a Corner-Box (in sequence) (another known
FASR State).
5. ZERO: This is a series of one or more calls that takes the dancers from a known FASR State to the
SAME FASR State, thereby producing a "zero" choreographic effect. Zeros are sometimes regarded
as a special form of Equivalent module. Zeros fall into several different categories which are listed
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below. It is important if uses zeros to understand the difference between these and which ones are
being used and their effect on the dancers.
a. GEOGRAPHIC ZERO: If the zero being used brings the dancers back to their original
footprints, it is considered to be a geographic zero. The series "Heads Right and Left Thru, Star Thru,
Slide Thru" would be a geographic zero because the dancers are returned to their original footprints.
b. TRUE ZERO: A series of calls that returns the dancers to the same FASR State without
effecting the ending position of the original actives (Heads or Sides). While every Geographic Zero is
a True Zero, not all True Zeros are Geographic Zeros. It is not necessary for every True Zero to return
the dancers to their original footprints. Eight Chain Four is an example of a True Zero which rotates
the dancers 180 degrees.
c. FRACTIONAL ZERO: A series of calls which must be called two or more times in
order to return the dancers to the same FASR. The following series from Facing Lines is a good
example: - Pass Thru, Wheel and Deal, Double Pass Thru, Center In, Cast Off 3/4. This series of calls
must be called three times in order to bring the dancers back to the same FASR and thus this series
of calls is called a 1/3 Zero. From an Eight Chain Thru Formation, the calls - Square Thru 3/4, Trade
By -becomes a 1/2 zero since this series of calls must be called twice to return the dancers to the
same FASR. The following fractional zero categories have been identified: 1/4, 1/2, 1/3, 1/6, 1/12.
d. TECHNICAL ZERO: A series of calls which brings the dancers back to the same
FASR but also interchanges the ending position of the original Heads and Sides. Technical Zeros are
often referred to a "Sometimes Zeros" since they only produce a zero effect in two of the four possible
sequence states. (See chapter on Mechanics) If a series of calls zeros out from a set-up in which the
Sequence of both boys and girls is either clockwise or counter-clockwise, the same series of calls will
NOT zero out in the other two Sequence states and vice versa. From a Corner-Box (in sequence) or
from a Right Hand Lady Box (out of sequence), the series - Star Thru, Pass Thru, Bend the Line, Star
Thru – produces a zero effect. The same combination from a Lead to the Right Box does not produce
a zero effect but rather a four ladies chain effect. Similarly, from a Lead to the Right Box a - Pass
Thru, Trade By- produces a zero effect. It produces a Four Ladies Chain effect when called from a
Corner-Box (in sequence) or a Right Hand Lady Box (out of sequence). With that in mind then, a
Technical Zero is a series of calls which does several things to the square:
1. It always interchanges the position of the Heads and Sides
2. It usually (but not always) changes the ends and centers, or…
3. It often (but not always) changes the in-facers and out-facers
4. In the two sequence states when a Technical Zero does not zero out, it accomplishes a four
ladies chain effect.
5. If a series of calls that make a Technical Zero is called twice, the combination is a True Zero.
The most common Technical Zero is the Invert and Rotate Module. It starts from any Corner-Box (in
sequence) and is as follows:
Star Thru – Pass Thru – Bend the Line – Star Thru

USING THE MODULE METHOD (CHICKEN PLUCKER)
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The most effective way to use the techniques of modular choreography is to insert one or more of the
above modules into a memorized set-piece dance routine. The most often used for this purpose is
called "CHICKEN PLUCKER" and is shown below:
Heads Square Thru - Right and Left Thru
Pass Thru – Trade By - Right and Left Thru
Pass Thru – Trade By - Left Allemande
A caller can begin to substitute Equivalents for just about every call in the routine or insert zeros
combinations at any point in the routine. They are generally used after the initial heads square thru or
after the Right and Left Thru, Dive Thru, Pass Thru. At these points it is easy to insert a get-out
routine to return to an allemande left or to home.
The primary advantage of the Module Method is that since the modules are interchangeable, they
may be used to achieve choreographic variety without loss of caller "control". Each of the modules
may be designed to achieve a particular choreographic effect (call applications,
formation/arrangement variations, choreographic "gimmicks", etc.) and they thus facilitate a caller’s
programming operations. A major disadvantage of the modular method is that the caller must rely on
sequences that must be totally memorized, and this is a limiting factor. It is, nonetheless, the fastest
way for a new caller to learn to call patter calls in a controlled way and it is recommended that
beginning callers learn this method before progressing into sight calling.
5. SIGHT RESOLUTION (EXTEMPERANEOUS)
GENERAL
Sight calling is generally recognized as the most versatile and flexible of all the calling methods. It
provides the ability to create extemporaneously the particular kind of choreography that a caller might
need for any and all calling assignments. If the ability or preferences of the dancers require an
adjustment of the caller's program or a change in the degree of difficulty that is built into the dance
patterns, such alterations can be made instantly without putting at risk the successful resolution of the
square. Sight callers are also able to incorporate new calls or new ideas into their programs quickly
and easily. While this staff urges every student caller to learn how to sight call, it is a good idea to
undertake the study of sight calling only after the student thoroughly understands the mechanics of
square dance choreography (described in a previous section of this syllabus) and only after the
student is able to practice effectively the basic skills of modular calling (Chicken Plucker). It should
also be noted that the effective practice of sight calling techniques can only be accomplished by a
caller who has a complete and thorough knowledge of the square dance calls s/he is using.
The sight calling process consists of two essential procedures - RESOLUTION and
EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLING. They are equally important. In a typical routine, a sight caller
improvises a series of calls designed to accomplish or contribute to some portion of the caller's
program objectives (Extemporaneous calling). When that is completed, the caller returns the dancers
back to their original home positions (Resolution).
SIGHT RESOLUTION
Resolution is the easiest part of the sight calling process because it only requires a caller to learn and
apply a simple resolution recipe or formula. Students should learn resolution techniques first so that,
when they subsequently study the far more difficult techniques of extemporaneous calling, they will be
secure in the knowledge that no matter what happens while they experiment with improvised
choreography, they will always be able to accomplish a successful resolution.
PILOT SQUARES AND KEY DANCERS
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Sight callers accomplish a successful resolution by monitoring the relative positions of four key
dancers in one or more pilot squares. Modern square dancing is almost totally symmetric; i.e. the
actions that occur in one half of the square are identically danced in the other half. This characteristic
enables a sight caller to track only four dancers to control the actions of all eight effectively. This
means that when, at the conclusion of a routine, a sight caller has successfully maneuvered the four
key dancers back to their original home positions, s/he will have also brought the other four dancers
back to their home spots.
The first step in any resolution process is the careful selection of pilot squares and the equally careful
selection of four key dancers in each of the pilot squares. The following guidelines are useful:
1. Choose only those squares with the most competent dancers. Any square containing a known
weak dancer should be avoided.
2. Whenever possible, select more than one pilot square in case the first pilot square breaks
down.
3. Select pilot squares in various locations in the hall - not only those that are up front in the hall.
4. Guidelines for the selection of the four key dancers ensure that a sight caller is provided with
all of the information that is necessary to accomplish a successful resolution. To exploit the
symmetry of the set, the four key dancers must be adjacent (not opposites), to assure proper
pairings, they should have original partners and to assure correct sequence, two of the key
dancers must be original corners. Choosing two adjacent (side-by-side) couples in a squaredup set satisfies all of these requirements.
5. It is helpful for a sight caller to identify the selected couples not simply as couples 1 and 4 (1 &
2, or 2 & 3 or 3 & 4) but also a particular key man and his corner plus their respective partners.
This focuses the caller's attention on the all-important corner relationship of the two key
couples.
6. Whenever possible, selection of the four key dancers should be based on the caller's prior
awareness of partner relationships. Avoid squares in which known partners are not dancing
together. It is easier to remember that the key couples are the Smiths and the Browns than it is
to recall that Mary Smith is paired with Sam Brown and that Sue Jones is paired with Tom
Green.
7. In situations where the caller is unable to identify prior partner relationships, it is often possible
to determine such relationships by selecting couples with matching costumes, identical badges
or similar physical characteristics (tall, short, heavy, thin etc).
8. To guard against a lapse of memory, it is always a good idea for a caller to place a slip of
paper on the table with the amplifier upon which to record, at the beginning of the tip before
s/he starts to call, the identities of the selected key dancers.
9. There will, on occasion, be times when a sight caller is unable to identify one or more "safe"
squares to use as pilots. In such cases, it is a good idea for a sight caller to have some other
method of control to fall back on (Modules, Mental image etc).
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RESOLUTIONS TECHNIQUES
When, after calling extemporaneously, a sight caller is ready to resolve the square, typically s/he will
use a clearly defined resolution procedure to move the dancer’s home. Numerous formulas have been
developed to accomplish this goal and most of them have been published in various magazine
articles, callers' note services, calling textbooks and other training literature. These formulas typically
fall into one of three categories as shown below:
1. One Couple Sight: The CALLERLAB approved name of this technique describes its primary
advantage - it allows the caller to create a limited amount of improvised choreography for all eight
dancers while tracking only the actions of a single couple. To use this technique, a caller establishes a
beginning FASR Set-Up from which it is possible to call an accurate Allemande Left (usually a CornerBox (in sequence) or a Partner LIne (in sequence)) or from which the caller “owns" a memorized GetOut module. After noting the precise physical location (footprints) of one key couple in either half of
the set, the caller can create any improvised combination of calls as long as none of the dancers are
moved out of their geographic half of the square. The caller may then resolve the set by simply
moving the key couple back to its beginning FASR footprints. With the key dancers back in their
footprints, the other six will also be in theirs and the caller will have, in effect, improvised a geographic
zero module. This one couple technique was first described by Jack Lasry. He called it the "Burnt
Image Method" because it requires a caller to burn the image of the key couple's footprints onto the
floor.
2. Two Couple Sight: This CALLERLAB approved term defines a simple extension of the one couple
method noted above. It differs from the One Couple technique in only two respects: the caller must
monitor two couples and, instead of requiring a caller to keep each of the dancers in his/her original
geographic half of the set, s/he is permitted to move the dancers all around the square providing only
that the two key couples always remain in the same foursome. It is as though the two key couples
were confined inside a large, loose rubber band. When ready to resolve, the caller simply realigns the
four rubber band dancers into a configuration that is identical to the one that existed at the beginning
of the FASR state. Jack Lasry named this technique "Isolated Sight" and is sometimes also noted as
the "Rubber Band Method”. Because these two methods exclude the use of calls that move the
dancers out of their original foursomes, (Circulates, Spin Chain Thru, etc.) few callers use either
method as their primary means of choreographic control. These systems, however, may serve as
valuable transition exercises to facilitate a modular caller's progression into totally unrestricted sight
calling techniques.
3. Unrestricted Sight Calling (Four Couple Sight): This resolution technique provides a caller with
the freedom to create or improvise symmetric choreography without limitations. It places no
restrictions on the allowable calls. Because of this freedom, CALLERLAB has identified this system as
"Four Couple Sight". However, a caller is still only required to keep track of the actions of two key
couples in the pilot square. After selecting the key dancers and after calling extemporaneously, there
are many resolution processes that a caller may use. There are many Sight Resolution Concepts
available at the CALLERLAB Knowledge Database. Here is one developed at a GSI School by Bear
Miller & Jack Pladdys (one advantage is that it uses terminology from the section on Modules:
•

Pick two adjacent couples.

•

Identify the Corner Relationship between the couples.

•

Dance the square with normal non-asymmetrical calling.

•

Bring them to a “0” (normal) arrangement Eight Chain Thru, Facing Lines, or Parallel Waves.

•
Depending on how you look at them (4-0 or 0-4, key people in your arrangement or 3-1, 1-3, or
2-2), our goal is to rearrange and focus on 3-1 or 1-3.
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•

You can use either simple Magic Module to convert the 4-0, 0-4, or 2-2 to a 3-1.

•
Once you a have a 3-1, put them into an Eight Chain Thru Formation. Of the dancers you
picked out, there will be 1 couple within the “3”. Pair that couple. If not already paired, you can call
Swing Thru, Boys Run, Bend the Line, Star Thru to get them paired.
a) If the corner is in your group and the paired couple is on the outside, call Allemande Left.
b) If the paired couple is on the inside, call Star Thru, Slide Thru, Allemande Left!
c) If the Corner is not in your group and the paired couple is outside, then you are “Across the
Street”, a 1/2 Chicken Plucker from your corner. Note in this case, if the paired couple is on
the inside, then you have already done the first Right & Left Thru and only need to call Pass
Thru, Trade By, Allemande Left!
•
If at any point you cannot see the number of people, remember you can invert and rotate to
change your viewing angle.
•
Remember you should use “Equivalents” for any of the above listed sequences to provide
variety. Also, most successful sight callers prefer, instead, to call a previously planned (memorized)
Get-Out Module that serves either to support their program goals or to add a touch of showmanship to
their choreography.
EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLING/FORMATION MANAGEMENT
It is not enough to know how to resolve the set accurately. A caller must also know how to improvise
effectively the choreography that is called before the resolution process begins. A primary skill of
every sight caller is the ability to create extemporaneously a dance that not only flows smoothly but
which also achieves the choreographic goals of the caller's pre-planned programs. These techniques
are directly contingent upon a sight caller's knowledge and understanding of how calls formations and
arrangements interact with one another. These techniques have lately come to be known as the
techniques of FORMATION MANAGEMENT and they involve the following considerations:
1. Knowledge of calls: Once again, students are urged to study square dance calls and to complete
the "Analyzing a Call" Sheets for each call in their repertoires, This entails
memorizing call definitions, starting and ending formations and arrangements, as well as studying
each call's timing and flow requirements.
2. Knowledge of Formations and Arrangements: Sight callers need the ability to establish quickly,
easily and without guesswork - any and all formation/arrangements their choreographic game plan
requires. They also need to know as many call options as possible when the dancers are in those
FASRs. An effective sight caller is never surprised by the formation/arrangement consequences of
any call s/he might use and always knows at least one call that is legal and comfortable from any
given dancer FASR. The following suggestions will facilitate the study of formation/arrangements and
how to manage them:
a. Formation Awareness: Students should study the pictograms in the Formation Charts in the
Appendix. A caller cannot manage formations until and unless s/he knows precisely how they
are constructed and in what arrangements they occur.
b. Creating Formations and Arrangements: To acquire this skill, students work first with dolls
and checkers. In the beginning, learning how to establish formations and arrangements will
generally involve the memorization of various modules that serve to produce the desired
formation/arrangements from various other formations/arrangements. It is suggested that
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students concentrate on one formation at a time - many begin with Facing Lines of Four. When
a student caller has learned how to set up all six arrangements in Facing Lines, s/he is then
only a Touch 1/4 away from all six Right Hand Column arrangements. Similar modular
constructions may then be developed to produce the six arrangements in any other desired
formation. While experienced sight callers are generally able to identify each
formation/arrangement as it emerges, and while they can also see how to create any given
formation/arrangement, from any point in an improvised routine, they typically learned how to
do this by first memorizing a variety of modular formation set-up routines.
c. Knowledge of Call Options: Closely related to the ability to predict and identify
formation/arrangements in an on-going routine is the ability to identify quickly not only the calls
that are allowable in each emerging formation/arrangement but also those that are most likely
to support or enhance a caller's program goals. A useful exercise for the student caller is to
make a list of the calls that can be called from each of the pictograms - preferably with some
comments about each call's timing, flow, degree of difficulty and the theme or program support
potential.
d. Conversion/Normalization: Formation Management skills are also used to facilitate a sight
caller's resolution process. Every resolution formula requires at least one step in which it is
necessary, from whatever FASR set-up a caller's improvised choreography may have created,
for a caller to place the dancers into some "0" or normal formation/arrangement. This means
that a sight caller needs the ability not only to establish a wide range of formations in all of
their possible arrangements, but also the ability to convert them, in a controlled and
knowledgeable manner, into a "0" (normal) arrangement whenever the need arises.
Extemporaneous calling and formation management skills are much harder to learn than the step-bystep formulas for sight resolution. While the components and tools of formation management may be
studied at home, an acceptable proficiency in the actual practice of these skill can only be achieved
with "on-mike" practice and repetition. Effective choreographic improvisation encompasses such hardto-define qualities as creativity, originality, choreographic showmanship and the ability to invent (or
remember) vast amounts of choreographic variety. Acquiring these abilities is a formidable task but
while their acquisition must obviously take a considerable amount of time and effort, the process is not
at all difficult and the results are well worth the effort.
SUMMARY
The ability to improvise choreography instantly is one of extemporaneous calling's greatest assets. It
can sometimes also be a serious liability. An ability to create choreography and an easy ability to
resolve the square does not eliminate the requirement for callers to pre-plan carefully (program their
dances) for each and every dance they call. Every dance needs an overall game plan and every tip
and every routine within that tip should, in one way or another, contribute to it. Sight callers must
always keep that in mind.
RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT (CRaMS)
For decades, many callers have focused on Formation, Arrangement and Sequence while tracking
dancers as they move through a sequence. Although formation and arrangement are easy to see,
sequence is not – especially "on the fly" since many calls will change the sequence of some or all
dancers.
There are specific techniques that can be used to resolve a square using just formation, arrangement
and sequence, but these techniques may require several steps to reach the final desired result. The
complexity of those techniques leads many callers to "hunt for corners", trying one call after another
until the dancers fall into a recognizable FASR.
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With this focus on Formation, Arrangement and Sequence the fourth leg of the nomenclature system,
Relationship, has generally been ignored. But it turns out that the relationships of the dancers can be
easier for many callers to understand and see while a square is in motion, and the principles of using
relationships while calling can be learned in just a few minutes. Once relationships are recognizable,
the state of the square is easily identified in almost any FASR at all.
A few simple "cookbook" rules allow a caller to consciously change the relationships at will, giving the
caller a great deal of control over the state of the square. CRaMS incorporates relationship
choreography as one of its fundamental tools, and the information on relationship calling often takes
up the most time in a CRaMS presentation. But CRaMS, as a system, focuses on solving a wider
problem: Callers that emphasize extemporaneous choreography while not being able to predict the
results of their choreography.
Although the callers may believe inventing sequences "on the fly" leads to unpredictable and fun
dance sequences, it oftentimes has just the opposite effect: stop and go choreography, poor body
flow, repetitive calls while hunting for corners and sequences that last (literally) for minutes without
coming to conclusion. While the caller may be having fun, many times the dancers are not enjoying it
as much as the caller would like. To improve matters, CRaMS incorporates several types of
choreography tools: themes, modules, targeted use of sight calling (or "recognized calling"), controlled
use of relationships, and memorized get-ins and get-outs. When these tools are all used together,
extemporaneous calling can be taken to a much higher level of skill.
The CRaMS mantra is:
Get 'Em In, Maneuver the dancers into a particular FASR from which it is possible to call the
programmed choreography.
Get 'Em Going, Call the programmed choreography, ending in a FASR for which the caller owns a
memorized get-out
Get 'Em Out, Call the Get-Out.
Get the dancers into a known relationship station, incorporate themes and modules to dance them
about the square without losing control, and get them back out (resolve) quickly. Using this approach,
a typical sequence might last only 20 seconds; and the square might be resolved ten or fifteen times
during a single hash tip.
CRaMS also recognizes that the weakest point in resolving a square through sight resolution is
usually the dancers: If the caller's pilot square (or squares) make a mistake, s/he's generally unable to
resolve. By keeping track of the relationship station (more specifically, by putting dancers into one
station and keeping them there until it's time to resolve), callers can have far more success in
resolving even if a pilot square breaks down.
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MECHANICS & BASIC TRAFFIC PATTERNS
To be a good mechanic or a construction engineer you must have correct tools for the job and know
how to use them properly. Square dance choreography can relate. A Caller needs to have a strong
knowledge of the tools, know the correct nomenclature, and know when to use the right tool for the
job. Much like a mechanic works from a manual or a builder works from a blueprint, a caller needs to
understand the structure and flow of square dance choreography and be able to…..
•
•
•

Tell the difference between Symmetric and Unsymmetric choreography.
Have the tools to recognize the state or condition of the four basic choreographic elements.

TERMS YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW
P
C
O
R
PL
CL
OL
RL
PLO
CLO
OLO
RLO

Partner
Corner
Opposite
Right Hand Lady
Partner Line
Corner Line
Opposite Line
Right Hand Lady Line
Partner Line Out of Sequence
Corner Lady Line Out of Sequence
Opposite Lady Line Out of Sequence
Right Hand Lady Out of Sequence

TOOLS IMPORTANT TO BASIC TRAFFIC PATTERNS
In almost every caller school you will be expected to understand the below modules. The first one,
Chicken Plucker, is said to be the Basic Traffic Pattern for all square dance choreography.
Chicken Plucker (from Corner Box)
Right & Left Thru, Pass Thru, Trade By (1/2)
Right & Left Thru, Pass Thru, Trade By (Complete)
Partner Line to a Corner Box
Touch ¼ - All Eight Circulate – Boys Run
Corner Box to a Partner Line
Swing Thru – Girls Circulate – Boys Trade – Boys Run – Bend the Line
Invert and Rotate
Star Thru, Pass Thru, Bend the Line, Star Thru
SYMMETRIC / ASYMMETRIC
The principle of symmetry states: In a symmetric set a line drawn from any dancer through the
flagpole center of the set will also intersect that dancer’s diagonal opposite, or mirror image dancer.
Also, any symmetric call or choreography, will always direct opposites to do corresponding and equal
movements. An additional characteristic of symmetric choreography is balance. In squares that are
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symmetric there will always be exactly four dancers (two boys and two girls) in any half of the set. The
other half of the set will only contain the diagonal opposite counterparts of these four and each group
of four will be positioned in the same way. Any set that lacks this balance is asymmetric. Although
almost all our choreography today is symmetric, it is important that a caller be able to recognize if the
set gets asymmetric, whether deliberately or by accident. The newer caller should stick with
Symmetric choreography. Asymmetric requires the ability to nurture the dancers with cues and helper
words which is a skill newer callers have yet to master.

FORMATION, ARRANGEMENT, SEQUENCE AND RELATIONSHIP (FASR)
1. FORMATION
Formations are the backbone of the anatomy of choreography. CALLERLAB has named over
75 different formations. (See the Formation Charts). Each has the two distinct characteristics
of Geometry and Facing Direction.
a. GEOMETRY: This is the term that describes the shape or design of the set as it is formed
by the physical location of the dancers. The geometry of the square set is clear - it is
square. A 2 by 4 rectangular shape is formed by several popular formations such as
facing lines, 8 Chain Thru, parallel waves and columns. Diamonds and 1/4 Tag formations
have similar geometry. More exotic shapes include O, Butterfly, Galaxy, Hourglass, etc.
b. FACING DIRECTION: This characteristic of a formation is critical. For example, many
formations are created from a 2 by 4 rectangle by simply changing the direction the
dancers are facing. From facing lines simple facing commands can establish waves, 8
Chain Thru, Two Faced Lines, Columns, Trade By, Double Pass Thru, etc. For many righthanded formations there is a corresponding left-handed formation. These are different
formations - not just different arrangements within a formation.
The term Position refers to a particular position within a formation. Typically, formations have
these types of positions: Ends, Centers, Leaders, Trailers, Beaus, Belles, Outsides, Insides,
Points, In-Facers, Out-Facers, etc.
The term Set-Up refers to a specific dancer / set configuration at a snapshot in time. To be
complete a Set-Up specification must include the four FASR elements. Examples of named
Set-Ups for which callers commonly understand the full FASR include: Corner Box, Partner
Line, Right Hand Lady Box Out of Sequence (formerly known as Across the Street Box) Lead
Right Box.

2. ARRANGEMENT
This term defines the six different boy-girl placements that are possible in any symmetric formation.
CALLERLAB has numbered these different arrangements that can occur in the ten most popular
formations. (These are shown in the Arrangement Chart in the Appendix).
It is important for the caller to know and understand the differences between these different
arrangements and the effect they could and do have on their choreography. Some figures can be
done from a specific formation and arrangement but not from the same formation and a different
arrangement. An example: From an 8 Chain Thru formation with a “0” boy-girl arrangement (normal
couples) a right and left thru is possible. From an 8 Chain Thru formation with any other arrangement
a Right and Left Thru cannot be done.
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“0”
“1/2”
“1”
“2”
“3”
“4”

Normal Couples
Half Sashayed Couples
Boys on Left
Girls on Left
Normal Couple on Left
Half Sashayed Couple on Left

BGBG
GBGB
BBGG
GGBB
BGGB
GBBG

3. SEQUENCE
In symmetric choreography, the four men and the four women will always be aligned (separately) in a
1-2-3-4 or a 4-3-2-1 sequence or rotation. Each 1-2-3-4 sequence can proceed either clockwise or
counterclockwise around the set. With the possibility of the men being in or out of sequence and the
women being in or out, four sequence states are possible. In a squared set, all at home with partners,
we have the boys and girls in a 1-2-3-4 state counterclockwise around the set. The four states are:

1.
2.
3.
4.

MEN
CCW
CW
CCW
CW

WOMEN
CCW
CW
CW
CCW

Sequence is the most difficult of the four elements for the caller to identify. Typically, sight callers
determine sequence by checking the relative position of a key (sometimes called primary) man and
his corner. Mental Image callers continually track sequence. Note sequence is only important at the
time of, or in the process of, resolution or for determining the total FASR state of the set in a snapshot
situation.
4. RELATIONSHIP
As with Sequence, Relationship is difficult to recognize simply from cursory observation. However,
there are often clues to relationship that the caller can exploit. Many callers, for example, identify
partner by noting similarity of dress or by observing badge identification. This makes recognizing
Relationship easier than recognizing Sequence. Such clues, however, cover only one (original
partner) of the four possible relationships that may exist (Partner, Corner, Opposite Lady, Right-hand
Lady). From the standpoint of identifying the total FASR of a setup, relationships other than “pairedwith-original-partners” must be covered. Recognition of relationships other than original partner is
also critical to many snapshot get-outs. Most callers exploit a relationship awareness that is limited to
a sort of sub-state in which the only options are with-partner or not-with-partner. For example, “right
ends of facing lines paired with partners, left ends paired with not-partners (opposites) all facing
corners” describes a setup from which one can call “Touch ¼ , Boys shake left hands, Pull By, R & L
Grand”.
In an FASR description in which four Sequence states are used, there are four Relationship states.
The concept of Relationship in the FASR context is based on a reference pair. In the facing line
formation this has been resolved and the left-hand couple is recognized by most as the reference pair.
In other formations the reference pair has not been universally agreed upon. For the facing line
formation the four Relationship states are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Left-hand man paired with original partner.
Left-hand man paired with original right-hand lady.
Left-hand man paired with original opposite.
Left-hand man paired with original corner.
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Note in the above that when the sequence state is 1 or 2, the right-side man is paired with the same
(relative) partner as the left-hand man. However in sequence states 3 and 4, the right-side man is
paired with the opposite (relative) lady from that of the left-hand man. Thus, in sequence state 3 and
Relationship state c above, the left-hand man would have his original corner and the right-side man
would have his original right-hand lady.
THE TOTAL FASR STATE
It should be clear at this point that the total set-up of a square can be described via the FASR route at
any given snapshot point in a routine. Note that the effect on the FASR state will be the same if either
the sides or the heads were originally active. Even though the dancers are physically in a different
location the FASR state is the same. Example: Heads square thru versus Sides square thru.
SUMMARY
To recap, FASR is primarily a communication tool. It is useful not only between callers but for any
caller who wishes to have a shorthand method of classifying choreography for himself at a future date.
Familiarity with the four major parts of square dance set-ups improves choreographic understanding
and analysis for any caller, new or experienced. The important skill of Formation and Arrangement
management can be much more easily taught and understood with a good background in the details
of FASR. An understanding of the FASR tools also enhances the ability of classify, use and even
create get-out routines with a wide variety.
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TEACHING
Teaching dancers, particularly new dancers, is one of the most challenging and yet, rewarding
aspects of the caller's job. Like leadership, teaching "goes with the territory". Whether or not a caller
ever conducts a beginners' class (and we hope all callers do), s/he will often be in a teaching position.
It may be answering a dancer's question about the proper execution of a figure, teaching a quarterly
selection or doing a workshop. Therefore, a caller needs to have knowledge of how people learn,
what we teach and how to teach - i.e. techniques and tricks of the trade. Furthermore, a good teacher
needs to have an in depth knowledge of the subject to be taught and the ability to communicate that
knowledge.
For most people, learning occurs in a number of different ways. Some can observe a square dance
movement and do it almost immediately. Others may have to read the explanation of the movement.
The teacher must be sensitive to the needs of the students and make the best possible use of all the
processes by which people learn.
If people are to learn from observation, then what they are observing must be done correctly without
distracting flourishes and at a speed that permits critical viewing. Thus, while demonstrations square
can be a very effective teaching tool, they need to be planned and rehearsed. Participating dancers
need to be cautioned to dance correctly with proper styling, flow and courtesies. The observing
students should be coached on what to look for and how the various parts of the dance flow together.
New dancers will learn some of the gimmicks and poor dancing all too soon without having a square
of angels demonstrate in class.
Some people learn best by reading. The teacher needs to make sure the students have proper
reading material such as definitions of calls, styling etc. Much of this material is available through
CALLERLAB. It is not enough simply to have the students read. The teacher should reinforcement
through other means and periodically should check understanding and retention through some sort of
feedback or practical application.
Although listening is, perhaps, the least effective process by which people learn, many do learn that
way. In most teaching situations we tend to overuse the lecture, and often the words of the lecturer
go into the student's notebook without ever having passed through the student's head. In teaching
dancers to dance, we must first teach them to listen. Then we must choose carefully the words we
use to describe the dance movements. Picture words, comparisons and emphatic commands are
more apt to hold the students' attention than a droning presentation of strange material. We must
remember that new dancers, in particular, are learning not only a new motor skill but also a new
language.
It is generally agreed that the most effective learning process is through experience and repetition. As
a matter of fact, the behaviorist learning theory says that we do not directly observe learning but,
instead, observe a change in behavior as a result of experience. Learning is defined in those terms:
change in behavior as a result of experience. People learn more quickly when they are involved and
when they are doing what the teacher has been talking about. If that experience is successful and
satisfying, then learning speed increases and retention improves.
Not all people learn at the same speed. Assuming that they do can lead to failure. Some need only a
few repetitions, while others may need many, including, at times, extra help outside of a structured
class. If one teaches to the fast learners, s/he may lose the slow ones. If s/he teaches to the slow
learners, the fast ones may become bored and quit. That is one of the greatest challenges for a
teacher and sometimes requires tough decisions. Also, one class may not learn at the same speed
as another for any number of complicated reasons, and no class learns at the same speed each night
that it convenes. Too many things can interfere with the learning process. Teachers should never
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assume that because something has been "taught" it has been "learned" by the students. That
assumption has to be checked carefully by requiring the students to demonstrate. In all cases,
however, students should not be allowed to practice errors.
One often hears about the "building block" approach to teaching. The process is called transfer and
simply means moving form the simple to the complex, from the known to the unknown. Thus, if a
dancer knows Right and Left Grand, it should not be difficult to teach Weave the Ring. Sometimes
one's experience outside of square dancing can also provide a positive stepping stone; e.g. the
geometric patterns of a square might be readily understood by a draftsman. On the other hand, not
all transfer is positive. Sometimes a former experience gets in the way of learning something new.
We find this when left-handed people have difficulty with our predominately right-handed movements.
Most new dancers come to a square dance class with feelings of inadequacy, shyness and fear of
failure. They have to be made to feel wanted, worthy and at ease. They need to be motivated. It is
not enough to say, "Square dancing is fun." The teacher must find ways to prove it from the
beginning. It is an accepted principle that learning depends a great deal upon motivation. The better
job we do of motivating our students, the more likely they are to learn. Success is a great motivator.
People enjoy doing what they do well. Therefore the teacher needs to give the students successful
experiences by keeping their attention, asking them to do those things that are within their capabilities
and rewarding them with positive feed-back such as "well-done", "nice job" etc.
When teaching new dancers to square dance, it is not enough to teach only the various square dance
basics. If they are to be complete, competent dancers, they need to know courtesy, styling,
smoothness, customs and traditions, proper dress, club responsibilities and much more. Often these
subjects can be covered at a sit-down session when dancers may be tired and not in a frame of mind
to learn more steps. The partner also can play an important role in addressing such subjects as
proper dress.
Good teaching requires a great deal of preparation. The teacher must prepare to be sure s/he has
the necessary knowledge for the task ahead. Detailed but flexible lesson plans are a must with
definite goals established for each night, each week and each season. Facilities must be prepared.
Lighting, heat, dance surface, sound, access to drinking water, lavatories etc can all affect the
outcome of a class. If "angels" are going to help with the class, they need to be prepared so that they
dance properly, do not try to assume the teaching role and dance with but not for the class members.
Of course, the students need to be prepared. They need to have their questions answered, "What am
I getting into?" They need some motivation.
There is much written material on teaching techniques and tricks of the trade. One who is about to
teach people to square dance should avail him/herself of this material as well as anything useful s/he
can research from fellow callers and teachers. The perfect way to teach a Square Thru probably has
not yet been discovered. You may find it, so don't be afraid to try new things. The various types of
circles (single, facing, tandem etc) are basic tools for teaching square dance movements. Almost all
of the movements on the CALLERLAB Mainstream list can be done in a two-couple set-up. The
National Association for Public Continuing and Adult Education has published "Tested Techniques for
Teachers of Adults". Many are pertinent to the teacher of square dancers, and the list can be found in
the syllabus appendix.
In your teaching- accentuate the positive - keep it light - and know when to quit. Remember that
people enjoy doing that which they do well. Well-taught, competent dancers enjoy dancing more and
stay in the activity longer.
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TEACHING TECHNIQUES
PREPARATION
•
•
•
•

Program
Hall (Floor, sound, etc.)
Help (Door, refreshments, angels, taw.)
Class information.
You are wasting time if you give numerous verbal announcements. (Basic
books, lists, class times, dates, etc.)

PRESENTATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leave your troubles outside the hall.
Review (give them time to warm up).
Mark program as necessary from review.
A two-hour session represents only 1 1/2 hours of dancing and instruction time. Don't waste your
student’s time.
Know your material (trouble spots).
Short sequences (don't clutter).
Don't teach material because YOU need it.
Don't waste time showing off.
Control your breaks and your ego
Control your floor time. (15 to 20 min. max)
Don’t reward tardiness or absenteeism at the expense of the class.
Give individual help between tips.
Observe floor for "overload."
Treat every failure as if you caused it. (You probably did.)
Think like a beginner.
Maintain class attention at all times. (You are the teacher.)
Self-control. (If you can't control yourself, how can you control a class?)
Reward with sincere praise.
Don’t scold individuals.
Try not to embarrass anyone.
Humor helps, but laugh at yourself, or with them. Never at them.
Don't allow a problem student to hurt the class
Don't use phrases like "when you are a dancer.” They are dancers after their first step on the
floor. Also, don’t say, “grab that lady." (Remember that gentlemen don't grab ladies.)
Remember the objective is to teach them to dance, not just to provide more people and revenue
for a club.
Your appearance is the example they will follow.
Let them laugh.
Don't teach something you will have to "unteach" later.
Don't teach material that they will never use after graduation.
Teach etiquette and philosophy. (You have a responsibility to the square dancing activity.)
Don't allow bad dancing habits to be introduced by your helpers.

POST-MORTEM
•
•
•
•
•

Are there any students to be contacted, who were not present?
Did any student leave abruptly?
How many dropouts did YOU cause tonight?
Make a note of where you can improve on a performance.
Ask your partner if there were any complaints. Did she/he notice anything in your performance
that could use improvement?
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•
•

Are there any individual problems? (Alcohol, personal hygiene, etc.?)
Objectively evaluate your performance.

Teaching Adults To Square Dance
By Herb Egender
With a new square dance season close at hand and classes starting soon, it is an appropriate time to
think again about teaching, or more importantly - effective teaching. During my research in
preparation for a session on teaching at a forthcoming callers' school, I ran across a publication of the
National Assoc. for Public Continuing and Adult Education. That organization has compiled
information from many years of a newsletter dealing with teaching adults and has published "Tested
Techniques for Teaching of Adults". There are a number of salient points that apply to those who
teach adults to square dance.
The publication states that there are three ways in which adult students are different: 1) they bring to
the learning situation a greater background of life experience; 2) research shows that the ability of
older adults to learn does not change with the years, but they may not learn as rapidly as they once
did; and 3) most adult students are in the class because they chose to be there, not because they
have to be.
Several guiding principles were included in the publication:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The student is more likely to learn a piece of information or master a particular skill if he knows
"what's in it for him".
The student needs to know what he really wants from the course.
Both adults and children bring their emotions with them to class.
Activity on the part of the student is essential to learning.
The experience and knowledge a student brings with him should be used to help him learn.
A learning experience that is interesting, vivid and intense is remembered longest.
Some capsule clues to working with adults:
o Short units of work give them a happy feeling of mastery and success that brings them
back for more.
o Important points should be repeated frequently. (Is a commercial run just one time on
TV?)
o Remember the importance of frequent, short breaks for older adults; they tend to tire
more easily.
o In learning new skills or information, older adults often have to break old, rigid patterns
of though or attitude.
o Adults often have feelings of insecurity and fear of competition with younger people in
the class. Praise often. Minimize errors. Avoid sarcasm or ridicule. Be positive.
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TIMING
Ideal timing exists when nothing is allowed to impede or interfere with
the progressively forward momentum of the dancer's body movement.
It exists when all the dancers in a moving square are able to blend
easily and comfortably from one dance action to the next -- when the
physical transition from one movement to the next occurs in a smoothflowing and unhurried manner. No caller can hope to accomplish this
without consistently maintaining visual contact with the dancers.
Timing is a difficult thing to define. It involves three distinct variables and requires a great deal
of judgment by the caller. One must understand the four-beat phrase of the music, the number of
beats for the dancer to complete the action and the degree of difficulty of the choreography to
be executed. All of these variables affect the timing of the dance routine.
An experienced caller may often be able to accurately predict the amount of time that the
dancers will need in order to comfortably execute a square dance command. While it may even
be possible for an experienced caller to boast that s/he can call a reasonably well-timed patter
presentation while blindfolded (or with his/her eyes glued to written notes), it is, nevertheless, also
true that a modern caller's on-the-spot timing judgments are subject to so many unpredictable
and unexpected influences, that it would be foolhardy for him/her to attempt to call a dance
without, at all times, monitoring the dancers.
Good timing depends upon a caller's ability to both recognize and react to three very
fundamental timing variables:
1. Command Time: The number of beats necessary to give a command.
2. Lead Time: The number of beats necessary for dancers to react to a call.
3. Execution Time: The number of beats for the dancers to actually execute the call.
COMMAND TIME
Command Time is simply the time it takes to say the call you want the dancers to perform.
While some calls are short and precise, others take almost as long to say as they do to perform
(e.g., in the Mainstream Program, “Dixie Style to an Ocean Wave”) The caller must have the next
Command ready to say or the dancers will be stopped, waiting for directions. This kind of stop-start
dancing is very tiring for the dancers.
LEAD TIME
The dancer's reaction time to a given command is usually instantaneous.
There are, however, a number of predictable instances where it could be slightly
delayed. A dancer's response to an unfamiliar command will obviously be slower
than the response to a familiar one. This is why a caller must carefully adjust
his/her timing patterns when calling to beginners or when teaching a new
movement to experienced dancers. S/He knows that their reaction to the new
command will be somewhat slower and s/he must adjust his/her timing patterns
to accommodate their predictably slower reaction times.
Most dancers also require an extra beat or two of music when responding to an unexpected or
“surprise” command (“1st couple left, next couple LEFT!” ... or “There's your corner... do a Right
& Left Thru!”) Such commands are deliberately designed to catch the dancers off their guard and
a caller who uses such shock-value commands must also provide the dancers with an
appropriate amount of recovery time. A caller who uses them repeatedly during any evening’s
performance should be publicly flogged for employing such lousy judgment.
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The temperature in the hall or the lateness of the hour may also affect dancer reaction time. If the
evening is hot and humid, the dancers will sometimes drag their heels. And the die-hards still on
the floor at the 2 a.m. after party, are seldom as alert as they were earlier in the evening.
EXECUTION TIME
To ensure good timing, a caller must always know the precise number of beats or dancing
steps that the dancers will need to perform each and every command that s/he calls.
The caller -- not the dancers -- should control the timing. Many dancers have a tendency to rush
or “clip” the timing and, while a caller should be aware of this inclination, s/he should neither
accommodate it nor be pressured by it. S/He should, instead, make it a point to always allow an
adequate number of beats for every movement … even though the dancers, by rushing, may
sometimes get to where they're going sooner than they should. A caller who adjusts to his/her
dancers' clipped timing compounds the problem rather than solves it!
There are, on the other hand, a number of situations in which it is proper for a caller to
accommodate or make allowances for variations in the dancers' execution time:
Distance can often be a critical factor. A command for the
Head couples, from a static square, to do a Right & Left Thru,
takes more time to complete than it takes them to do a Right &
Left Thru after a “Wheel Around” from promenading couples.
Dancer momentum or inertia should also be considered. Are they stationary or moving? The Swing
Thru in “Head Couples Swing Thru” (from a static square) takes longer than the Swing Thru in
“Head Couples Square Thru and then Swing Thru with the outside two," because from a Static
Square it takes two steps for the dancers to get together.
Execution time in a crowded hall may sometimes be shorter -- or longer -- than execution in a hall
that is not crowded. Crowding the dancers together makes distances shorter and this can shorten
execution time. The same jam-packed dancers, however, may sometimes need extra time to do a
call as they dodge each other's elbows and try to keep out of each other's way.
Be aware also of the general age of your dancers. A young people's group is able to execute
calls more rapidly than an older group. This is not meant as a put-down -- it's simply a fact, Jack.
Call too slow to teens and you'll bore them, call too quickly to an older group and you'll exhaust
them by 9 p.m. Watch your dancers and use your judgment.
Consider too, the condition of the floor. A slick floor, or a sticky, tacky floor may also increase
the amount of time it takes to perform a call's actions.
Timing is a balancing act between these three elements. Timing is also affected by the following:
•
•
•
•
•

A complete knowledge of the choreography to be called … Definitions.
An ability to watch the dancers and know where they are going…Formation Awareness.
An understanding of body flow … Kinesiology.
A Choreographic Plan
Knowledge of how to use music as a timing tool.

Timing is as much a “feel” as it is a mechanical ability to count the number of beats. It also
includes body flow and hand usage. Timing is a little like money…in that you spend it just
before you make it.
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How A Caller Develops Good Timing
Good timing is based upon a caller's ability to deliver each command
while the dancers are actually finishing the actions of the previous
command. The caller must generally stay one or two beats “in front”
of his/her dancers. Dancers do not appreciate abrupt changes of
direction from one call to another, nor standing awaiting the next
command. They grow tired, restless and the stress level of their
dancing experience increases … which proportionately decreases the
caller’s popularity.
A caller learns timing by concentrating on the direction-giving command words and
by placing those key words in exactly the right place in the correct 4-beat phrase.
Learning how to time correctly requires practice with real dancers and it is, for the
most part, a trial-and-error process.
Timing is not acquired while at the office or driving in your car. It can only be
accomplished by calling to ‘live’ dancers. It requires patience, along with much
practice. It is one of the last skills that a new caller will acquire.
A student caller should avoid worrying about non-directional “filler” words or
colorful phrases until s/he has mastered the art and science of good timing. When
s/he can get the dancers moving smoothly through the actions of a routine, s/he may
then add fillers and catch phrases to add character and personality to his/her
presentation. Filler words should never interfere with good timing. However, Fill-In
Patter adds a lot of color to calling IF done correctly. Callers should get a book of fill-in
patter and practice, practice, practice!
Study and learn the CALLERLAB Timing Chart for every call.
NOTHING takes the place of practice. For newer callers, get a square together and
practice, practice, practice. If you cannot get a square, get two couples to practice and
practice.
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SMOOTH DANCING AND BODY FLOW
Smoothness in square dancing is difficult to discuss, as it means different things to
different people. Assume a measurement of 1-10, 1 being completely awkward and 10
being perfectly smooth. Most dancers and callers can agree that nothing in Square
Dancing is perfectly smooth and that there are many things that should be avoided
completely. So, while 1 and 10 are easily agreed upon, 2 thru 9 becomes much hazier
due to personal choice and subjectivity.
Since no real agreement will ever be reached, it’s best to look at the many factors that
influence the sensation of Smooth Dancing. Controlling any of these factors in different
ways will impact the dancer’s interpretation of the level of smoothness.
The biggest impact on smoothness is understanding the dancers flow at any given time
during the sequence and utilizing it effectively. Scientifically, this is referred to as
Kinesiology, or the study of body movement, and includes consideration of people and
how their physical characteristics affect the way they move. Some different aspects of
kinesiology that relate to square dancing include:
Body Flow or Movement: As a caller, understanding all aspects of how a call functions
(FASR), and what calls can be done prior to, and after a call, come with the territory. But
caller’s need to also understand a body’s momentum as it flows from call to call. For
example, while the call Reverse Flutterwheel can be completed after a Right and Left
Thru, a good understanding of Body Flow, tells you that the two should not be called
together in that order.
Most smoothness is attributed to “wind in your face” style of dancing, a forward walking
type of motion. to truly make it a dance, other motion needs to be included, for example:
• Forward and Back – a smooth transition from moving forward to backing up.
• Rock/Recover – A sideways forward and back if you will, with a change of weight
• Change of Direction – A switch between a Clockwise and Counterclockwise Flow
Hand Availability: Dancers need to utilize some type of hand touching through most
dance moves. While placing calls so that an alternating hand motion is a good rule of
thumb, we must focus on not just the last hand used, but whether a hand is AVAILABLE
to be used, even twice in succession.
For example, consider the calls Star Thru, Right and Left Thru. Even though the man’s
position would utilize the right and twice, after the Star Thru the hand is right where it
needs to be for the next call, even though it’s being used twice. Similarly, a call like
Scootback, uses the same hand twice within its own definition, yet is fine.
Even non-hand calls that repeat shoulder passes can be different. Weave the Ring,
utilizes alternating shoulders as it moves through the call, yet the sequence Pass Thru,
Trade By uses two right shoulders. Both are considered comfortable and danceable.
Overflow: Callers also need to be aware of overflow, or repetitive motion in same
direction without relief. This can happen on a small scale or a larger one. Callers
should generally try and stay away from sequences that cause more than a 3/4 or 270
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degree turn in any one direction. For example, Spin the Top followed by Fan the Top has
the center dancers turning 3/4 in the middle twice.
One also needs to be conscious of overflow on a larger scale. Callers tend to work
mostly in a clockwise fashion if left unchecked. While the circle is bigger, the feeling of
being on a racetrack is still there. Take for example following sequence: Heads Lead
Right, Veer Left, Couples Circulate, Wheel and Deal, Veer Left, Couples Circulate. For
the heads this is a 540-degree rotation and for the side man, it’s a cardio workout.
Callers need to be aware of the direction of the flow, and include changes of directions, if
for nothing else, then to “unwind” the dancers.
Counter Dancing: This term used when two dancers interact with one another. Utilizing
the other dancer as a form of a “counter-weight” to balance each other. Examples,
include Swing, Turn Thru, or the trailing dancers on a Scootback. When teaching,
remember that square dancing should be a dance experience, not a touch hands and
avoid and evade experience. The interaction and counterweight help the smoothness of
the dance as well as the enjoyment.
Another aspect of counter dancing is the ability of inactive dancers to help or assist the
active dancers in their task. For example, the sequence Heads Separate Around One to
a Line is much smoother if the Side dancers step forward as the Heads pass by, then
slide apart and slightly back to accommodate the Heads arrival behind them to make the
line.
Environment: A crowded dance floor can make dancing difficult and inhibit a dancer’s
ability to dance smoothly. Likewise, an acoustically bad hall, or a poorly sounded one,
will cause dancers to faulter as they try to understand what they’re being asked to do
Timing: Discussed elsewhere, timing is broken down into 3 parts – Command Time,
Lead Time, and Execution Time. The goal of good timing is to allow the dancer just
enough time to achieve a seamless transition from one movement to the next, while
keeping everyone moving to the beat of the music. Too soon? They’re running to catch
up. Too Late? They stop after every call. Good timing has the dancer as if on a
treadmill, just walking to the beat of the music – one step, one beat.
Tempo: The beats per minute or speed of the chosen music. The choice of tempo, while
ultimately up to the caller, should be influenced by many factors. For Example:
• What are the floor conditions? Sticky or Slippery?
• How are the acoustics? Easy or difficult to hear?
• What is the average age of the dancers? Experience level?
• Are there vocal conditions, like accents at play that may slow comprehension?
All these factors should help you determine where the BPM mark should be set, as well
as what music selections should be utilized.
Musical Selection: Musical selection can help or hinder the illusion of smoothness.
Consider different ballroom styles of dance – a waltz versus a tango, or a foxtrot versus
a jive. Music selection can mean the difference between a bouncy step versus a shuffle
step, which influence the perception and ability to dance smoothly.
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Dancer Anticipation: Dancers themselves will affect the illusion of smoothness in a
sequence of calls. Sometimes these are setup intentionally, other times there more
underlying reasons as to why. The three main ways we understand anticipation are:
Encouraged: Callers will set up future calls based on rhyming patterns. For
instance, from a Static Square, the caller starts with Heads Square Thru Four. If
the caller then says “Make a …” most dancers will form a Right-handed Star
without further prompting.
Conditioned: This is more of a societal conditioning. For example, many singing
calls begin with a Circle Left. If at the beginning of a song the caller says
“Circle…” most dancers have already taken off in a clockwise direction. If the
caller then says “… to the Right” – dancers will need to stop abruptly and head in
the other direction. Understanding what is standard and what they are
conditioned to already expect, can help a caller create smoothness for the
dancer.
Instinctive: Existing body momentum or flow, will cause dancers to do certain
things. Let’s go back to the sequence “Right and Left Thru, Reverse
Flutterwheel”. The sequence has such bad flow, that most dancers will assume
the caller made an error. Some will subconsciously do a regular Flutterwheel
instead as that’s the proper flow. Most won’t even realize they didn’t do as the
caller asked, because they just followed the flow and assumed they were correct.
Another instinctive move is to work with who you’re facing. Which is why a
sequence of “Pass to the Center, Partner Trade”, besides being two trades of the
outside dancers, cause the inside dancers to try and work with the dancers in
front of them rather than next to them.
Dancer Execution: Another reason that things may not seem smooth to a dancer, is
their familiarity to the calls, or sequence of calls that they are presented with. There are
several factors that can affect the dancer accuracy.
Familiarity: Dancers may not be familiar with the calls at hand. This could be
due to a multitude of varied reasons. Perhaps it’s a listed call that is not utilized
very often. Or maybe the calls are being utilized from an unfamiliar FASR. Both
items can cause hesitation on the dancer’s part, leading to a feeling of being
unsmooth.
Regional Differences/Training: Like a language dialect, dancers find ways to
add embellishments to many standardized calls.
These flourishes can
occasionally get in the way of what would normally be accepted as a smooth
sequence of calls. For example, from a ½ Tidal Wave, the sequence “Grand
Swing Thru, Right and Left Thru” is smooth. However, it is less smooth for
dancers who use a forearm grip while in a wave, then for dancers who use some
form of a hand grip.
Summary: Callers need to try to understand the multitude of factors that influence the
illusion of smoothness while dancing. Even tried and true routines can feel different in
different environments with different dancers. The competent caller will work within all
given factors to give their dancers the smoothest possible experience on the dance floor.
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SQUARE DANCE PARTIES
Providing dance party entertainment for groups that dance infrequently is an opportunity
to enjoy the fellowship of dance with those we entertain. Some view these events as
opportunities to recruit for the modern square dance activity.
An introduction to square dancing event like a free night, chili supper, or first night of
class, is an event where the hosts want to recruit the participants to join the activity,
where the attendees are attempting to identify if this recreation is something they want to
do during their discretionary time.
A dance party is an event where the hosts and the participants attend to enjoy the
music, dance, and fellowship. Enjoyment is the only objective.
For dance parties the attendees are there to be entertained, to enjoy each other and the
music. They didn’t come to be permanently engaged in an activity that requires a lot of
commitment or knowledge. With enjoyment in mind, the entertainer must prepare a wide
variety of material that is easy for the participants to execute to great music. Using
modern square dance terms, the English language, and a variety of formations we can
provide entertainment that overcomes gender imbalance and numbers that are not a
multiple of 8.
To be successful, the caller must keep the explanations short and simple. Teach only
what is necessary. Words such as CIRCLE, PROMENADE (walk), FORWARD, BACK,
ALLEMANDE LEFT, RIGHT AND LEFT GRAND, are often known by non-dancers. You
should not make assumptions as to what they know but keep the explanations short.
Throughout the event the material should allow the dancers to be successful and have
fun. This means that the material starts easy and uses a logical progression to evolve
the dance material resulting in those attending realizing that they had a great time and
must have learned something but are not sure what.
Some callers start these events with a single large circle of people without partners,
move to couples in a large circle, then scatter the couples throughout the dance hall,
bringing them together into small circles of 2 couples, then merging of these small circles
into larger circles of 4, 5 or 6 couples as they enjoy a variety of dance patterns. During
the event, the caller may use Sicilian circles, Trios, solo/line dances and/or contra
dances to accommodate all who desire to dance. The common themes are the square
dance basics, the native language of the group, good music and a caller to provide
instruction and direction.
When we provide an event that meets or exceeds the entertainment needs of those
attending, we set the stage for some eventually being interested in increasing their
involvement. The result is easy recruitment to the activity without being the focus of the
dance party.
SAMPLE DANCE PROGRAM CONTENT
A dance party program could include squares only or you could include a variety of
formations with a limited set of basics. Callers that lead dance parties typically use
planned pattern dance material and/or modules that include a very limited number of
calls, i.e. between 7 and 12. These are introduced throughout the event as a new call is
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needed for a pattern to be danced. The following is a possible sequence of dances that
could be used for a dance party. Note: Many of these dances/patterns can be found on
dances.callerlab.org or in the other resources listed at the end of this section.
o

Big circle – from one or more large circles use a dance like Fraley’s Frolic to get
everyone dancing. It uses calls Circle Left, Circle Right, Forward and Back, hand
clapping to the music and a solo turn which gets everyone dancing to the music and
listening to the caller.

o

Big circle – from one or more large circles the caller can easily review the calls from
the first circle and then add: Left and Right Arm Turns, Swing, Promenade
 Contemporary Music: Honeycomb Fiddler, Boogie Beat, Funky Town
 Traditional Music: Beaumont Rag, Cross the Mountain, Flop-Eared Mule

o

Squares – Work into smaller circles of 2, 4 or 6 couples and repeat the big circle
figures and then introduce: Stars figures.
 Recommended Square Figures: Solomon Levi figure, Divide the Ring figure,
Push/Pull figure, DoSaDo and Face the Sides
 Contemporary Music: Rachel, Thumping Banjo, Takes Two
 Traditional Music: Steve Green, Hell Broke Loose in GA, Boil the Cabbages
Down, New Chinese Breakdown, Yellow Creek

o

Singing Squares/Calls – from 4 couple squares walk thru the figure and teach what
calls are needed as above.
 Contemporary: your favorite singing call using an easy figure or a figure from the
traditional singers
 Traditional Singing Squares: Just Because … Hurry, Hurry, Hurry … You Can’t
Call Everybody Darling … Down Yonder … Goin’ Down South … Smoke on The
Water … Alabama Jubilee … Louisiana Swing … Marianne … Trail Of The
Lonesome Pine … Solomon Levi … Shindig in the Barn

o

Circle Mixer (s) – when appropriate use mixer(s) to allow participants to dance
together.
 Lancashire Barn Dance ......................... Contemporary Music: I’m From the
Country – Tracy Byrd, Traditional Music: Lancashire Barn Dance – LS
342
 Patty Cake Polka ................................... Patty Cake Polka – Worldtone 10023a2
 Jiffy Mixer .............................................. Jiffy Mixer - WIN 4684 or Hit the Road
Jack, Walk Don’t Run

o

Solo Dance(s) – use when there is a gender imbalance or as requested by the host
 Boot Scootin’ Boogie ................................ Boot Scootin’ Boogie – Arista 12337-7
 Cha Cha Slide .......................................... Cha Cha Slide – Mr. C & the Slide Man
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 Copperhead Road .................................... Copperhead Road – Southern Rock
Essentials
 Cupid Shuffle ............................................ Cupid Shuffle – Cupid
 Electric Slide ............................................. Electric Boogie – COL 2607
 Rocky Mountain Scramble ........................ Pop’s Hoedown – YR 102
o

Trio(s) –

o

 TBC Trio ................................................ San Antonio Stroll – RR 115
 Clap Dance For Three’s ......................... Clap Dance For Three’s – American Trio
Mixer LS E-12 or any 64 count tune
 Do-Ci-Dizzy ........................................... Traditional Music: Fletcher’s Folly – LS
350, Contemporary Music: Lady Gaga - Just Dance ft. Colby O'Donis
(Official Music Video)
Contra(s) –
 No Name Contra....................................... any 64 count/32 bar reel
 Tunnel Contra ........................................... any 64 count/32 bar reel
 Virginia Reel ............................................. Virginia Reel – Worldtone 10023

o

Children’s Dances






o

7 Jumps .................................................... Seven Jumps – LS E-8
Children’s Polka........................................ German Folk Dance – LS E-7
Chicken/Birdie Dance ............................... Dance of The Little Birds – LS E-39
Hokey Pokey ............................................ Hokey Pokey – LS E-25 or LS E-38
Toody Ta .................................................. Dr. Jean and Friends

Other
 Ding Dong Daddy ..................................... American Hand Jive – LS E-14
 Phrase Craze ........................................... Phrase Craze – LS E-17

o

Ending(s) –
 Simple goodnight: Single circle … say announcements if any … allow anyone to
say a special thank you … all raise hands and all say goodnight.

HOW LONG AND HOW MUCH?
When discussing the event with the event organizer, the caller needs a variety of
information to ensure the planning and presentation of a successful event. Information
like: how do they describe the square dance they want, how many people do you expect,
where will the event be held (how far is it from the callers home), what is the size and
nature of the dance space, what else will be occurring besides the dancing, will there be
food at the event, etc.
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How Long: The length of the event is usually established by the organizer, but most will
be about two hours in length. Often the whole program may need to be flexible, i.e. late
start, early finish, let’s go a little longer. When you schedule these events ensure you
have adequate setup time and flexibility to extend when needed. You may be asked to
lead events of thirty (30) minutes to as much as 4 hours and they may have no breaks to
having breaks for a variety of interruptions.
Setting Your Fee: A Party Dance is not a club dance; it is a different product or service,
and the sponsoring organization has very different funding and cost expectations from
the typical club dance environment. Some callers charge a fixed fee for party dances to
which they add travel fees, i.e., fee $300 plus $50/hour of travel time. Some ask the
sponsor what their budget is and charge what the budget will bear. Those callers who
are successful with this form of program can a good living with this approach. Be honest.
If you are good at doing SDP you will have been a very positive influence on the activity
and your talent will be in demand. As your skills grow in SDP, they will also grow for
teaching and club calling. Be business-like in your dealings with the sponsors and be
realistic with your time for square dancing and family.
KISS
Keep It Simple Square dance caller. Teach as little as possible. Keep the routines as
simple as possible. Let the dancers always win. These events are a great way to allow
groups to enjoy each other through the medium of the dance. Recognize this as an
opportunity to do well while doing good.
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VOICE
WHAT IS YOUR VOICE
What is that thing in your throat that allows us all to communicate? The technical name
is Larynx. The Larynx or vocal cords are made of muscles and ligaments, one on each
side of the exit of the Trachea (windpipe). They are like two heavy rubber bands
attached to the sides of the windpipe. When we desire to communicate we cause these
muscles to tighten and then, by exhaling in a controlled manner we cause the muscles to
vibrate, which results in a vibrating column of air coming out of the mouth and nose. We
use our tongue, mouth and nasal passages to shape this column of air into words or
pleasing musical sounds. Like a violin, the tighter we stretch the vocal cords the higher
the sound becomes - in other words we change the pitch. The sound is made louder by
causing the vocal cords to vibrate with greater amplitude by passing a greater volume of
air over them in a given time.

What causes people to sound different? Women sound different than men because they
are usually of a slighter build, that is, muscles and bone structure are not as heavy as a
man's, therefore the vocal cords are lighter in structure. If we examine a violin we note
that the high notes are derived from the thin wires, while the low notes are obtained by a
heavy double or even triple wound wire. Every cord or wire has a resonant frequency,
which is determined by its tension, length and diameter, and it is the length, diameter
and natural tension of the vocal cords that determine what sound our voice will have.
The resonant cavities found in our head and chest produces other sound differences.
The unevenness or difference in shape of individual vocal cords causes secondary
frequencies to be imposed on the main frequency. This results in a harmony (in most
cases) of sounds being emitted. This combined sound is recognized as a specific
individual's voice. The voice pattern is so characteristic of each person that law
enforcement agencies can use it as reliably as fingerprints for identification purposes.
CARE OF YOUR VOICE
Your voice is comparable to a musical instrument similar to the Stradivarius violin and is
just as temperamental if it is not treated properly.
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Callers often use styles of calling that can be very detrimental if used too often, the
rasping, clouding, imitating of others, and going above or below your normal comfortable
range. These can all result in strain, over extension and undue tension on the vocal
cords. I like to look upon these things as showmanship and as such should be used
sparingly and only when your voice is fully warmed up.
Many callers smoke - of all the habits, smoking is the worst thing a person can do to
their vocal cords. Not only does smoking harm the vocal cords but it will cut down on
your lung capacity and breath control. Smoking will, over a period of time cause the Cilia
in the lungs to die or lose the ability to clear phlegm from the lungs, which will result in
other lung problems.
I used to smoke 2 to 3 packs a day. After quitting, and recovering from the effects of
smoking, I found that I had gained a half octave in range, twenty pounds in weight, and
did not suffer from a sore or dry throat as frequently.
One thing that is in Square dancing's favor is the swing to the non - smoking society.
This has had a favorable impact on square dancing for both the caller and the dancer.
The practice of drinking hot or cold liquids during a dance can also cause problems. You
never see an athlete putting cold or hot compresses on a muscle until after damage is
done. Heat causes a muscle to relax and encourages the blood to circulate right to the
surface while cold will cause the muscle to contract or stiffen and the blood to flow
slower and further down from the surface. Preferably you should drink water at room
temperature or slightly higher. You should stay away from food and sweet liquids during
a calling session unless you have an adequate break so as to enable your vocal cords to
recover. Like an athlete you should warm up your vocal cords before you call a dance by
running up and down the scale a few times before you call. This can be done on the way
to a dance.
In the early years of square dancing, halls were dusty and most of our seasoned callers
learned, thru necessity, to breath through their nose so as to prevent the dust from
clogging the vocal cords and lungs. The fine hair in the nasal passages make a very
good filter and it is advisable to learn to breathe through one's nose if at all possible.
Other forms of pollution are hard to avoid. Some people have allergies; this may cause
many different problems.
VOCAL CORD DAMAGE
Every once in a while you hear of callers developing nodes on their vocal cords - these
are like calluses on your hands - and they are caused by the same thing. When you
irritate your body continually in one spot it will develop calluses. Nodes are the mark of
stress on your vocal cords. They can be bad enough that you could lose your singing
voice permanently. Nodes can be removed by laser surgery but it is better to stop what
is causing the irritation and let them heal naturally. If you think you have this problem,
see a specialist.
Laryngitis is another common result of over use of the vocal cords (it can also be caused
by infection). When you over extend a rubber band it either breaks or loses its elasticity.
The same thing can happen to your vocal cords. They seldom break but they can lose
their ability to regain their shape. When this happens it takes a long time for them to
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heal. Be careful how loud you shout at the wife, the children or the dancers - not
necessarily in that order. The use of a good microphone and good equipment will enable
you to call and not damage your voice. Talking in a noisy group of people can cause
more damage to your vocal chords than an evening of calling.
LEARNING TO USE YOUR VOICE
Many good callers are not great singers but then very few great singers are good callers.
The best place to learn to sing is from a qualified voice teacher. These lessons will pay
for themselves many times over in your calling career. Try, if you have the time, to join a
choir or choral group of some sort. This will not only help you learn to use you voice, but
may give you a potential source of new dancers.
Listen to the callers you enjoy dancing to. Try to use the things you like about his/her
voice style and presentation.
We all have four voices we use.
1. The Emotional Voice
2. The Talking Voice.
3. The Singing Voice.
4. The Body Voice.
The Emotional voice breaks down into many sub groups some of which are:
1. The happy voice
2. The sad or unhappy voice.
3. The commanding or domineering voice.
4. The pleading voice.
5. The sexy voice.
6. The angry voice.
The emotional voice is used in all the other voices and is probable the most effective
mood setting device a caller can use. Your personal mood comes thru to the dancer as
soon as you start to move, talk or sing. So callers should be able to project the mood
they want the dancer to feel during one song or the whole evening by the use of the
Talking Voice, The Singing Voice and the Body Voice. The best place to learn about
these voices is in a little theater or drama group. Public speaking groups also teach you
about the proper use of your voice.
Try taping your voice, then listen to it. Does it portray the emotion you wish to express?
Watch the television greats. How do they portray the emotions they desire? These things
come under the classification of showmanship, but they are your voice to the dancer.
The proper use of these voices tells the dancers how you are enjoying their participation
of your evening with them.
CALLING
We have talked about voices in general. Now we should talk about the things in calling
that you need, to make use of these voices.
Calling requires clarity, good diction and projection of your voice. Singing does not
always require that the words be precise and fully clear. The singer will often "milk" the
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good notes that occur at the end of a musical or verbal phrase, these are often vowels
and this results in long eeeeeeee's, oooooooo's, aaaaaaa's and sometimes uuuuuuu's.
This may cause loss of the musical phrasing and breath control.
The dictionary defines clarity as the quality or state of being clear, and diction as the art
of enunciating correctly and effectively. The caller must sound both the consonants and
vowels clearly and precisely. Consonants usually are used as starters, ends or middle
dividers in the words of the English language. The vowels are used to give the English
language its roundness of sound.
The sounds bee, bay, bah, boe, boo, tee, tay, tah, toe, too, gee, gah, gay, goo, goe
should be practiced until, when taped, they can be distinguished easily. Try saying them
backwards as well. You should also practice square dance terms such as
thar/star/square, square thru/star thru, left/lets, circle right/circulate/circle eight, end/in,
dopaso and dosado.
Practice reading into a microphone, tape it and play it back. Does it sound clear? Does it
display feeling? Does it sound as if you are talking directly to one person? Try the same
reading with a piece of patter music. Can you be understood, even with the musical
background? Try reading a call, but use the music as a timing device. Try to pitch your
voice with the music.
You can see that clarity and diction run together.
Vocal projection means to put your voice out to your audience clearly and distinctly with
sufficient volume to be understood. The volume comes from your microphone and
amplifier. However if you do not allow your voice to exit from your mouth or chest, no
one will hear it. Men as a rule like to feel that deep rumbling voice way down in the
chest, while women put more of their voice up into the nasal passages. Both the chest
and the nasal passages are essential to a full-bodied voice. To be heard and understood
the voice must come out of the mouth and nose. The so-called nasal sound is actually a
lack of sound issuing from your nose.
The practice of humming is a good way to get your voice to rise out of your chest. When
you hum you should feel the resonance in your head not in your chest. The best way to
project your voice when calling is to think about talking or singing to someone about six
feet away and having them fully understand what you are saying. Let your microphone
and amplifier do the rest.
BREATHING
Correct breathing is essential to calling. If you breathe too shallow, you may find yourself
gasping for breath at the end of each musical phrase. The proper method of breathing is
best observed in a small baby. They do what is called tummy or belly breathing. We
normally try to breathe the way we were taught in school, stand straight, tummy in and
chest out. When we use just our chest to breath we only use the upper portion of our
lungs. When we allow our tummy to expand when we take in a breath, we can increase
our lung capacity about 2 1/2 times.
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SOUND SYSTEMS
Many firms are making sound systems for callers. These are specialized units designed
by experts for the calling trade. We all have our favorite systems and most of them have
these desired attributes.
1.
2.
3.
4.

High quality sound reproduction.
Good variable speed turntables.
Adequate power.
Two microphone inputs with independent volume, bass and treble control on
each input.
5. Independent bass and treble controls on the music input.
6. Portability.
7. Ease of setting up.
Some other desirable features are: built-in monitor or monitor drivers, VU meters, taping
facilities, record resets and anti-skating devices on the tone arm.
The microphone you use should match your voice. Each type of microphone has a
different frequency response curve and output. You should if possible try several, until
you find the one that is the best suited to your voice and your sound system.
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MUSIC FOR CALLERS
Blatantly stolen from a greeting card:
Socrates said, “To be is to do.” Sartre said, “To do is to be.” Sinatra said, “Do-be-do-bedoo.”
While we don’t want to dismiss any wisdom from the great philosophers; Sinatra was
right.
Why?
Because Sinatra understood the power of music.
Music is probably the single most important item in the caller's repertoire, and not simply
because we need music to dance. Obviously, without music there is no dance. But there
is also an intangible power in music that cannot be matched by mechanics, methods,
choreography, or even the best showman (or woman) on the stage.
Music touches lives and reaches inside the soul, sometimes consciously, and often
without notice. Ever had an earworm? How did it get there? Why is a soundtrack so
important to a motion picture? Why do advertisers use music in commercials? Why
does hearing a certain song instantly transport you to a place or time in your life? Why
does hearing a certain melody bring back feelings and emotions you thought were longforgotten?
Why? Why? Why?
Because there is great power in music. Those who truly understand that, can use it to
their advantage.

SQUARE DANCE MUSIC ELEMENTS
There are three basic elements we’ll address for square dance music: Rhythm, Melody,
and Harmony.
Rhythm
When we speak of “rhythm” in the context of square dance, we’re talking about basic
dance rhythms. There are dozens of dance rhythms outside of square dancing (waltz,
two-step, cha-cha, etc), but for our purposes we will use wider umbrellas for rhythms and
narrow it down to four. A list of music examples for each will be made available in a
separate handout during the music presentation at the school.
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Boom Chuck
This is easily identified by the distinct down (boom) and up (chuck) featured in every
beat of the music. Most of the early square dance music releases were down in this
boom-chuck style, and featured bluegrass style instruments. More currently produced
square dance music takes advantage of the danceability of this rhythm, while using less
traditional/bluegrass instrumentation. This rhythm makes it very clear to the dancer
when to step (boom) and lift (chuck) their feet.
4/4 (also known as shuffle, or thump)
This rhythm is characterized by a heavy downbeat on every beat of music, often
described as a “thump,” with the expectation that the dancer will step on each of these
downbeats. This rhythm can be equally as effective in getting dancers to move their
feet, but much depends on what else is happening with the music and rhythm tracks of
the song.
Cha Cha
This rhythm is a subset of the 4/4 category but has been used effectively by producers
more widely in current years. While the downbeat is still present on every beat, there
are other rhythmic factors that create a more Latin feel.
6/8 (also known as jig)
6/8 is a very different rhythm than the others and requires a shifting in the way the calls
are delivered. This rhythm is very danceable, and frequently used for Contra dancing. It
is not as widely used in square dancing, but can be very effective in changing up the feel
of your dance.
Melody
In very simple terms, the melody of a song is simply the way the notes are arranged to
create a musical pattern. It is largely the element that makes a song familiar. Melodies
that everyone knows are songs like “Happy Birthday,” and “Auld Lang Syne.” The same
melody can be used for multiple songs, such as “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,” and the
“Alphabet” song.
Harmony
The simplest description of harmony, is any note sung in conjunction with the melody
that enhances and broadens the overall sound in a pleasing way. Some people are
blessed with the ability to easily hear (and sing) a harmonic note, while others find it
much more difficult. The good news is two-fold: First, not everyone needs to be a
harmony singer. Someone needs to sing the lead for there to be harmony. Second,
even if harmony does not come naturally, it can be learned with time and effort.
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HOW A CALLER USES MUSIC
So, now we know that music has power. We know about the various dance rhythms.
We know the difference between melody and harmony. Now what? Following are some
ideas to help you make music work for you.
Song Selection – With so many music choices available to you, how do you choose?
What is good and bad is almost completely subjective, because music is art, not
science. While there are some hard and fast facts about music (such as pitch), the fact
that some people are tone deaf (and therefore can’t tell the difference) makes even that
point up for debate. So here are some points to consider:
1. Do you personally connect to the music/song? If not, let it go. If you don’t
connect to it, you can’t sell it.
2. How does the range of the song compare to your own vocal range. (A range
can be simply defined as the lowest note, the highest note, and all the notes
in between.)
3. How strong is your singing voice? Does this song require more than you
have in your current skill set? Play to your own strengths.
4. Is the track pitched in the best place to make you be the best you can be.
We have tools to make adjustments to the pitch, and some producers are
providing a choice of range with your purchase. Play to your vocal sweet
spot. You’ll know you’ve found it when you both feel and sound better as you
sing.

Phrasing
This can be most easily defined in terms of a singing call. Nearly all singing calls consist
of seven sections of 64 beats, with an intro at the beginning and a short tag at the end.
Those 64-beat sections can be further broken down in eight sections of eight beats.
Singing call figures should be used to take advantage of the phrasing (and melody) of
the song.
With so many choices for hoedown/patter music, the subject of phrasing busts wide
open. The most important thing here is to KNOW YOUR MUSIC! The caller who knows
their music unlocks the power of that music. Where are the hooks? Where are starts
and stops of a phrase? Where is the killer drum fill or guitar solo? When you know the
answers to these questions, and you can recognize where you are in the music…now
you can play right into those hooks with your choreography and delivery. When you
work to know your music, then your music and work for you.

WHERE DOES A CALLER FIND MUSIC?
You should always be looking and listening for music, because a particular song can be
found on your car radio, in the grocery store, on a commercial, at a dance, watching
square dance videos on YouTube or Facebook, or a hundred other places. Specifically
speaking, here is a list of places to find square dance music to purchase.
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1. Music for Callers Website – www.musicforcallers.com – This site and owned and
managed by Music Producers. Most current producers/labels can be found here
with links to each individual label site, along with a searchable database that
allows your to search for a particular song, artist, caller, or release date. This site
is a constant work in process and updated regularly with new and current
information. The site offers a subscription services that provides a monthly email
to let you know about new releases.
2. Dosado Music – www.dosadomusic.com – This site is managed by Patty Greene
and is the host for a number of labels, including some that are not found on the
site above. The site offers a subscription services that provides a monthly email
to let you know about new releases.
3. Another Beat – www.another-beat.net – This site is based in Europe and
managed by Carsten Nielsen. Again, there are some labels who sell exclusively
at this site. The site offers a subscription services that provides a monthly email
to let you know about new releases.
4. A&S Records – www.asrecords.com – This site is managed by Bob and Marie
Shiver and is one of the few that still sell vinyl records.

OWN YOUR MUSIC
It should go without saying, but always make sure the music you use has been legally
purchased by you in a way that has compensated the music producer.
Music is a HUGE subject, and we have only touched the surface with these few pages.
Most importantly, make the power of music work for you. Use it to take advantage of a
dance theme. Use it to set a tone for a tip. When you are going to use complex
choreography, simplify your music. When you are providing wind-in-the-face dancing,
give the dancers music to match.
Most importantly, connect to your music, and you will unleash the magic that will connect
it (and YOU) to the dancers
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BUSINESS SIDE OF CALLING
INTRODUCTION
Square dance calling can be a business or a hobby. Perhaps in the past many callers
became involved in calling purely for the fun of it and gave little thought to the business
side of the activity. Today, being paid is at least a part of the incentive for making the
investment in time and money that is required. Many callers come into the business with
very little knowledge of the costs involved. Some have the mistaken idea that they can
make a lot of money calling. Therefore, it is important that callers be knowledgeable in
the business practices involved in the calling business. It is also important that callers
have a realistic expectation about the profit potential of calling. Because money is
involved, taxes are involved. Failure to abide by the tax rules can bring severe
consequences. Poor business practices can seriously damage the career of an
otherwise talented caller.
FILES AND RECORDS
There are records you need to keep, more so than just keeping track of business income
and expenses. You need a calendar that goes out at least 3 years that contains all your
bookings. It is very important that you do not double book calling dates. Double booking
destroys your business reputation and impairs future bookings. Your calendar can be
electronic or hard copy. Keep a hard copy calendar as a master calendar and use an
electronic calendar as a backup. When out of town, if you book a date in the future,
always specify it is tentative pending verification with your master calendar. Once you
are certain there are no conflicts, immediately firm up and confirm the date and details
with the hiring person or entity. Keep copies of all event contracts for a period no less
than five years.
So much business is done by email and PDF
Event Contracts Folder Structure
attachments that you should carefully back up
...Documents
email files every few months. Keep copies of any
Calling Contracts
PDF contracts in your Documents folder on your
yyyyCallingContracts
computer. Whichever email client you use to do
ONS
your email, create a separate file folder that
Weekends Festivals
contains all email related to booking events. On
yyyyCallingContracts
your computer, under the Documents folder, we
ONS
recommend a file/folder structure like this one.
Weekends Festivals
Some clubs and festival managers prefer paper
contracts. When you purchase a printer for your
business, pick one that has scanning capabilities.
Paper contracts can be scanned into PDF file format and stored digitally on your
computer.
Since most contracts come through email these days, make printed copies of the
contracts which are usually in PDF file format. Keep printed copies of the PDF contracts
for the clubs that you call for and take the respective copies to the events so that there
are no sudden and unexpected changes to the terms of the agreement at the time of the
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event. This happens more often than we think and is usually the result of different people
overseeing things by the time the contract date comes around. When differences come
up, some careful discussion, clarifications and sometimes renegotiations at the dance
normally resolve the situation.
LICENSES AND INSURANCE
Licenses for calling are often restricted to Performing Rights Organization licensing. If
we run the business using our own name, there is no need for Fictitious Name Filings in
our counties or other county related tax filings. However, it is always prudent to
investigate the need for local or county tax filings and licensing.
BMI (Broadcast Music, Inc.), ASCAP (American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers), and SESAC (Society of European Songwriters, Authors, and Composers)
expect any performers using copyrighted music to pay royalties for the use of the music.
Some karaoke performers have gotten into big trouble with these organizations for not
doing so. The fines and penalties are large. We avoid this situation by buying an annual
license from these organizations that covers us for using copyrighted music at our
dances. If we belong to CALLERLAB or the American Callers Association, these license
fees are included in our annual dues. Many clubs and festival organizations are now
stipulating in their contracts with callers that the caller is licensed with
BMI/ASCAP/SESAC prior to performing for the club or the festival.
CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE
Liability insurance is also included with our dues at CALLERLAB or the American Callers
Association and is very important. This insurance protects against lawsuits that may
arise out of incidents occurring at events we sponsor or where we provide calling
services. This may give you additional incentive to consider membership in either of
these organizations.
In addition to music licensing, we are often required to provide facilities with a certificate
of (liability) insurance that protects the facility from any liability that might occur during
the event. This is specific to events we run and sponsor where we are renting the dance
facility. The facility is added to our liability policy as a named insured for the duration of
the event. A phone call or email to our liability insurance carrier or agent is all it takes to
get a copy of this certificate which usually needs to be in the hands of the facility
owner/manager prior to the event. If we are hired by a club to call an event, there is
generally no need for us to provide a certificate of insurance. If on the other hand we
accept a position presenting square dancing in a public or private school environment, a
certificate of insurance will be required.
FEDERAL AND STATE TAXES AND RECORDS
Tax authorities require that adequate records be kept. At a minimum this means
complete, detailed records of both income and expenses. A receipt for everything that is
spent, including things paid for by check, is adequate as long as the receipt is dated, the
purpose is stated or obvious, and the vendor is clearly printed on the receipt. Whether
something less than this "adequate" record will get by might be a matter of opinion or
judgment, but an audit is a bad time to find out if your methods are correct and in
compliance with the code.
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Calling square dances professionally is a business. We are calling professionally when
we ask for and receive payment for our services. Whatever system we use to keep track
of our income and expenses, make sure you keep the records in real time. Do not wait
until the end of the year to try to reconstruct your income and expense picture. This is
not a good idea. A good method is to use one of the readily available pieces of software
to track your separate checking account that you will use in your business. Quicken
Home or the mobile app QB Self Employed are good alternatives. There are others, like
the mobile app ‘Hurdlr’. You may also want to have a separate credit card available for
use strictly with business related expenses.
You also want to keep track of all your business (calling) related expenses. You will use
the same software. If you write checks to cover business expenses, do so out of the
same checking account you use to deposit your business-related income. Avoid comingling calling income with your other income by using just one personal checking
account.
Most software like Quicken allows you to compile a profit and loss statement for the
year, summing up all your business-related income and expenses in one statement. You
can use this statement to help you prepare your income tax reporting. You will need
receipts to verify your expenses, properly dated and referencing the purpose and
vendor.
Regarding expenses, callers have numerous types of expenses that require tracking.
These include music, special clothing, office supplies including postage, office
equipment, cell phone, software for tracking income and expenses, software for calling
and choreography development, self-help aids, sound and audio equipment including a
laptop or tablet computer used at dances, special luggage and storage materials for
travel and storage of equipment; gas, fuel and automobile expenses, travel related
expenses including motel/hotel and airline tickets, training seminars, training books and
related documents, association dues, license fees, insurance, internet related expense,
and professional services including voice training, accounting and tax preparation.
Depreciation expense is often referred to as a ‘non-cash’ expense, meaning depreciation
can be used to lower our net profit without having to expend the cash, which results in
lower taxes. Typically, large purchases of assets used in your calling business can be
depreciated over time. In some instances, under existing tax code, these assets can be
written off in one tax-reporting year. However, it may be in your best interest to
depreciate them over time. Once again, a good tax consultant will give you that answer.
Your other business-related expenses must be documented, and you need receipts and
proofs of purchase to justify writing them off. Square dance clothing write-offs must be
related to clothing specifically designed for square dancing and square dance calling.
Clothes that are considered ‘multi’ or common use clothing are not deductible.
Be careful with cell phone write-offs. If you need a cell phone in your business, get a
separate one for use only in the business. The IRS is currently cracking down on cell
phone write-offs that include multiple phones that are used for both business and
pleasure. You are better off having a dedicated phone for your calling business rather
than trying to justify which calls and charges are personal, and which are business
related at the time of an audit.
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Similarly, with your vehicle, keep records. Vehicle mileage and related auto expense
write-offs represent one of your largest write-offs and must be documented. This
includes depreciation write-offs for your business use vehicle. If you use your vehicle for
both business and pleasure, these records are an absolute must. Keep a mileage log in
your vehicle and document any mileage that is business related. Consider using one of
the many mileage tracker cell phone apps, like MileIQ, that will somewhat automatically
record all your vehicle mileage and provide you with periodic reports.
When you start your business, you have the option of taking standard mileage deduction
or using detailed vehicle related expenses for the deduction. You should never claim
both the standard mileage deduction and vehicle depreciation in the same year since the
standard mileage deduction includes depreciation. This red flag could trigger an audit. If
you choose to deduct actual vehicle expenses, then you can also deduct vehicle
depreciation expense. If you choose to deduct vehicle expense using the standard
mileage deduction, do not take a separate depreciation deduction. The detailed
expenses must be documented in real time. Note that if you choose to claim detailed
expenses, you cannot switch to standard mileage without filing a special form with the
IRS. If you choose standard mileage deductions for your vehicle, you can later switch to
actual detailed expenses without any issues.
Do you want to claim the home office expense? Usually based on the ratio the office
space bears to the square footage of the home, this expense allows us to deduct that
ratio of home related expenses as part of our business expenses. This includes a portion
of the property taxes and depreciation, which can be relevant. Rules are strict. The office
space must be solely used for the business, so a room that has any other normal usage
in the household is not eligible. Also, when you sell your home, some of these home
office related deductions (notably deprecation) must be ‘recovered’ which can
complicate reporting the sale of the home later. Get some adequate tax advice from you
tax professional regarding this deduction.
We Are Gig Contractors
Even if we only call for one club on a regular basis, we are not an employee for tax
purposes. The only exception to this is that rare club that withholds from our pay, pays
half of our social security tax, withholds our half and our Medicare tax, and issues you a
W2 income and withholding summary statement at the end of each year. I have never
seen this happen and cannot imagine it happening any time soon.
We are a self-employed independent contractor for tax purposes, even if we have a
regular job where we receive a paycheck that includes withholdings. This means, we
must file a Schedule C profit and loss statement with both state and federal governments
each year along with our regular Federal 1040 and related state income tax forms if
required. Overseas callers have similar tax reporting obligations in their respective
countries.
Calling income must be reported. We only owe taxes on our net profit from calling. Our
net profit is calculated on Schedule C. Uncle Sam also expects us to pay our social
security and Medicare tax, which when paid by self-employed independent contractors is
referred to as self-employment tax. The form Schedule C is a profit and loss statement
that allows us to deduct our business-related expenses from our income to calculate our
net income. Self-employment taxes we owe are based on our net income.
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Our net income is added to any other taxable income reported and our tax is based on
your total taxable income. If net income exceeds $400, the self-employment tax is
calculated at approximately 15% of net income. Half of that tax is deducted from your
total income to arrive at your adjusted gross income. This is an above-the-line (front
page) deduction on form 1040. The total self-employment tax then adds directly to
whatever tax is owed on your taxable income (page 2, form 1040.) All tax reporting
software will do this calculation for us.
The self-employment tax often catches self-employed people by surprise. Owing these
additional taxes may cause our situation to warrant paying quarterly taxes in accordance
with our tax code. Our US tax code stipulates that taxes are due when money is earned.
If we meet 90% or our tax obligation each quarter by submitting quarterly taxes when
required, we comply with the code. If we fail to do so, penalties may be applied. So be
aware of this situation and consult with your tax professional concerning any obligation
you may have to pay quarterly taxes during the tax year.
REPORTING INCOME
It’s just a hobby! Well, yes and no. There is no advantage at all in reporting calling
income as ‘hobby’ income. For one thing, we cannot claim depreciation expense against
hobby income. We have an advantage to report our business income and expenses on a
Schedule C. However, if we do not show a profit in three out of the five most recent tax
years, the IRS can challenge whether we are in the business to make a profit. They
consider several different facts. If they determine we are not in business to make a profit,
under the hobby rules the IRS may determine that we are not really a business, but
rather we are engaged in a hobby. In this case, the IRS can convert our reporting from
business income reporting to ‘hobby’ income reporting, reporting all our calling income
directly on your form 1040 as ‘Other Income’ (line 22.) We then may have an opportunity
to summarize our annual expenses and report them on Schedule A as miscellaneous
hobby expenses related to hobby income. However, those expenses are subject to a 2%
threshold (the expenses that total to 2% of your Adjusted Gross Income are not
deductible) and our total expenses cannot exceed our total revenue from calling. Also,
the miscellaneous expenses currently allowed on Schedule A may very likely be
removed soon, meaning we will have no way to report our legitimate expenses and will
pay taxes on all our gross calling income. We do not want the IRS to determine our
business is a hobby. So, make some money!
FORM 1099, MISCELLANEOUS INCOME
Any club, entity or person who pays us
more than $600 in a tax year is required
by US tax code to complete Form
1099Misc reporting the income, file it with
the IRS, and send us a copy on or before
January 31 following the tax year in which
the income was earned. You need to
comply with this requirement by giving
your tax information to the party
responsible for filing the 1099Misc. This
can be done informally, over the
telephone, or email. However, I urge you
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to complete a form W9 (Request for Taxpayer Identification Number and Certification)
that contains the information the party needs and gives you a record of providing the
party with the information. Simply download form W-9 from the IRS website, fill it out,
make several copies including one digital PDF copy, and send it out as applicable.
I do this proactively, meaning if I am aware of a
club, organization or person who is required to
file a form 1099M for income they gave me, I
will complete a W9 and put it in their hands
usually by way of an email attachment, so I
have a record of this transaction. This way, any
entity or person who is required to file a form
1099Misc and fails to do so, will have difficulty
in blaming me for not being willing to provide
them the information. This has happened to
me, so be the wiser for it.
SECTION 501(C)
Learn what you can about the tax-exempt IRS code Section 501(c). This code section covers
tax-exempt organizations that are charitable or social. Older square dance clubs filed their
corporate paperwork as 501(c)(3) organizations so they could procure a tax-exempt status with
the IRS. What most clubs don’t know is that the 501(c)(3) status is reserved for religious,
educational, scientific and literary ‘charitable’ organizations and most square dance clubs are
not charitable organizations as defined by the code. Club officers may not be aware that there
are 28 subsections under Section 501(c) of the code. If you are advising a new club on how to
file its corporate status, a better code subsection is 501(c)(7) which is tax exempt status for
social and recreational clubs. The primary difference is in what your club can do in distributing
club net assets in case of club dissolution. Competent advice from a tax professional is advised.
SALES/MARKETING
The caller is both the principal product and chief salesperson. Some of the selling activities
are obvious - preparing advertising, negotiating dates and rates, promoting classes, etc. - but
some are less obvious. The overall presentation of the caller includes many factors. One of
these is appearance. Are the clothes clean and neat? Does the caller look professional? Is
the language correct - not only avoiding offensive words but also using correct grammar? The
off-stage interaction of the caller with the dancers in between tips and before the dance starts or
at the after- party are important selling opportunities. In these situations, the other member of the
sales staff, the caller’s partner, is usually an important contributor to the success of the selling
effort. As sales manager the caller will find it important to keep the morale high throughout the
whole team. Any demonstration of square dancing to the non-dancing public is a marketing
activity and both callers and dancers represent square dancing in such situations.

POSITIONING THE PRODUCT
Long ago, square dancing was a single product. In the modern square dance activity there are
several different products available and callers must consider which parts of the market they will
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serve. In isolated areas with low population density there may not be much choice, but in
metropolitan areas square dancing takes many forms. These range all the way from nondancer parties to weekend festivals and include, club workshops, entry-level programs, open
weekend dances, advanced programs (Plus, Advanced, etc.) square dance vacation weeks or
weekends and square dance group travel. Each of these products places different requirements
on the caller. Often the decision about which parts of the activity to work in is made without much
thought of planning. A more effective approach may include assessment of the advantages and
costs of each and then a conscious decision about what best fits the caller’s interests, schedule,
family commitments and talents. In these areas it is important that the whole sales force agree on
what product is being promoted. This is another way of saying that caller and partner should
both seek the same goals for the caller.
PRICING
Another obvious aspect of the marketing of a square dance caller is how to price the services.
There are many options available and some principles from the general field of business may
apply. Some callers charge a percentage of the total admissions with (or without) a minimum.
Others feel that a firm fixed rate is the best way. Still another possibility is a share of the net
after expenses. If the caller is running the program - renting the hall, providing the refreshments and
pocketing the income there is still the question of what the admission charge should be. Many
things must be included in the pricing calculation to reach a sound decision. Some of these are
travel costs, equipment costs and depreciation, clothing costs, preparation time, training costs
(caller schools and seminars), office supplies, etc.
MAINTENANCE
The maintenance department is another that has both an obvious and a less obvious
application to the calling business. The obvious part has to do with maintaining the
equipment, records, clothes and vehicle. These should be maintained in the best
possible condition because failure, particularly of the equipment of the vehicle can
prevent a dance from happening. Preventive maintenance is best of course and it is
reasonable to expect callers to have spare needles with them and spare microphones,
and perhaps even speakers, quickly available. The less obvious maintenance job is
keeping the principle product (themselves) in good condition. The nature of the job is, for
most callers, very fatiguing. They are likely to be tired and that can make driving
dangerous. Fatigue may also make a person more susceptible to illness. Callers should
acknowledge the possible effect of fatigue and take steps to stay as rested as possible.
They might also give some attention to the fatigue state of the support staff. Caller’s
partners are often important contributors to the work of the business and they too should
be well maintained.
MANAGEMENT
A business manager is responsible for advance planning. Deciding the future of the company what products will be offered, what the company goals should be and how to keep the firm on
the path toward these goals. The square dance caller faces all of these questions too. From time
to time it is important to step back and look at where you, as a caller are headed. It is easy to "go
with the flow" taking whatever jobs are offered and charging as much as the traffic will bear. In
the longer run a calling career will benefit from a plan that identifies what involvement - both what
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type of dates and how many - the caller wants in the future. Perhaps a change of tactics now
will make that achievement more likely. The changes that might be made are investment in
different equipment, a training program, accepting some lower paying jobs now because the
potential for growth is better. These are management decisions.
Another area that could properly be considered management is concern for the future of the
square dancing activity. Every caller has an obligation to leave square dancing at least as
healthy as it was when the caller arrived on the scene. Sometimes that obligation requires that a
date not be taken or that a promotional event be supported. These are things that may not promote
the caller’s individual interest but they are essential for the long term health of square dancing.
Callers must always keep in mind that without a square dance activity both the applause and the
profit (if any) will go away.
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LEADERSHIP
It may seem odd to have a handout on Leadership in a caller’s curriculum. Many would
argue that it isn’t an important topic to discuss, but I believe it is just as important as how to
resolve a square or deliver a singing call. The reality is, the minute you picked up a mic and
decided to call dances, cue rounds, prompt line dances, or to teach a class, you stepped into
an important leadership role in your dance community.
Many of us do not consider ourselves leaders, but we are. In the role as a dance
professional, people will be watching and observing how you carry yourself and how you
treat the people around you. It doesn’t matter if you have a big personality or are a quiet
introvert, or whether you call to a thousand dancers at a festival or to one square in your
hometown. As leaders of the activity, people look up to us. They are observing, emulating,
modeling their behavior off of yours. They will look to you for guidance, for social cues on
how to act, for things to do and not do.
We have a responsibility to the people in our groups to act with integrity and treat people with
kindness and respect. We have a responsibility to model good behavior and be an example
to our officers and our members. It is just as important as what level we are calling, the
music, and all the other mechanics. Our job as a leader and caller, as I see it, is to make
sure that we provide the attendees a positive, uplifting few hours, and that we entertain to the
best of my ability and send them out the door feeling a bit better than when they walked
in. Do NOT underestimate the influence that we have within our groups and our square
dance family.
Several years ago, Patrick Schwerdtfeger gave a keynote address at a CALLERLAB
convention and spoke about leadership and what qualities are important in an effective
leader. He suggested that it’s simply kindness, respect, consideration, and attitude. He
emphasized that kindness was the one simple quality that is underrated. I happen to agree.
Here are some things to consider that will help make you an effective leader:
We are each on our own path and have our own mark to leave on the world, and highly
effective leaders understand this and extend grace to the people around them. Effective
leaders don’t compare themselves to others, and don’t knock others down to feel better
about themselves.
Effective leaders lead by example. They understand that when you tell someone something,
it might not be as well-received as when you show something. You can set the tone for your
group by setting an example of how to treat others, respect the people who walk through the
door, and behaving well.
Leadership entails communication. Not just speaking but allowing for both speaking and
listening. A good leader should do their best to listen to our dancers and officers and not be
dismissive. Be willing to listen to other opinions with an open mind and consider that
someone may have an idea that just might work.
Many leadership programs repeatedly state that we are only as good as our word. If we say
we're going to do something, then we need to do it. If we cannot do something, better to say
no, and find someone else or recommend another resource, than to let things slide. Honesty
and integrity are two key leadership traits.
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Great leadership is not setting yourself apart from others – it’s getting in the trenches and
taking action, building relationships, developing others and making decisions. At the end of
the day, only action produces results. If your dancers believe that you have their best
interests in mind, they will follow your lead.
A highly effective leader should view situations they may be called upon to mediate from
both sides of the issue. Making unbiased judgments will gain trustworthiness and belief from
the people you lead. Be ready to sacrifice your own agendas for the benefits of everyone.
When it comes to leading people, the golden rule is among the most important principles.
Your skills and experience might land you in a leadership position but they are not what is
going to make you a great effective leader. An inner awareness of who you are, coupled with
a desire to treat others well, is a powerful thing. Leaders who embrace the golden rule are
able to direct, guide and inspire those around them.
During your career, mistakes are going to happen. The quicker we own up to them and take
responsibility, the quicker we can come up with a solution and move on to the next thing. Too
often, as leaders in the activity we are expected to always have the answers and always be
right–but the reality is that we aren’t always right, even though well-meaning. The most
effective leaders are the those who will own up to them them–because they know their
mistakes have taught them invaluable lessons, and they’ve come to see them as
opportunities to learn.
Effective leaders pay attention to their people and let them know how important they are by
genuinely caring about helping them succeed. You should comfortable enough with yourself
and your role in your group to take the focus off of you and shine the spotlight on others.
Making people feel important is especially important to successful leadership.
You don't have to be best friends and spill your guts with every single dancer. In fact, I
would suggest that you remember to maintain your professionalism at all times and keep
your inner circle manageable. As leaders, we meet so many people in passing that it would
be impossible to remember every single person and be in ongoing relationship with them.
Part of our job is to behave authentically and consistently no matter where you are or who
you are with. At the end of the day, we should treat people with respect, so that after a
stranger crosses our path, they don't avoid crossing it in the future.
What kind of energy are YOU, as a leader, putting out there? If you don’t like the way you
are treated by others, consider how you treat others. A general rule is that when you treat
others well, people will treat you well. If you are generous towards others, people will tend to
be generous towards you. If you are compassionate towards others, people will tend to be
compassionate towards you. If you are harsh towards others, people will tend to be harsh
towards you. The way you perceive others will go a long way towards the way they perceive
you.
At the end of the day, it doesn’t matter if you have a big personality or a quiet presence – you
can drive positive change and effectively lead by leveraging your own personal strengths,
whatever they may be, and empowering the people around you to work with you to grow this
activity.
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SHOWMANSHIP
Showmanship is more than just visual effectiveness on stage. It’s also highly individual
and a very personal part of calling. What may work for one caller may not work for
another and many feel it cannot really be taught. Watch how other callers put on “their
show” and develop your own style and personality. It is part of the journey you take as
you learn and enjoy the art of calling.
Showman: A person having flair for the dramatic or visual effectiveness.
Style: The way in which something is said or done, and not what is said or done.
Preparation:
1. Prior to the dance:
a) Work with the club, sponsoring individuals, or organizations to publicize the
event.
b) Know if it’s a themed dance and prepare your dance material accordingly.
c) Know the facility and “research” the sound.
d) Let officers know you are in town.
e) Be there early to greet the dancers.
f)

Personal appearance, demeaner, presence, and confidence are important.

2. At the dance - One night event, classes, festivals, and shared programs.
a) Off stage.
1. Establish rapport with dancers right away when you enter the hall.
2. Continue to gain rapport with dancers between tips. Get to know names.
3. Make eye contact on and off the stage to really connect with others.
4. When you are not calling, the show continues.
a) On stage.
1. Use of stage and equipment. Get the dancers interacting with you.
2. Choreo elements: Gimmicks, experimentals, get outs, themed tips. Set
the tone early.
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3. Singing calls: Variety of music, use of emphasis words, vocal
modulations, and key changes.
4. Delivery variations: Holding notes, growling, whispering, yodeling,
falsetto, and prompting.
5. Special recorded variations: Instrumental solos, hand claps, special
sound effects and silence.
b) After the dance.
1. Leave them wanting more and not dragging themselves out the door.
2. Thank them for being there and for inviting you too.
3. Let them leave smiling and singing.
4. Attend or contribute to after party activities, if applicable.
c) Developing style-showmanship: Creating a public image.
1. Evaluate your own potential. Be consistent with your own personality and
style.
2. Evaluate others and their styles. If working with callers, make the effort to
include them in the “show.”.
3. Be genuine, unique and yourself.
4. Make sure the dancers win. If they are not dancing, there is no “show”.
Conclusion.
One of the best pieces of advice given to a new caller is “It’s not what you call, but how
you call it!”. Presentation, if good enough can considerably augment the material you
are using. Remember while you are performing you should also be entertaining. People
will expect some sort of show. Basically, there are three main areas of showmanship:
MUSICAL SHOWMANSHIP
Develop an individual style and approach to music both in
selection and use. Look at how you might enhance an otherwise ordinary singing call to
make it
more exciting or at the least more interesting. Listen to the original song for ideas.
Chapter 2 gives more detailed information on the elements of Music and how these may
be used as showmanship tools.
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CHOREOGRAPHIC SHOWMANSHIP
Use of choreographic styles and get outs that impress can add to your presentation.
There are many gimmick ideas which you may wish to consider but remember too many
gimmicks can actually damage the show. A few (two or three) presented sparingly can
augment and enhance your presentation.
THEATRICAL SHOWMANSHIP
This includes your stage persona which is what or who you become on stage: A wise
cracking humorist, a crooning heart throb, a source of wisdom and enigma, or the best
friend anyone ever had. You may feel inclined to take ideas from another caller, but be
careful that you do not become a carbon copy. There is only a small subtle but none the
less, important difference between a showman and a show-off. Know when to stop. A
showman will succeed, a show-off will be shunned and avoided.
Never underestimate the importance of developing your skill in all areas of
showmanship. No
matter how well you do something, you could always do it better! However, be careful to
recognize when you have reached the point beyond which any further effort would
produce only a low improvement and might result in diminishing your overall
performance. Don’t try to "gild the lily".
In general terms, showmanship and presentation are what will very often determine the
degree of success or failure you achieve. I have heard many times the comment that, “a
certain caller has everything, except the ability to present the material effectively.”
Consider professional entertainers/showmen - especially those that appeal to you
personally. Analyze what they do and see how you might alter your show to make it
more attractive and entertaining.
OFF STAGE PERSONA
Theatrical showmanship also extends to your off stage and after party personality.
Ensure that these are socially acceptable and do not serve to let you down. Be sensitive
to peoples’ needs and above all, their own perception of their own importance. Make
sure you treat them as human beings, learn their names, and avoid the “Superstar - I am
too important, to take the time to talk to you” - Big-Head” trap.
•

Be polite and courteous when you leave the stage.

•

Be sensitive to what people say and how they feel.

•

Take the time to talk to people and use their first name (try reading the badge!)

•

NEVER use the wrong name!

•

People like to be remembered!

A GOOD SHOWMAN will appear to remember, recognize, and value the presence of
each dancer.
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"AFTER PARTY" PERSONA
If asked, be prepared to join in the "After-party."
1. Prepare in advance and have something ready.
2. Pick material carefully so as not to offend.
3. Do not dominate the show and give way to any natural "Comic / Raconteur /
Musician etc.
4. It is a more social than formal function. Remember to mix and mingle and if
possible, take the time to speak to everyone.
5. If it is a smaller group, don't out-stay your welcome. Your willingness to join in
and socialize at an after party will often be counted as one of your best
characteristics.
BE CAREFUL! - do not do anything to damage your personal integrity. Your conduct at
an after
party will be scrutinized by those attending and if you were to become involved with
anything of a questionable nature it will return to haunt you!
APPEARANCE
An especially important factor is your general appearance. How you clothe yourself etc.
You should always pay attention to the way you appear. CALLERLAB has a
recommended Dress Code. Be familiar with what it suggests and why. There are
possibly a few callers who can get away with a slovenly or outrageous appearance, but
many dancers will find this unacceptable. In most cases a "professional" image is
associated with a "smart", "well groomed" appearance.
CONCLUSION
Showmanship is a very individual and personal part of calling that should fit your
personality and what you are comfortable with. Be very sensitive to what people say and
feel. Build up a list of what “TO DO” and what “NOT TO DO.” Compliments fade fast.
Insults injure infinitely and are never forgotten and rarely forgiven.
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SINGING CALLS
Since the early 1970's there has been a generally accepted format for square dance
recordings that follows a simple pattern, this being; INTRO (4, 8 or 16 beats), seven by
64 beat MODULES and the TAG or "OUTRO" (4, 8 or 16 beats).
The MODULE
elements of the recording are usually arranged as: a non-partner changing OPENER,
two partner changing (either corner or right hand lady progressive) FIGURES, nonpartner changing MIDDLE BREAK, two more partner changing FIGURES and then the
non-partner changing CLOSER.
Prior to 1970 this arrangement was not uncommon but was by no means the standard.
The other types of arrangements were many and diverse and paid much closer attention
to the original arrangement of the song in question. Some examples of these would be
four by 80 beat figures, four by 96 beat figures, four by 80 beat figures with a 64 beat
middle break and a 72 beat closer etc. etc. Indeed any and every combination was
acceptable provided that it comprised 8 beat phrases, ran between 2½ to 4½ minutes
(approximately) and provided four partner changes such that all the boys could dance
with all the girls but end up with their own partner.
OPENERS, MIDDLE BREAKS AND CLOSERS
While there are no defined rules, of which I am aware, for the composition of the
Opener/Middle Break/Closer module, I am going to suggest a few guidelines that would
seem to be applicable, based upon common practices. These would be:
1. Either all eight dancers or four of the same sex should usually be working at the
same time. E.g. Circle Left (involving everybody) or Four Ladies Chain or Four
Boys Promenade.
2. You should try to make use of the "longer" calls to allow large portions of the
original song to be "sung" by the caller. e.g. Weave the Ring or Right and Left
Grand.
3. The sequence should allow a full 16 beat promenade so that the last two bars of
the verse or chorus can be sung in their entirety.
4. Where practical the choreography should be chosen to compliment and fit the
structure of the music and not compete (or "fight") with the tune.
By following these guidelines it is possible to establish a "comfortable", "easily achieved"
routine that provides little or no challenge for the dancers but instead offers the chance
to relax and enjoy the music.
However, with a little bit of thought and imagination it is certainly possible to extend the
range of choreographic patterns used, to avoid repetition and over-use of the more
mundane combinations. Bear in mind, however, that there are only a few calls that lend
themselves to effective use of the original lyrics of the song; if you wish to sing-a-long!
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COMMON OPENERS/MIDDLE BREAKS/CLOSERS
As you will no doubt be aware, there are very few unusual "Breaks" used on modern
singing calls. This is, I feel, a shame. Indeed, if you were to look at the majority of
records produced in the last few years they would provide you with a fairly small
repertoire of modules.
Of this small number there are a few which appear to have become the standard,
perhaps with the intention that the "choreographic meat" would be in the figures ... But if
you look at the figures carefully, these quite often don't appear to include much more
than the standard "trusted and tried" choreographic material. Although, out of fairness, a
few producers/artists do seem to make the effort and offer a bit of innovative and
therefore interesting (while achievable and enjoyable) choreographic material.
A few examples of "standard" breaks would be:
Grand Square (reverse)
Four Ladies Chain (and back)
Promenade

Grand Square (reverse)
Allemande Left
and Weave the Ring
(or Right and Left Grand)
Swing and Promenade

Grand Square (reverse)
Four Ladies/Men Promenade
Swing and Promenade

Four Ladies Chain
Rollaway & Circle Left
Rollaway & Circle Left
Allemande Left
and Weave the Ring
(or Right and Left Grand)
Swing and Promenade

Four Ladies Chain
(and back)
Circle Left
Allemande Left
and Weave the Ring
(or Right and Left Grand)
Swing and Promenade

Four Ladies/Men Promenade
Swing
Circle Left
Allemande Left
and Weave the Ring
(or Right and Left Grand)
Swing and Promenade

And the most common of all, the standard "Circle Left" break:Circle Left
Allemande Left
Do Sa Do
(or Turn Partner Right)
Allemande Left
and Weave the Ring
(or Right and Left Grand)
Swing and Promenade

Compare this with the following:

This particular figure always intrigues me. While I have to be
honest and admit that I use it quite often, I wonder how many
people, especially callers, realize that it doesn't work! If you time it
out you will see that it only provides an 8 beat promenade and thus
the whole figure only runs for 56 beats.
The circle left is a full circuit, allemande left/do sa do/allemande left
does not move dancers away from their home position, weave the
ring will mean that they meet on the opposite side, swing does not
change this, thus they only have to promenade half to get home!
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Circle Left
Allemande Left
Do Sa Do
four Men Star by the Left
Turn Thru
Allemande Left
Swing and Promenade

This figure allows a full promenade.
The circle left is a full circuit, allemande left/do sa do does not move
dancers away from their home position, Men Star Left will bring the
dancers back to their point of origin, Turn Thru/Allemande Left does
not change this location, Swing does not affect location either, thus
the dancers now have a full promenade to get back home!

While this break does not allow the "weave the ring" part of the song to be used it does
time out correctly and it is quite easy to deliver the calls more musically by aligning them
to the structure of the music. Although, in general, it is not wise to "sing" the calls - but
rather to "chant" them - i.e. deliver them in a clear direct manner such that they are
obviously instructions, rather than the lyrics of the song.
The common breaks, mentioned above, do represent the "safe" and "comfortable" route
and it is fair to say that for some groups or in certain situations these are the most
appropriate.
STANDARD CIRCLE LEFT BREAK
The standard "Circle Left" break is one of the most common used by callers. Some
callers do make a special point of not using it because it is technically incorrect.
However, it is one of those anomalies that occur from time to time within the square
dance activity; like certain "poor" body flow combinations, it has become acceptable
because of its constant use. Dancers, as a rule, are prepared to "make use of" the
spare time available and modify the execution of the calls (or add extra calls e.g. a swing
or whirl) to make the choreography "dance" effectively. This is what happens; whether
or not it is a good thing - is another consideration entirely. It raises the question as to
whether we should take steps to try and discourage this break from being used.
My opinion would be to "leave well alone" and continue using the figure, as to try to
implement such a fundamental change to our normal practices would meet with
considerable resistance, from both dancers and callers. You still have the right to
choose not to use this module if you wish.
It is also worth noting that the use of Do Sa Do after the Weave the Ring, before the
Swing - creates an uncomfortable "flow" combination; this used to be quite common on
some of the earlier "standard format break" singing calls - thus "Swing and Promenade"
has become the normal combination
Examples of a few less common but quite frequently used breaks are:
Walk Around Your Corner
Do Pa So
Allemande Thar
Slip the Clutch
Allemande Left
and Weave the Ring
(or Right and Left Grand)
Swing and Promenade

Allemande left - Alamo Style
Swing Thru X 2
Turn the Partner Right
(not Turn Thru!)
Allemande Left
and Weave the Ring
(or Right and Left Grand)
Swing and Promenade

Four Ladies Chain ¾
Four Ladies Chain across
Sides Face Grand Square
- just eight steps
Allemande Left
and Weave the Ring
(or Right and Left Grand)
Swing and Promenade
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Four Ladies Chain ¾
Rollaway
Circle Left (sing for 8 beats!)
Allemande Left
and Weave the Ring
(or Right and Left Grand)
Swing and Promenade

Allemande left
- to an Allemande Thar
Shoot the Star
- to an Allemande thar
Shoot the Star
Right and left Grand
Swing and Promenade

Allemande left
- to an Allemande Thar
Shoot the Star - full turn
right to the Partner - pull by
Allemande Left
Right and left Grand
Swing and Promenade

I would expect that if you looked at a fair selection of singing calls, you would find these
breaks on about one out of every twenty records. These take a little more work to use
effectively with the song structure and certainly fit some records more effectively than
others. However, they are well worth considering. If you continue to look at current
releases you will, no doubt, discover the occasional original and innovative break,
unfortunately these tend to be few and far between.
So - assuming that you want to - how can you make the breaks more interesting? You
might decide to listen to some of the older singing calls, either in your own collection or
from the local caller association's library or perhaps in the company of your calling
friends. There are many ingenious ideas to be "researched" by this method. Take care,
however, to check figures from older recordings; ensure that they flow well and time out
correctly and if they involve unusual choreographic combinations - it might be an idea to
forewarn and possibly even workshop these with your group rather than just calling them
"cold"
Some breaks that you might discover, on older records - for example - could include:
Allemande Left
Ladies Star Right
Men Single File Promenade
Allemande Left
Men Star Right
Ladies Single File Promenade
Allemande Left
Turn Partner by the Right Arm
Allemande Left
Right and Left Grand
Do Sa Do
Swing and Promenade

Allemande Left
Right and Left Grand
Do Sa Do
Promenade
Grand Square (reverse)

Face your Corner
Star Thru
Circle Left
Do Pa So
Allemande Thar
Shoot the Star
Do Sa Do
Box the Gnat
Right Pull By
Allemande Left
Promenade

The first of these breaks is the "Triple
Allemande" figure that was quite
popular as both a singing call and a
Patter call opener - it will require a little
care if you decide to use it; it would
help if you remind the dancers on each
Allemande Left that they should use the
same Corner.

The second break is from Tommy
Cavanagh's recording of "Roll Out The
Barrel". If you wish to use this you will
have to practice carefully to fit the calls
to the musical structure; it will work
better with some tunes than others
This break is so simple it is quite ingenious. It allows the full
second 32 beats of the song to be sung without a break. This
provides a framework for the callers, who have the habit of
ignoring the "Swing and Promenade" calls from the Weave The
Ring figures, to be able to sing through the second 32 beats
without upsetting anybody! Of course if we want to be really
pedantic, then we should be telling the dancers to "reverse" after
the first 16 steps of the Grand Square - but how often do you hear
that these days ...?
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I am afraid to admit it but I feel that the reason that we tend to use the simple, uninspired
breaks is due almost entirely to "laziness" on our part. It is true to say that most record
companies do nothing to encourage us to be inventive, which is unfortunate. It could be
argued that the singing call has become less and less an important part of the program;
certainly we seem to have longer patter calls in which we amuse, test and provide
challenge to the dancers and it may be that as a consequence of this the singing call
has become devalued.
Many callers do not use singing calls at all in any program above Plus, which is - I feel a shame. You can certainly provide interesting singing call choreography at any
program, if you are prepared to put in the effort; the choice is yours. I am aware that
dancers do not seem to favor the idea of singing call tips, in fact some of those for whom
I call on a regular basis would feel cheated if they did not have a patter portion in every
tip!
However, once you have decided that the standard break modules are monotonous and
need to be reworked, then you could simply sit down and write some more inspired
modules - bearing in mind the general principles mentioned at 1, 2, 3 and 4 above.
Perhaps then, with more interesting breaks (and figures), dancers may be asking for
more singing calls - perhaps at the expense of shorter patters!
"SINGING THROUGH" AND IGNORING CALLS
There is a habit that has become quite common; to sing the last four lines of the song
i.e. from the start of the "weave the ring" through to the end - without providing any
further calls, thus expecting the dancers to automatically carry out the "swing" and
"promenade"; I know some people abhor this habit.
Out of fairness, this habit is not limited to the "circle left" figure; it often gets used
following any "weave the ring" call. I have mixed feelings about this idea and would
certainly not use it if I felt it might cause offence. However, it is quite often possible to
call along these lines and still "squeeze" in the missing calls - but it does take practice!
FIGURES
When it comes to the choreographic content of singing call figures the potential for
original and innovative material is far greater. In essence, singing call figures are simple
choreographic modules such as you may create during the patter part of the tip. The
only difference being that these modules have to achieve certain dancer changes, are
time bounded and must be geographically correct - to allow the full 16 beat promenade.
As mentioned above - with the breaks - I am going to suggest a few guidelines that
would seem to be applicable, based upon common practices. These would be:
1.

Usually the figure will commence with opposite couples working i.e. Heads or
Sides, in much the same manner as a patter call; as soon as possible all the
dancers will be involved in the action.

2.

The choreography will allow either a corner or a right hand lady progression. Be
careful not to unintentionally mix these - as you will find that the dancers will notice
and the singing call might end up with people with the wrong partner!
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3.

The sequence should allow a full 16 beat promenade so that the last two bars of
the verse or chorus can be sung in their entirety (this requires that the "swing" and
"promenade" takes place in the gentleman's home quadrant).

1. Where practical the choreography should be chosen to compliment and fit the
structure of the music and not compete (or "fight") with the tune.
Singing call figures can be as exciting or as simple as you wish, they can feature
particular calls (including unusual uses) and provide a more structured time bounded
framework for the execution of calls.
There are really no limits to the potential of singing call figures, within the constraints
mentioned above. I would recommend that initially you write and memorize figures but
that you should not be afraid to "hash" the choreography i.e. sight call the figures; this is
a skill that will take time to develop but can provide tremendous freedom to the caller
and help to enhance all aspects of the individual's performance. Don't be afraid to
consider the use of "One Couple sight", "Two Couple Sight" etc. patter calling
techniques as a means of expanding your singing calling skills.
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PROGRAMMING
Benjamin Franklin once wrote – “If you fail to plan, you are planning to fail”. This
philosophy is very apropos to our calling. Programming is nothing more than planning,
so it is very easy to slightly alter Mr. Franklin’s sage advice. “If you fail to program, you
are planning to fail”.
Many define programming as part of the "art" of calling square dances. This is only
partially true. Programming can also be described as the “science” of calling. The term
“art” implies that one needs to be talented in order to program properly. One does not
need to be artistically talented to properly program a square dance. Programming, like
any other science, can be learned.
There are two aspects to calling. Part of the job is technical dealing with choreographic
resolution, timing, rhythm and teaching accuracy. Another part of the caller's task is
artistic dealing with showmanship, musical style and choreographic creativity.
Programming, which is the decisions about WHAT to call and WHEN to call it, falls more
into the artistic side of things than into the technical side. As with most art, however, the
successful presentation depends on technical mastery. Before a caller can exercise
control over the dance program, he/she must be able to manage the technical tasks
effortlessly. One of the goals of good programming is to offer a dance experience that is
satisfying to the people on the floor. We have a variety of tools to work with in reaching
this goal and how the tools are used will depend to a large extent on the attitude or
dance philosophy of the caller. Usually, we have a full evening in which to achieve the
goal, but programming shorter or longer times must also be considered. These shorter
or longer times include the single tip performance at a festival and the season-long
program that club callers provide for groups they call to regularly. There is even the very
short programming interval that we call "microprogramming." This refers to the steady
flow of decisions that the caller makes about each call that is used.
Since the attitude of the caller affects how all the programming tools will be used - let's
consider that topic first. The issues underlying the caller's attitude have to do with how
the caller understands the needs and interests of the dancers. This understanding
varies widely among successful callers. For many years, many believed that the
dancers want to be challenged - to be kept on the brink of failure most of the time. The
belief was that the excitement of "solving the puzzle" - by getting to their corner
successfully for the left allemande is a necessary element of the square dance
experience. Nowadays, however, this mindset is slowly being phased out. The
consensus among most is that the majority of today’s dancers are looking for variety
rather than complexity.
There is also a growing contingent that believes that the important component of the
square dance experience is the movement, as a team; in time with the music through
flowing dance actions and that the complexity of the dance pattern matters little if the
action "feels" good. Still other callers put their faith in the importance of sociability.
These callers believe square dancing to be a means of bringing people together so they
can enjoy each other’s company and that the dancing should not intrude on the
sociability.
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The answer, probably, lies in some combination of all of the above. It is certain that no
one dance program can be perfect for all of these dancers. The caller must decide
exactly what kind of, and how much “variety" to offer in the dance program - what will be
the balance of challenge, dancing, and sociability.
The tools of programming can be divided into two types. There are the choreographic
tools which include the CALLERLAB program, the degree of difficulty of the dance
patterns, how much variety to offer and how many choreographic surprises to provide.
There are also presentation tools such as singing vs. patter, workshop vs. dancing,
delivery style and music selection. The choreographic tools are easier to describe than
the presentation tools because they tend to be more technical whereas presentation
tends to be more about showmanship.
In making choreographic decisions the caller must first know the dance level. Dancers,
at different levels, expect different types of choreography. For most beginner dancers,
the choreographic content of a program is less important than the presentation of it.
Callers can use repetitive dance patterns - IF they are presented well. More
experienced dancers, typically enjoy a more diverse choreographic presentation.
There are, in the ranks of callers, some very good singers who can "sell" a song so well
you hardly notice the figures. Other callers, who may not be so vocally gifted, are able to
“sell” a song by their choice of music, and their use of that music.
Other callers are great teachers and make the learning of something new so much fun
that their customers don't notice they haven't been dancing. When a program is
identified as a "workshop" the dancers expect to stop dancing while the caller explains
the action. At dances the expectation is, usually, that the caller will use dance patterns
that most people can execute without additional instruction.
Another part of the presentation is the music. There is a wide range of musical styles
available to callers for both patter and singing calls. Many callers give little thought to
the music they use other than to pick what they like. It is important to use a variety of
rhythms and genres. It is a common mistake, nowadays, to over-use “alternative” types
of music. Many, if not most, of this type of music is recorded in 4/4 rhythm. An entire
evening of the same rhythm can make for a very boring dance. This can be true for both
patter music and singing calls. Recently there was an article that explained that most
people’s favorite genre of music is the music that was played on the radio when they
were seniors in high school. It is to a caller’s benefit to look out on the dance floor and
determine what age groups are present. This will go a long way in helping to determine
the type of music and titles. Remember, however, that variety is the spice of life.
The above tools are very important in our programming presentation. The "bottom line",
however, is how to use these tools. It's possible to pick up the mike and start calling
without any plan for what to call - and many callers do just that. Some even get away
with it and call a pretty good dance - Sometimes. More often the resulting dance lacks
interest and variety and is likely to cause more dancer "breakdowns" than the caller
would like. The way to avoid these problems is to plan ahead. Think about the dance
before hand. Write out a program plan based on the expected dancer ability/experience.
It's easier to change from a plan that isn't quite right than it is to create a plan during the
dance.
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“Theming” a tip is a great tool to accomplish the above. Take a call (or calls) and feature
that call in the tip. Take the time to write out a couple of get-outs using the theme call.
You will be amazed at how this will help the general dance level of your club or special
dance. The call that you featured in the early tips can be used all evening long. More
importantly, this will give you tools that will last a lifetime.
Below are some sequences that feature the call Cross Run. Cross Run is a call that is
not used as much as many of the other calls – making it a perfect call to feature. All of
the sequences are Geographic Zeros, and start from a Corner Box. Some are more
difficult than others. These are by no means the only way to use Cross Run. Dance
these sequences with your checkers so that you can figure out how you can best
present them. Remember…………….Never start off with complex material, and
ALWAYS let them win.

Swing Thru
Boys Trade
Everybody Cross Run - Twice
Slide Thru - Twice

Swing Thru
Boys Run
Girls Cross Run
Boys Cross Run
Chain Down the Line
Pass the Ocean
**Swing Thru
Boys Run
Girls Cross Run
Boys Cross Run
Chain Down the Line
Slide Thru

Swing Thru
Boys Coss Run
Girls Trade
Boys Cross Run
Boys Run
Bend the Line
Slide Thru

Swing Thru
Girls Cross Run
Girls Run
Bend the Line
Slide Thru

Right and Left Thru
Veer Left
Everybody Cross Run Boys Twice
Bend the Line
Slide Thru

Swing Thru
Boys Cross Run

Swing Thru
Boys Trade
Boys Run
Girls Cross Run
Boys Cross Run
Bend the Line
Slide Thru

Chain Down the Line
Pass the Ocean
**Swing Thru
Boys Cross Run
Chain Down the Line
Slide Thru

This is just using one call. Imagine how your calling would improve if you did this for
each call on the Mainstream Program……………………..
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There can be multiple programming scenarios. Some (but not all) are:
•
•
•
•

Classes
Club Dance
Special Dance
Convention

Square dance clubs need new dancers in order to survive, and the only way to get new
dancers is through lessons. Classes are the backbone of the club At first glance, one
may ask, “How do you program a class- It’s just teaching?”. If you approach classes as
if they are “just teaching”, you’re missing out on a great retainment tool. Classes need to
be educational, but they also need to be FUN. Fun, while a relative term, does not just
happen. You, as a caller, need to have a written lesson plan. You need to know the
trouble points in each call, and you need to have a solution for this trouble point. While
CALLERLAB does have a suggested teaching order, it may not work for you. You need
to use a teaching order that you can present well.
In addition to a prepared teaching order, do you have singing calls that use the calls that
are taught that evening? If not, you should have. Most callers cannot “wing” singing
calls in this manner. Take the time and write out some nice flowing choreography for the
calls that you are teaching – and do this from the first night on.
Properly preparing for your club dance each week or month means that you have to
have new material each dance. Most of us have difficulty trying to be too creative “on
the fly”. Most successful callers plan their club dance in advance. Here’s where theme
tips become crucial. A great mantra regarding theming is “Each Sequence – Each Tip –
Each Time”.
Music, or rather, your music choice is an integral part of a successful dance program.
For teaching tips use music that has a distinct dance beat. Most agree that 2/4 rhythm is
best for teaching. Instrumentation is important as well. Try to use music with a simple
melody – kind of like “elevator” music. The dancers need to hear the beat and not get
too caught up in melodies. Very melodic or “busy” tunes tend to cause the dancers to
listen to the music rather than the caller. Very melodic music is best used for “wind in
the face dancing”.
The theme tip concept is a great tool for special dances as well. We all get in the “swing
thru – boy run” syndrome when we’re not careful. Dancers dance by feel. Many times,
the dancers don’t know why they enjoyed a particular dance. They just know that it “felt”
good. Most dancers don’t know the difference between the various rhythms. They just
know that some tips felt different. This is something we all need to strive for – That each
tip “feels” different for the dancers. We can achieve this feeling with choreography, but
also with our music.
You, as a caller, need to be able to take the dancers on a “journey” at each dance.
Dancers need to experience emotional highs and lows throughout the dance. Very few
callers can “put the dancers on the ceiling” and keep them there all night. Even when
this is possible, the dancers leave the dance tired. We should always have the dancers
leave the hall wanting one more tip.
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To achieve this, your dance needs to have these highs and lows. Many professionals
number their patter music and singing calls (maybe 1-10) based on how they want to
influence the dancer’s mood or enthusiasm level.
Below is a blueprint for an eight-tip dance – Using a (1 – 10) enthusiasm/mood scale.

Programming Chart
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Tip # 1 Tip # 2

Tip # 3

Tip # 4 Tip # 5

Tip # 6

Tip # 7 Tip # 8

Tip #1 (4)
•

•
•
•

Allow the dancers to become accustomed to your voice
o Even though this may be a club dance, the dancers still need to become
acclimated to subtle differences (slick floor, speaker placement, what kind
of day they had, etc.)
Nice flowing modules to establish trust
Nice rhythmic patter music – Many prefer 2/4 rhythm for the first tip
Smooth Singing call

Tip #2 (6)
•
•
•
•

Up tempo patter – Maybe 4/4 rhythm
Set the mood for the dance
Introduction of first theme call
Up tempo singing call using theme call in the figures

Tip #3 (8)
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•
•
•
•

Up tempo patter – Maybe 4/4 rhythm
Use previous theme call
Introduce new theme call(s)
Even more up tempo song to boost the dancers enthusiasm

Tip 4 (5)
•
•
•
•

Use music to bring the dancers down a bit from previous tip
Use previous theme calls
Introduce new theme call(s)
Nice ballad singing call

Tip #5 (3)
•
•
•
•

Smooth music
Wind in their face tip
Dance the previous theme calls
Smooth Ballad singing call

Tip 6 (6)
•
•
•
•
•

Lively patter tune
Start to bring the dancers enthusiasm/mood up
Use previous theme calls
Introduce new theme call(s)
Up Tempo Singing call

Tip 7 (8)
•
•
•
•
•

Livelier singing call
Keep increasing dancer enthusiasm/mood
Use previous theme calls
No new theme call
Up tempo singing call

Tip 8 (10)
•
•

Showcase tip
Maybe two singing calls

EVERY successful caller, and EVERY successful dance, follows a blueprint.
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THE CALLER´S PARTNER
A caller’s partner can define the success of the caller with active involvement both
professionally and socially. Every successful caller/partner relationship is built upon a
mutual, reciprocal, and wholly agreed-upon understanding of the role that the partner is
to play in their combined day-to-day life and square dance activities.
Probably the greatest service a partner can render is to approve, support and encourage
the career of the caller. This is true both with beginning callers and seasoned veterans.
Most callers feed on the applause of the dancers and, while such approval is a great
boost to the pride and egos, it can never take the place of the approval of the caller’s
own partner. This is however a two-way street. The caller’s partner also needs approval
and encouragement and to be reminded their help and support is welcomed and
appreciated. Callers need to remember not to ignore or minimize the accomplishments
of their partner. And they also need remember that not one caller partner started in this
activity with the notion of their dance partner becoming a caller. They initially joined the
activity for the dance and social stimulation. Becoming the caller partner can be an eye
opener and needs to be a joint venture with mutual understanding.
PROFESSIONAL INVOLVEMENT – OFF STAGE
Some Caller/Partner teams prefer the Partner to manage the business end of the career
in order to free up the caller to focus on the technical side of calling. Some areas to
consider are:
•
•
•
•

Managing business expenses and budget
Maintaining tax records
Performance scheduling and negotiations.
Managing “caller owned” festivals and weekend events with set-up, promotion,
refreshment planning, greeting and finances.

PROFESSIONAL INVOLVEMENT – ON STAGE
Note also that there is more to moral support than complimenting the caller whenever
he/she does an acceptable job. It is often possible for the partner to improve the caller’s
onstage performances by gently commenting on problem areas.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Checking sound by either walking the room on the first tip or, if dancing,
providing feedback from the square, i.e., thumbs up or down.
Hall preparation and tear down if the event is caller run.
Was the tip too long?
Was the flow of the choreography awkward and unsmooth?
Was the diction sloppy or slurred?
Was the material too difficult? Was it too easy?
Did the singing call achieve the desired effect?

Partners are often able to see things the callers do not which puts them in a position to
offer suggestions and recommendations. While these things may benefit the caller,
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partners should also remember the goal of such observations is to help rather than to
tear down. Negative comments and criticisms should be made constructively and
suggestions for improvement should be both positive and feasible. Of course this should
always be done privately.
SOCIAL INVOLVEMENT
Often the Partner is in a better position serve as "Good Will Ambassadors" during a
dance than the Caller. Sometimes Callers get wrapped up in the technical aspect of the
evening and fail to realize the social needs of the dancers. This is where a partner can
be very beneficial socializing with dancers serving as the Caller’s public relations
representative.
Other areas where the Partner can be very instrumental in the Sociability of the activity
is:
•
•
•
•

Being available to help fill a square if needed.
Planning special events, i.e., bus trips, special dances, theme dances, etc.
Being involved with Dancer run clubs on committees, etc., as much as needed or
when asked by club members.
Spending after dance time with dancers at after party events, local stop at the
restaurant, etc.
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SELF-IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES
GENERAL
In order to grow in any activity or profession, one must learn to evaluate one's
performance and to honestly appraise one's capabilities. Square dance calling is just like
any other highly skilled job. You must constantly be updating and refining your skills.
You must work to correct your weaknesses and enhance your strengths. Callers' schools
and clinics are one way of improving your base of knowledge, but are not the only way
towards becoming a more proficient caller. Perhaps the most important thing to learn
from this college is that your work has just started. You will need to work hard to keep up
with the changes in the activity and to improve your skills (and thus your marketability) in
your chosen field of calling.
REFERENCE MATERIAL
There are some Reference materials that ALL callers should have. These include the
Caller Teacher Manual and the various references available through the CALLERLAB
office. Most callers will also want to obtain some technical books on other aspects of
calling such as the ones on sight calling, singing call techniques and mental image
calling (Out of Sight). Of course, this syllabus is also a great tool for reference and can
help guide you to growth in your chosen field. Membership in CALLERLAB and in
regional or local caller associations is another excellent way for callers to keep abreast
of the latest developments and to learn about new ways to improve and upgrade their
calling skills.
INDIVIDUAL TECHNIQUES
There are many individual things a caller can do to improve his or her calling abilities.
These include items such as the homework assignments given in this course and the
completion of the Call Analysis sheets. The use of checkers and diagramming to verify
the workability of selected choreographic routines is recommended. It is important to be
able to visualize choreography as it develops, and callers should become aware of the
various formations and arrangements available to add choreographic interest to many
routines. After the written and mental exercises have been completed, then the caller is
ready to try his material on actual dancers. Don't be surprised when the dancers
accomplish what has been called. That is what is supposed to happen. If the dancers do
not accomplish what you have planned, don’t blame the dancers. That means it’s time
to review your choreography, identify trouble spots, and improve your delivery of the
material, or even rewrite it so the dancers are successful.
VIDEO RECORDING
Video recording with a camera or smartphone can help you critique yourself. Watching
yourself on video can help you pick out things you can’t see from the other side. Things
like posture, dancer interaction, demeanor, call delivery, and stage presence. You can
also use the audio to determine possible problems with things like repetitive phrasing,
over use of certain calls, or even diction. If you don’t know what you said, do you expect
the dancers to know? Another aspect that can be useful is watching the dancers. Are
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they having a good time? Are they stopping in-between calls? Are they broken down?
Was there any bad body flow?
CHOREOGRAPHY RESOURCES
There used to be several caller note services available. There is only one remaining
which is free called “Behind the Mic” and it is available online. There are several
Facebook groups and email lists devoted to choreography. You should be cautious with
material obtained from any source. Always push your checkers through the material to
determine body flow, complexity, and possible problem spots. Do not just call the
material directly to your dancers. Not all choreography found in these places is “good”
and you must make that determination yourself, based on your style of calling and your
dancer’s capabilities. Mistakes do occur, transposed calls, missing calls, etc. Use these
resources for ideas and then see what the choreographic value will be to your programs.
Using these ideas to create your own version of the choreography can often be a great
exercise and help you expand your own knowledge.

CLINICS & COLLEGES
Join a local/regional callers' association and attend as many square dance calling clinics
as possible. If there are clinics on leadership - attend by all means. The same can be
said for attending another callers' college. Frequently the recommendation is to attend a
college at least once every five years and more often in your earlier years of calling.
Going to various schools can teach you a different way of approaching things and give
you valuable perspective. As your skills improve, you may find that you are teaching
other callers or teaching dancers how to become callers. At that time, it is important to
go to a reputable caller-coach school to learn how to teach and critique other callers.
GAMES THAT SHARPEN YOUR SKILL
One popular game is called "Who's on first?" It essentially has one caller give a
command and the next caller has to state what the formation and arrangement is as a
result of that call. Then the caller will give another command and the game continues.
For added complexity you can add relationship and even sequence to this game. Trying
to do all 4 at the same time can be difficult, so maybe just pick 2 at a time. Another
variation of this to improve the callers' mental image ability is to have the leader give
three calls from a particular starting formation and arrangement and then each person
goes to his or her spot on the command "GO". However, the dancers only go directly to
the ending spot and do not dance the routine that has been called. This too requires a
strong leader so that the game doesn't get out of hand. Generally, this works best at a
caller association meeting. If you are selected as the leader, however, make sure you
plan the routines and make sure you know the ending FASR.
APPRAISAL
Honest appraisal of your abilities by you and your partner of your progress and
performance will help you focus on your needs for further study. This college is but one
of your formal training sessions. It is but the start of your on-going training. Listen to your
partner. They can be your staunchest ally in trying to help you.
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ROUNDS, CONTRAS AND MIXERS
These three forms of dance can be, and often are, a part of the square dance program.
For instance, these days one rarely finds a well-attended square dance without rounds.
Both CALLERLAB and ROUNDALAB take the position that squares and rounds go
together. Although the time constraints in classes normally will not permit a detailed
examination of these forms, a caller should know enough about them that s/he can
present them to dancers in a positive and enthusiastic way.
Rounds are standardized ballroom routines written to specific musical arrangements in a
variety of rhythms. Just as square dancing has become more varied and complex, so
has round dancing. Whereas dancers used to memorize the routines and dance with
few or no cues, now it is customary to have a cuer to guide the dancers through the
steps. Round dances now are characterized into six phases, from easy to advanced,
and many callers teach a few of the Phase I and II basics and dances in their classes or
at clubs for which they call. Round dancing provides variety, excellent music and
phrasing that leads the dancer to step on the first beat of musical phrase. Most callers
believe that round dancers often are the smoothest square dancers.
For most people, the mention of contras brings up pictures of a line dance and the
Virginia Reel. It is true that many contras are done in various line arrangements, but
they can also be done in a number of circle arrangements. Like rounds, contras provide
a change of pace. Even when known figures are used, they give dancers a feeling of
doing something new and exciting. Thus, they are excellent for practicing square dance
movements, styling and moving to the music in formations that are different from the
square. Contras also provide a wonderful variety in music. Almost all contra music is
well phrased, and learning to prompt and/or dance to that clear phrasing is excellent
practice for the caller and the dancer. In contras the dancer gets the first beat of the
musical phrase to dance on. For anyone wishing to learn to cue rounds, practice at
prompting contras is very worthwhile. Callers who are interested in contras will find
some of their hoedowns and singing calls serve well for contras and that they need not
buy a whole new category of records.
Mixers may be a simple round which changes partners or something like a scatter
promenade which can change both partners and square positions. Particularly in class
they can change pairings where there may be problems and can be used to facilitate
instruction. They can also help to keep it light in both class and club situations. Mixers
also are an essential part of the bog of tricks for the caller who does Square Dance
Parties.
Generally, time does not permit a close look at or practice with these three forms of
dance in a caller's school. That does not mean that they are considered unimportant or
unworthy of attention. There are excellent reference sources, which should be a part of
every caller's library. Some diligent home study and practice is encouraged.
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MASTER / MISTRESS OF CEREMONIES (MC)
INTRODUCTION
In addition to a wide range of specialized skills, every caller also needs to have a
working knowledge of the basic duties performed by a Master or Mistress of
Ceremonies. At most dances, square dance callers typically serve as their own MC. In
addition, every caller - sooner or later - will find it necessary to perform as an MC at
dances where another caller has been engaged to call the program, or where several
callers are scheduled to share the calling responsibilities. Knowing how to function
effectively as an MC is an unavoidable part of every caller’s job description and it is
important that every caller be aware of what this entails.
GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF AN MC
In many ways the MC is the person in charge of the dance. Even at dances where
he/she does no actual calling, the MC conducts the program, maintains the schedule,
handles emergencies and, in general, sees to it that the dance proceeds in a
professional and orderly fashion. The MC, in other words, serves as a combination
ringmaster and stage manager.
The MC is typically responsible for introducing the programmed dance leaders and
special guests, getting dancers on the floor, keeping the event moving and staying on
schedule. There are also many occasions when the MC is responsible for personally
planning the program, i.e., for scheduling the callers, establishing the times for
refreshment breaks and announcements, and so on. If a dance begins with a Grand
March, the MC is usually the one who must organize and conduct it and be prepared to
provide the Grand March music. These are important duties and every caller who
accepts an MC assignment must know how to accomplish them effectively.
PREPAREDNESS AND THE NEED FOR FLEXIBILITY
Just as every dance leader prepares for a dance, an MC should prepare before arriving
at an event. There is much more to preparing to be an MC than for a dance. Knowing
the program, the purpose of the event, attendees and special guests, operations of the
venue, and special music needed are only a few of the things an MC should research
before the event. Being prepared will make the event run smoothly and reduce the
stress on the MC.
Oftentimes, the MC is provided with a predetermined program. In this case, the caller is
responsible for following the program and keeping the activities moving. Other times, the
MC will need to create the schedule. Preparing for both situations is basically the same.
The main difference: if the MC is required to prepare the schedule, he/she needs to
know the capabilities of each dance leader. If there is a Mini-Square tip, a Singing Call
tip, a Phase III/IV Rounds tip, etc. the MC needs to be sure leaders with those specific
skills are programmed accordingly.
The MC should start preparing for the event as early as possible. First, contact the
event organizers. They will most likely be one of your best resources of information.
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Find out where the event will be held and learn about the facility. Knowing who to
contact or how to adjust the heating and air conditioning, what to do in case of an
emergency (weather or medical), and the location of restrooms are some of the key
things to know about the facility. Next, obtain a list of dance leaders and special guests,
then learn as much information about them so you can make an appropriate
introduction. Know how to pronounce their name, how long have they been a dance
leader, and which clubs are they affiliated with in the local area? Are they a member of
the local association (Dancer Organization President, Dance Leader, Association
Secretary, etc.) or a professional association (CALLERLAB, Round-a-Lab, etc.)? Do
they record on a specific label? Knowing this information in advance will aid the MC in
preparing the schedule (if required) and making introductions on the day of the event.
Here is a good example for pronunciation: Shauna Kaaria, Chic Recordings
Is her last name pronounced: Car-E-uh, or Car-uh, or Care-E-uh, or
Care-uh?
Is the label pronounced: Chic (as in a girl), or Shick, or Sheek?
An MC should arrive at the dance early enough to make certain that the public address
equipment is set up and fully operational, and that copies of the program are available
for all who might need them. If other on-stage amenities are to be provided (water,
coffee, cups, etc.), the MC should make sure they are available.
It is the MC’s responsibility to verify that each scheduled dance leader is physically
present in the hall, and that each one knows exactly what is expected. This is also the
best time for an MC to make certain that each dance leader’s music is available and
insure there will be no duplications. An MC must be prepared to answer any questions
that a member of the staff or a member of the audience may have about the dance.
Expect the unexpected. Changes in calling schedules, hall assignments and other
program elements are bound to occur, and an MC must be able to cope with them
quickly and decisively. An MC must always be prepared to handle "no-show" situations
and be ready to make on-the-spot substitutions or fill-in assignments, as necessary.
Unpredicted emergencies such as medical, accidents, equipment breakdowns, power
outages, severe weather and the like may also occur, and the MC is usually the one who
is expected to deal with them. The MC should know the location of first aid supplies and
telephones and know how to contact doctors, nurses, hospitals or paramedic services.
He/she should know where to shelter-in-place or how to evacuate the facility and where
to meet outside.
Most events will run so smooth you will wonder why you did all the preparation. But, it is
better to be prepared than it is to not know what to do when a crisis happens.
MAKING INTRODUCTIONS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
The most visible part of an MC’s job occurs when he/she introduces those who are to
share the event’s dance leader honors, as well as any other dignitaries who may be
present (association officials, club officers, committee members, visiting dance leaders,
etc.). The MC is frequently the one who makes the general announcements about
upcoming dance events and acknowledges birthdays and anniversaries, etc. The MC’s
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responsibility may include deciding exactly when in the program such introductions and
announcements should be made.
Obviously, the best time to introduce the dance leaders is immediately prior to their first
working assignment. The best time to introduce the dignitaries or make announcements
is not so easily determined. Such introductions are sometimes made at the conclusion
of a Grand March or after the squares have been set up for the first time. However, this
can sometimes pose a problem. Dancers generally find it extremely tiresome if they are
made to stand in their squares while listening to a long series of speeches. It may be
better for the MC to schedule such introductions and announcements before the dancers
have been called on the floor, during a refreshment break or introduce a few before each
tip starts.
Introductions should be meaningful and informative and brief. Remember, the dancers
came to dance. Before arriving at the dance, the MC should have discovered as much
as possible about the professional credits of each programmed staff member and should
be well rehearsed in the comments that he/she plans to make about each one. Placing
pertinent information on 3x5 cue cards can sometimes be very useful. In cases where
the MC was unable to obtain such information before the dance, he/she should briefly
talk to each staff member when they arrive - before the dance begins - in order to
acquire the necessary information.
To open, the MC to introduce him or herself and to make a few brief introductory
remarks. This sets the tone for the evening and may serve to let the dancers know that
they can expect to have a good time. An MC’s opening remarks should be light and
breezy, and the MC should project a friendly and enthusiastic demeanor. A touch of
humor may be appropriate but should not be overdone. Opening remarks should not
exceed 30 or 40 seconds. An MC must always remember that a positive introduction
may often motivate a positive performance.
It is interesting to note that, since round dance cuers are usually perceived as a working
pair, they are almost always introduced as a couple, i.e. "Tom and Mary Smith" or "Jane
and Harry Jones". Callers, on the other hand, work solo and it is sometimes easy for an
MC to forget that callers also have working partners and that protocol requires that a
caller’s partner be introduced if he/she is present in the hall.
One final note on introductions and announcements. In most cases, these duties fall to
the MC. Sometimes, however, introductions and/or announcements are made by the
club president or some other designated officer. In such cases, the MC should assist
this person by demonstrating how to hold the microphone, showing them where to stand,
and making adjustments to the P.A. system as may be necessary.
SUMMARY
It is easy to see that the job of MC is much more than just making introduction and
announcements. There is much more that goes into successfully mastering the
program. Callers who are asked to MC for an event must be able and willing to make
preparations and undertake all the duties listed here. They must always remember that
the MC is not the "Star of the Show" but rather the one that keeps the dance going
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smoothly towards a successful conclusion. An often-repeated quote notes that an MC is
"…the lubricant upon which the program slides."
In addition to making introductions and announcements, the MC - more than anyone
else - controls the pace and progress of the dance. The MC is the one who must decide
when to speed up the proceedings - or when to slow them down - and the MC must also
know not only when such adjustments are necessary, but how to make them.
Obviously, the programmed staff has the most to do with the success of a dance. The
function of the MC, on the other hand, is to make their jobs as easy as possible.
We have discussed being an MC for dance events. However, a caller could be asked to
MC a Recognition Banquet, an After Party, or other non-dance related event. Use the
same principles discussed here and the MC will be on the path to suss!
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PROMOTION (IN THE 21ST CENTURY)
DIGITAL PROMOTION
As a caller, you should focus on two aspects of promotion: (1) Promoting yourself (2)
Promoting Square Dancing as an activity.
You are always marketing Square Dancing and yourself. Fair or not, as a square dance
leader, others – dancers and non-dancers alike – are always watching you. As a caller,
you are an ambassador of what Square Dancing is all about.
In the past, the best way to reach a large population was through traditional “mass
media.” Television, radio, and newspapers. In the 21st century, however, traditional
media has been largely pushed to the side by the World Wide Web.
Instead of “broadcasting” through traditional media -- where much of a message was
delivered to an indifferent or non-interested audience -- the World Wide Web allows you
to “narrow-cast” and target your information / message to those who are most receptive.
DIGITAL PRESENCE
While there is a large sub-set of existing dancers who are not computer or Internet
savvy, the next generation of dancers have been living with this technology most of their
lives doing almost everything online. When they encounter an activity that does not have
a “digital presence” it creates a disconnect and makes it difficult to find common ground.
It reinforces a stereotype of square dancing as “an old-timey thing my grandparents did.”
New dancers will expect to find you and find out about you on the Internet.
WEBSITE / NAMING YOUR WEBSITE / DOMAIN REGISTRATION
The cornerstone of a digital presence is a website. You simply cannot do business in
the 21st century without a website.
The first step in building a website is figuring out what to call it. An internet address
consists of a name, a period (“dot”), and a suffix. For example: greatcaller.com or
johnsmith.net Name and suffix together is referred to as a domain.
The “name” part of the internet address can be almost anything. Try to keep it as short
as possible. The more characters someone must type – especially on a mobile device –
the greater chance of a typo.
Make your website’s name something easy for people to remember and spell. Your own
name is usually perfect if it is not prone to misspellings. Consider, for example, the last
name Gardner. To be safe, you would probably need to register both gardner and
gardener as those would be likely spellings.
The “suffix” part is called a top-level domain. In the past, those were limited to a very
few options: .com (commercial websites), .net (network websites), .org (organizations)
and a few others. Today there are hundreds of top-level domains. As of June 2020,
there were over 1500, including: .dance, .best, .biz, .cool, .hot, and .love.
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These domains were created to help further classify an entity’s purpose / focus. For
example, luckylady.org is rather ambiguous. luckylady.casino , though, tells you
exactly what kind of entity it is.
Additionally, it was becoming more difficult to register “common word / names” in the
original top-level domains (.com / .net / .org, etc.). Most common word / names were
reserved years ago. An internet address must be unique. There cannot be two
greatcaller.com or johnsmith.net websites, for example.
For callers, the top-level domain .dance is fairly wide open (for now.) Unless you have a
relatively uncommon name, you have a much better chance of registering
yourname.dance than you would yourname.com.
Once you have decided on a domain name, you will need to register it with a domain
registrar. There are literally hundreds of them. An internet search for “domain registrar”
can help you find one. As a suggestion, Godaddy.com is long established, with 24/7
support, and they work well with people who have little to no website-building
experience.
There is a cost to registering your domain. It varies widely depending on the domain
registrar and the top-level domain you have chosen. For example, a .com domain may
run you $10 to $15 the first year and $15 to $25 for subsequent years. A .dance domain
registration may cost $30 to $40 each year.
HOSTING / BUILDING YOUR SITE
Once you have determined the name of your site, now it is time to build it. Several web
design companies allow you to build a visually appealing site with no programming
experience necessary. Every one of the companies below offer FREE plans to build
your own site . . . and you do not have to write a single line of code:
• wix.com
• webnode.com
• weebly.com
• wordpress.com
• jimdo.com
• bookmark.com
The maxim “you get what you pay for” is true. The free plans do not include a lot of bells
and whistles. Some limit the number of pages you may have. Others restrict the
amount of content storage. Still others will not allow you to use your own domain (see
the previous section about naming your website.) These hosting companies are, of
course, in this to make a profit. It is in their interest to entice you with a free website and
then “upsell” when you need more functionality.
Fortunately, caller websites do not have to be complicated. Almost all free website
hosting / design plans can accommodate the following caller website “must-haves”:
•

A “welcome to my website” blurb on the homepage. (Write / “talk” in the first
person. Make your verbiage sound as if you are talking to someone face to
face.) In that blub, thank people for visiting, invite them to look around, and drop
you a line if they have any questions.
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•

A calendar page. A Google calendar is free – if you have a Gmail account -- and
nearly every hosting company can provide you with step-by-step instructions on
how to embed a Google calendar into your site.
A better calendar option is from a company called Teamup. www.teamup.com.
They, too, offer a free calendar. But Teamup calendar’s functionality is head and
shoulders above Google’s. Two big selling points for Teamup’s calendar: (1)
the ability for people to “subscribe” to your calendars. They can receive
automatic reminder emails about your events. (2) Teamup calendars give you
the ability to offer add a “signup” function to any event on your calendar. You
can know in advance who is coming -- and even limit the number of signups if
you must.

•

A contact page. Provide a contact form so visitors can reach out to you. A form
is preferable to simply posting your email address. Web “scrapers” scour the
Internet in search of visible email addresses. The scrapers gather them and sell
them to spammers. Then you wind up fighting a thousand spam emails every
day.
Adding a phone number to your website: Most older dancers prefer to call
someone. Most younger dancers would prefer to gnaw their arm off than call
someone. If you decide to add a phone number to your contact page, make sure
it is “clickable” for mobile devices.

•

An “About Me” page. Remember to write / “talk” in first person – as if you are
actually talking to someone across the table from you. Then, strut your stuff. Do
not be shy. (If you are not going to promote yourself, who is?) Say how long you
have been calling / dancing. Toss out you are licensed by BMI / ASCAP.
Mention you are a member of CALLERLAB. Talk about the dance levels /
disciplines you are proficient at calling. Suggest how fun it would be to hire you
for a “One Night Party.”

•

Perhaps the most important thing: pictures and videos. (See next section.)

VISUAL MEDIA
Marketing 101: “Show; don’t tell.”
The World Wide Web is a visual medium. On your website, put that into practice. Do
not write a thousand words describing what a terrific caller you are. Instead, prove what
a great caller you are by posting pictures and video of your dances.
Nearly everyone has a cell phone capable of taking pictures and video. At every event
where you perform, have someone use their cell phone to take pictures and video of
your performance. (Even better: hand them your cell phone so you do not have to
transfer files after the event. Better still? So you don’t have to surrender your phone,
hand over a dedicated camera to take photos / videos of you and the dancers.)
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You can post the pictures to Google Photos (free if you have a Gmail account – subject
to storage limitations). Post videos to YouTube. (Again, free with a Gmail account – no
storage limitations.) While due to the website hosting company’s space / storage
restrictions, you may not be able to post a lot of pictures directly to a free website (see
previous section), you can publish links to Google photo albums and YouTube videos /
playlists without any limitations.
At first, do not be too concerned about making your videos “professional grade.” In other
words, do not worry about fades, wipes, titles, etc. Just get them posted. Whether you
are using an Android or Apple phone, there are plenty of apps which will do rudimentary
video editing. Feel free to polish your videos, if you wish, but the primary goal is getting
videos out there showing you in action.
You will want to show pictures and videos of people smiling, laughing, dancing, and
having a great time. Humans respond to pictures of other humans smiling. We are
hardwired when presented with a smile to smile right back. Show your website visitors
how much fun it is when they have you in the house.
MAINTAINING YOUR WEBSITE
It is important to keep your website current. Make sure you are diligent in removing
flyers from past events, your calendar is up to date, and you frequently upload new
pictures and video. Websites which contain obsolete / outdated information send a
subtle message to its visitors: “I don’t care enough to give you current information.” (It
is a shame the subtle message is not, “I’m so busy being the best caller on the planet
that I don’t have time to update my website!” It is what it is.)
SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media sites are powerful marketing and promotion tools for you to use. Make
sure you include website links to social media sites you are a member of.
Important caveat: Do not let any social media replace your website! Your information
should have one source and that source should be your website. Use social media as
“sizzle” to your website’s “steak.” Within each social media post always point viewers to
your website for “more information.” List your website’s address with every posting.
Your goal is to drive people to your website to get the latest information about you and
your events.
Except for Facebook, most older dancers use no social media. Odds are, they will never
have even heard of Instagram or Snapchat. It does not mean you should abandon other
social media; just be aware it may be a while before all your audience is accessing all
your social media.
Some of the most popular social media sites:
Facebook. The 600 pound gorilla of social media. Not only should you have a “page”
on Facebook, but you should seek out and become a member of every square dance
group within 500 miles of your physical location. Post your events, pictures, and videos
to your Facebook page and to all the groups you belong. Keep your name out in front of
everyone!
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(Little trick on posting videos to Facebook: upload a video to YouTube and post the
YouTube link to the video on Facebook. YouTube provides you with analytical
information – how many views / unique viewers, etc. – which you cannot get if you
upload a video directly to Facebook.)
In addition to belonging to square dance groups, seek out and join “fun activity”-based
groups in your local area. The groups who regularly have posts along the lines of, “What
to do this weekend” and “Have you ever tried . . . ?” As a caller, you should hold
frequent free “no experience necessary” events / demonstrations to recruit new dancers.
(At those events, always make sure to have information about where to take classes.)
Instagram. Instagram is all about the pictures. It is a good tool for posting pictures
directly from your phone. Clever touch: post pix while you are at an actual event. When
you can, post the same pictures to your regular photo albums for historical purposes.
(Google Photos is a good choice.)
Twitter. Twitter is good for short, quick, to-the-point updates of what is going on or what
you may be thinking about. If you embed your Twitter feed into your website, it becomes
an interesting “news feed” of your thoughts.
WEBSITE UPGRADES
It is not necessary to implement the following tools right away. For one thing, the more
you ask of your website to do, the more it may potentially cost you. You will probably not
be able to use one of the free hosting tiers should your website become too robust in
functionality.
Here are some items to consider as your website evolves:
•

Email Marketing. You should have a mailing list where your fans can sign up to
hear from you. A monthly, “Here’s what I’m doing,” email goes a long way. Note:
One of the issues with email marketing is it is tough to get people to open emails.
The most successful email marketing can have a “open” rate of only about 50%.
That makes it difficult to get your message to folks when they will not open the
email in the first place.

•

Text Messaging capabilities. Unlike an email campaign, 90%+ of text messages
are opened. Be aware: sending text messages have a cost. Usually about
$0.005 to $0.01 for each message recipient. You are limited by the number of
characters you can send in a text message. It is best to use text messages for
urgent, time-sensitive subjects; use those limited characters to direct people to
your website for more detailed information.

•

Flyer table. You should have a page where you can upload PDF versions of
event flyers for your visitors to view and download.

•

Ecommerce abilities. Offer your dancers the ability to pay for your events online.
The newest generation of dancers are comfortable with buying goods and
services online. Downloading, printing, filling out, and sending through the snail-
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mail a registration form would be considered insane by nearly anyone under 50
years old. Having dancers pay for your event in advance removes the age-old
dilemma: Are we going to have enough dancers to make this dance financially
viable?
At some point you will find adding more functions to your site may require more web
design abilities than dragging and dropping different design elements. You are not a
caller because you wanted to build websites. At some point you may want to consider
outsourcing your site maintenance / build.
Price is obviously a consideration. Professional web-design prices vary widely. Plus,
designing a square dance caller’s site would probably be a first for most web designers.
Not that a web designer needs to be completely intimate with the industry he or she is
designing for, but it does make it easier to know what questions to ask of the customer.
When you are ready to have your website design and maintenance outsourced by an
organization which is familiar with square dancing, check out Square Dance Tech at
www.squaredancetech.com.
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COMMUNICATION
Communication, in the world of square dancing, comes in many forms. The most
obvious is the directions that callers give to dancers. Another aspect of communication
is that which takes place between callers and dancers "off-mike". Some parts of this
include promotional communication such as talking with dancers between tips,
communication related to the caller’s role as a leader in the square dance community
and business communication including contractual agreements.
Communication is a three-part process. To have effective communication you must
have (1) a sender of the message, (2) someone receiving the message and (3) a
response from the receiver showing that the message was understood.
FORMS OF COMMUNICATION
Within the definition there are several reasons for communication in the square dance
world. These fall into three major categories; promotion, leadership and business.
PROMOTIONAL COMMUNICATION
The most obvious promotional communications are advertisements. Many callers place
advertising in square dance publications or prepare flyers advertising dances they are
promoting. Often these are poorly prepared and sometimes include embarrassing
misspelling. All callers should recognize the importance of printed material and are
encouraged to seek help if they cannot prepare such copy themselves. The three parts
of the definition of communication must also be recognized. When preparing copy
callers should keep the target audience (receivers) in mind. Consider what will appeal to
the audience - it may not be what the caller believes is important.
A second category of promotional communication is the behavior of the caller between
tips. Some callers find it difficult to talk with dancers. They are more comfortable
staying on stage. This behavior is communication! It tells the dancers that they are
unimportant. Even though it may be difficult to do, callers should be aware of the
importance of communicating with dancers individually. The break between tips is an
important opportunity to sell. Wasting it is a mistake. Such communication doesn’t
require the caller to talk a lot. Most dancers are happy to tell a caller about themselves if
the caller appears interested. All that is usually required is for the caller to approach a
person or small group with an open question like "Hi, how are you?” The caller can then
fill the other side of communication by being the listener (receiver).
LEADERSHIP COMMUNICATION
What does it take to be a good leader/communicator? The first and foremost thing is to
be a good listener which means to really listen and hear what others are saying. Some
would say "Yeah, I hear you. But nobody ever listens to what I say." Communication is a
two way street. No one can be the sender (talker) all the time. Everyone must also be
the receiver (listener) at times. The person who talks all the time without listening to
what others have to say is not communicating. It is not even enough to just listen to
what they are saying; the receiver must also hear the message and understand what is
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said. Even hearing isn’t enough. Communication requires the receiver to give some
type of response to confirm the receipt.
GUIDANCE
Dancers expect to seek advice and guidance from callers. Often this type of
communication takes place in meetings. Sometimes it needs a delicate approach
because the caller can not seem to be siding with one group or the other. Sometimes
the caller’s experience and judgment can be shared informally. Whatever the forum,
whenever a caller is trying to influence the direction of a group the three parts of the
communication process are important. In such situations the listening often comes first.
The wise leader hears what all sides have to contribute before trying to contribute to the
process.
PROBLEM SOLVING
Callers may find themselves in problem solving situations. The club has a problem and
the easiest person to blame it on is the caller. The lucky ones are invited to a committee
meeting to discuss the issues. Sometimes the caller must participate from a distance.
Whatever the situation, the first step is to listen to the whole problem before any
response or reply. If people are very emotional with a particular problem, allow some
time to pass so they may be calmer when trying to talk over the problem. Emotions can
cloud thinking and the decision-making processes. Decisions based on sound judgment
are better than those based on emotions. Make sure everyone involved has heard all
the facts before trying to come to a decision.
Even the best decisions lose value if they are not supported by those involved. An
important reason for allowing everyone to present their views before a decision is
reached is to encourage support for the decision. Those who have contributed to the
solving of a problem are more likely to support the solution than those who feel no one
heard how they felt. Often an important role for the caller in club problem solving
situations is that of communication helper. Another value in this approach is that the
caller may hear someone else expressing the position the caller favors. When that
happens, the caller can support that person’s point of view - giving full credit for the idea
- and thus avoid having to ask for support for an idea that came from outside the group.
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APPENDIX A
CALLERLAB
DOCUMENTS

CALLERLAB BASIC PROGRAM
September 1, 2018

Basic Program – Part 1
Circle Left / Circle Right
Forward and Back
Dosado / Dosado to a Wave
Swing
Promenade Family
a. Couples (Full, 1/2, 3/4)
b. Single File Promenade
c. Wrong Way Promenade
d. Star Promenade
6. Allemande Left
7. Arm Turns
8. Right and Left Grand Family
a. Right and Left Grand
b. Weave the Ring
c. Wrong Way Grand
9. Left-Hand Star / Right-Hand Star
10. Pass Thru
11. Half Sashay Family
a. Half Sashay
b. Rollaway
c. Ladies In, Men Sashay
12. Turn Back Family
a. U-Turn Back
b. Backtrack
13. Separate
a. Around 1 or 2 to a Line
b. Around 1 or 2 and come into the middle
14. Split Two
15. Courtesy Turn
16. Ladies Chain Family
a. Two Ladies Chain (Reg. & 3/4)
b. Four Ladies Chain(Reg. & 3/4)
c. Chain Down the Line
17. Do Paso
18. Lead Right
19. Veer Left / Veer Right
[16.c. Chain Down the Line]
20. Bend the Line
21. Circulate Family
a. (Named Dancers) Circulate
b. Couples Circulate
c. All Eight Circulate
d. Single File Circulate
e. Split/Box Circulate
22. Right and Left Thru
23. Grand Square
24. Star Thru
25. Double Pass Thru
26. First Couple Go Left/Right,
Next Couple Go Left/Right
27. California Twirl
28. Walk Around the Corner
29. See Saw
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

30. Square Thru (1, 2, 3, 4) /

Left Square Thru (1, 2, 3, 4)

31. Circle to a Line
32. Dive Thru

Basic Program - Part 2

33. Wheel Around
34. Box the Gnat

[8.c. Wrong Way Grand]
35. Trade Family
a. Trade
b. Partner Trade
c. Couples Trade
36. Ocean Wave Family
a. Step to a Wave
b. Balance
[21.c. All Eight Circulate]
37. Alamo Style
38. Swing Thru / Left Swing Thru
39. Run / Cross Run
40. Pass the Ocean
41. Extend
42. Wheel and Deal
43. Zoom
44. Flutterwheel / Reverse Flutterwheel
45. Sweep a Quarter
46. Trade By
47. Touch 1/4
[21.d. Single File Circulate]
[21.e. Split/Box Circulate]
48. Ferris Wheel

Suggested Teaching Order. Calls in italics
may be deferred until later in the teaching
sequence. Recommended placement of some of
these calls has been indicated with [square
brackets].
CALLERLAB recommends that the BASIC
Programs, calls 1–48, be taught in not less
than 44 hours. CALLERLAB also
recommends that calls be taught from more
than a single position (formation and
arrangement) and that styling and timing be
included as part of the teaching program.

CALLERLAB MAINSTREAM PROGRAM
March 6, 2019

1. Cloverleaf

9. Centers In

2. Turn Thru

10. Cast Off 3/4

3. Eight Chain Thru /

11. Spin the Top

Eight Chain 1, 2, 3, etc.

12. Walk and Dodge

4. Pass to the Center

13. Slide Thru

5. Thar Family

14. Fold / Cross Fold

a. Allemande Thar

15. Dixie Style to an Ocean Wave

b. Allemande Left to an

16. Spin Chain Thru

Allemande Thar
c. Wrong Way Thar

17. Tag the Line Family
a. Tag the Line

6. Slip the Clutch

(In / Out / Left / Right)

7. Shoot the Star /

b. Fraction (1/4, 1/2, 3/4) Tag

Shoot the Star Full Around
8. Single Hinge / Couples Hinge

18. Scoot Back
19. Recycle (From a Wave Only)

Callers are reminded to limit their calls to the advertised program. Calls
from a list other than advertised should not be used unless they are walked
through or workshopped first.
Suggested Teaching Order. Calls in italics may be deferred until later in the
teaching sequence.
CALLERLAB recommends that MAINSTREAM Program, calls 1–19, be taught in not
less than 15 hours. CALLERLAB also recommends that calls be taught from more
than a single position (formation and arrangement) and that styling and timing be
included as part of the teaching program.
NOTE TO DANCE PROGRAMMERS
There is NO program called the Mainstream/Plus Program. No dancer is required to
know Plus calls to attend a Mainstream open dance. Please advertise dance programs
as Mainstream or Plus, NOT Mainstream/Plus.
These lists are furnished through the courtesy of CALLERLAB and your local
CALLERLAB callers.
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Why

NAMES & PICTOGRAMS OF SELECTED FORMATION ARRANGEMENTS
Approved April, 2006
Facing Lines

Lines Facing Out

Right-Hand
Columns

Left-Hand
Columns

1980

Facing Lines:
Pass Thru

(1980)
Facing Lines:
Touch 1/4

Facing Lines:
Left Touch 1/4

0
Normal Couples
1/2
Half Sashayed
Couples
1
Boys On Left
2
Girls On Left
3
Normal Couple On
Left
4
Half Sashayed
Couple on Left

NAMES & PICTOGRAMS OF SELECTED FORMATION ARRANGEMENTS
Approved April, 2006
Page 2 of 7

Why
0
Normal
Couples
1/2
Half Sashayed
Couples
1
Boys Outside
2
Girls Outside
3
Normal Couple
Outside
4
Half Sashayed
Couple Outside

Eight Chain
Thru

Trade By

Double Pass
Thru

Completed
Double Pass
Thru

1980

1980

1980

1980

NAMES & PICTOGRAMS OF SELECTED FORMATION ARRANGEMENTS
Approved April, 2006
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Eight
Chain
Thru
(for
reference)
Why

0

Normal
Couples

1/2

Half
Sashayed
Couples

1

Boys
Outside,
Girls Inside

2

Girls
Outside,
Boys Inside

3

Normal
Couples
Outside

4

Half
Sashayed
Couples
Outside

Parallel
Right-Hand
Waves

Parallel
Left-Hand
Waves

Parallel
Right-Hand
Two-Faced
Lines

Parallel
Left-Hand
Two-Faced
Lines

(1980)
Eight Chain
Thru:
Step to a Wave

Eight Chain
Thru:
Step to a
Left Wave

(1980)
Eight Chain
Thru:
Swing Thru,
Centers Run

Eight Chain
Thru:
Left Swing
Thru,
Centers Run

NAMES & PICTOGRAMS OF SELECTED FORMATION ARRANGEMENTS
Approved April, 2006
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Why

0

1/2

1

2

3

4

Right-Hand
1/4 Tag

Left-Hand
1/4 Tag

Right-Hand
3/4 Tag

Left-Hand
3/4 Tag

Double Pass Thru:
Centers Step to a
Wave (1980)

Double Pass Thru:
Centers Step to a
Left Wave

Trade By:
Centers Step to a
Wave

Trade By:
Centers Step to a
Left Wave

NAMES & PICTOGRAMS OF SELECTED FORMATION ARRANGEMENTS
Approved April, 2006
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Why

0

1/2

1

2

3

4

Right-Hand
Diamonds

Left-Hand
Diamonds

Right-Hand
Hourglass

Left-Hand
Hourglass

(1980)
Parallel R-H
Two-Faced Lines:
Centers Hinge

Parallel L-H
Two-Faced Lines:
Centers Hinge

Parallel R-H
Two-Faced Lines:
Centers Half
Circulate

Parallel L-H
Two-Faced Lines:
Centers Half
Circulate

NAMES & PICTOGRAMS OF SELECTED FORMATION ARRANGEMENTS
Approved April, 2006
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Why

Right-Hand Tidal Wave

Left-Hand Tidal Wave

Facing Lines: Step to a Wave

Facing Lines: Step to a Left-Hand Wave

Right-Hand Tidal Two-Faced Line

Left-Hand Tidal Two-Faced Line

Parallel Right-Hand Two-Faced Lines:
Couples Hinge

Parallel Left-Hand Two-Faced Lines:
Couples Hinge

0
1/2
1
2
3
4

Why
0
1/2
1
2
3
4

NAMES & PICTOGRAMS OF SELECTED FORMATION ARRANGEMENTS
Approved April, 2006
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Why

0
1/2
1
2
3
4

Ends In
Inverted Lines

Ends Out
Inverted Lines

Eight Chain Thru:
Centers In

Eight Chain Thru:
Centers Out

CALLERLAB Formation Pictograms (December 14, 2010)
1.

2.

Couple
5.

3.

Facing Dancers

Back-to-Back Dancers

6.

Left-Hand Mini-Wave

4.

7.

10.

11.

Right-Hand Ocean Wave
12.

13.

Right-Hand Box Circulate
14.

Left-Hand Box Circulate
15.

Right-Hand Two-Faced Line
16

Left-Hand Two-Faced Line
17.

18.

9.

Left-Hand Ocean Wave

Facing Couples

Right-Hand Mini-Wave
8.

Static Square

Alamo Style
21.

Back-to-Back Couples

Circle

Promenade
22.

Wrong Way Thar
25.

Double Pass Thru
29.

Parallel Two-Faced Lines

Single File Promenade

19.

20.

Wrong Way Promenade
23.

24.

Facing Lines

Thar Star

Eight Chain Thru

26.

27.

Completed Double Pass Thru
30.

31.

Trade By
28.

Lines Facing Out

Right-Hand Columns

Left-Hand Columns

1

Parallel Waves
32.

Three and One Lines (8
possible)

CALLERLAB Formation Pictograms (December 14, 2010)
33.

Ends In Inverted Lines
37.

34.

35.

Ends Out Inverted Lines
38.

39.

1/4 Tag
41.

In T-bone Lines

3/4 Tag

45.

43.

Right-Hand Point to Point
Diamonds
46.

Hourglass
49.

47.

Left-Hand Z

Left-Hand Stars

Right-Hand Z

Tidal Wave

Galaxy

Right-Hand Stars
52.

Tidal Two-Faced Line
55.

Tandem

Tidal Line
56.

Facing Tandems

58.

Right-Hand 1/4 Box

Left-Hand Facing Diamonds
48.

51.

54.

57.

Right-Hand Diamonds
44.

Right-Hand Facing
Diamonds

50.

53.

Out T-bone Lines
40.

1/4 Line

42.

Left-Hand Diamonds

36.

59.

Siamese (Typical)

Interlocking Blocks (Typical)

2

Tandem Couples
60.

“X” / Butterfly (Typical)

CALLERLAB Formation Pictograms (December 14, 2010)
61.

62.

Right-Hand 3/4 Box

63.

Phantom (Typical)

64.

Right-Hand Magic Columns

Right-Hand Facing
Hourglass

65.

66.

67.

68.

Funny Hourglass (8 possible)
69.

Left-Hand Magic Columns
70.

3 By 1 Facing Diamonds
71.

72.

Both T-Bone Boxes
73.

Right-Hand Interlocked
Diamonds
77.

General Lines (16 symmetric
possible)

Out T-Bone Boxes

“O” (Typical)

In T-Bone Boxes

74.

75.

Parallelogram (Typical)

Triple Box (Typical)

78.

79.

Dixie Grand Circle

Right and Left Grand Circle

Change History since April 1980:
Date
Change Made
8/25/07
Add General Line, General Lines. Redraw all pictograms.
5/29/08
Add pictograms approved in 1984.
11/4/08
#25: change name to Starting Double Pass Thru.
11/5/08
#26: change name to Double Pass Thru.
11/6/08
#76: change to say “10 possible”.
8/24/09
#60: fix dancer facing direction. #76: change back to “8 possible” by mistake.
8/25/09
Add Dixie Grand Circle and Right and Left Grand Circle (approved in 1983).
9/28/10
#76: change to say “10 possible”. Add change history.
12/14/10
Convert to Word.

3

Offset Blocks (Typical)
76.

General Line (10 possible)

ANALYZING A CALL
Name of Call
CALLERLAB Definition

From what FORMATION(S) can the call start?

Must any dancers be facing? No

Yes

If yes, how many?

And from what ARRANGEMENT(S)?
Is a free hand needed? No

Both

Right

Left

Good preceding calls considering body flow

What FORMATION(S) will exist upon completion of the call?

And what ARRANGEMENT(S)?
Will dancers be facing? No

Yes

Which hand(s) will be free? None

If yes, How many?
Both

Right

What body flow will exist as call is completed?

Left

Direction?

dancers?

Timing of the call - (How many steps to dance comfortably?)
Teaching suggestions

For which

CODE OF ETHICS
(Revised April 26, 2012)
Code: The professional caller must wholeheartedly subscribe to the established standards of
relationships to accomplish the declared purpose and objective of callers in the square dance
profession.
I Acknowledge:
1.

That I have an obligation to the dancers. Therefore, I shall provide information, instruction
and leadership to enable and encourage the dancer to develop to his/her full potential so that
he/she may derive the maximum satisfaction and pleasure from the activity.

2.

That I have an obligation to the club organizations. Therefore, I shall participate in the
development and maintenance of a sound and respected club organization, shall endeavor to
discharge this obligation to the best of my ability, and advise them wisely and honestly.

3.

That I have an obligation to the profession. Therefore, I shall respect the dignity of the
leaders, teachers and callers as persons, and shall maintain an honorable reputation for
personal integrity.

4.

That I have an obligation to the activity as a whole. Therefore, in my personal, business, and
social contacts I shall be conscious of its heritage and its future and conduct myself
accordingly.

5.

That I have an obligation to continue to work for professional growth; to adhere to uniform
nomenclature; and to learn, to lead, and to contribute to the total square dance movement to
the utmost extent of my ability.

6.

That I have an obligation to all associations dealing with the activity. Therefore, I shall
promote a spirit of cooperation between the various elements of the organization.

7.

That I will conduct myself at dances in a responsible manner that would not discredit other
callers in the profession. This includes: (a) Making every reasonable effort to arrive at calling
engagements early enough to ensure that the dance will begin on time; (b) Refraining from
using language in poor taste or telling jokes that may be embarrassing to the dancers; (c) Not
calling under the influence of alcohol or any controlled substance; (d) Not deviating from the
advertised dance program.

8.

That except in extreme emergencies, I will honor all of my signed contracts. By doing so I
agree to: (a) Fulfill all items of the contract; (b) Prevent a hardship to the sponsoring group by
cancelling my contract. I will provide sufficient and adequate notice of any contract
cancellation that may be absolutely necessary. (c) Obtain approval from the contracting
group before sending a replacement caller.

9.

That I will conduct my financial affairs within the square dance activity in a responsible
manner. This includes paying my debts on time, or making acceptable arrangements if
unable to pay on time.

10.

That I will only perform music which has been obtained in a manner that properly and
completely compensates the artist(s) and producer(s) responsible for its creation. I will not
enable others to use copies of my music while I still retain its ownership.

As a Member of CALLERLAB (The International Association of Square Dance Callers), I accept these
obligations as a personal responsibility, and solemnly pledge to be consistent with the highest
standard of professional services both in spirit and in fact. I shall discharge these obligations
honorably and dedicate myself to that end.
Z:\_CALLERLAB\Forms-letters\Code Of Ethics revised 14-04-03.doc

